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EMORANDUM FOR: Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

FRON: Roger J. Mattson, Director
.IDivision of Systems Integration. NRR
l

SLEJECT: STATUS REPORT ON THE REVIEW PLAN FOR |

TECHNICAL ISSUES ON MCGUIRE TECH SPECS

Reference: Memorandum, Mattson to Denton, " Review Plan for
Technical Issues on McGuire Tech Specs." dated
April 30,1984.

~

In the reference memorandum, I stated I would provide you with a status
report on the progress of resolution of the technical issues on-the
McGuire Technical Specifications by May 15, 1984. The purpose of this
memorandum is to provide that status report.

.

. As I infonned you-in the reference memorandum, Mr.--Licciardo was assigned -
~

to clari:f
typically y> his technical-issues in the form of questions of the type- ,

asked of licensees and applicants,with a-scheduled completion
. date for this task of April 27, 1984.: Mr. Licciardo has not completed

L this assignment yeti and he now estimates he will submit- his final draft-
| .'to CRESS for final typing by May 23, 1984._ Based on the amount of time
! he has expended so far. I .believe it is in the best interest of NRR to -,

allow Mr. Licciardo to complete his clarification. He.has-been infonned
that no further extensions will be granted beyond May 23 for submitting-
material to CRESS. I will provide you with an updated status on or '

'

-before June 15.-1984.
l
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MEMORANDUM .FOR: Brian W. Sheron, Chief
Reactor Systems Branch

. Division of Systems Integration
- .

FROM: Robert B. A. Licciardo
Nuclear Engineer i

Reactor Systems Branch- I

Division of Systems Integration
i

SUP. JECT: REVIEW DF.MCGUIRE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
'

REFERENCE: a) Meme from. Harold R. Denton, Director
Offi:e of Nuclear; Reactor Regulation-

-. .
,for Darrell G. Eisennut, Director. f

Division of Licensing and '

Roger J. Mattson, Director
'Division of Systems Integration

on the Subject: DIFFERING PROFESSIONA1.
"
-.

OPINION OF MR. LICCIARDO REGARDING MCGUIRE
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION and cated: March 21, 0.984

b) Memo from Brian W, Sheron, Chief, RSB, DSI to
Robert Licciar:o RSB, DSI dated April L,1984 - '

on the Subject: MCGUIRE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS** . '

ASSIGNMENT
'

'
.

i ref erence your memo to reference b) requesting feview of the McGuire Technical
' Specifications to an a::eptable forma., in response to the requirement of
reference a) for a coordinated review of the concerns arising from .he writer's
earlier DPD.

Please find attached copy of a document entitled "McGuire Units 1 & 2:
Proposed Technical Specifications; Review of Proof and Review Copy," wnich is
-in response to your recuest. .

,

The review is composec of two sections. The first section is enti-led "cre
Review Information" wnien cetails the Easis, Durpose anc, Resources, Schecule,
Ivaluation Metnoc, Regulatory Requirements and Licensing Consequences of the

' Review. The second section contains the Detailed Review.

Sin:e the staff required this detailed review to be conductec without any
forma'l, or suestantive informal discussion, both witnin and without RSB, ! .

presume that it is to be used as a basis for'the cordination stated in
Marold R. Denton's letter to reference a), namely inat "The Division cfi

'

Iystems integration, in ccrcination with OL, sna11 have pecole tha are
knowlecgesele aoout ne technical vejects raised oy Mr. Lic:iardo, the
standard technical specificat, ions, an the Meluire technical specifications
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I weiter considers that such a coordinate: review including constructive critiqueis an essential consequence of any sucn cocument. The writer also believes
that such construction must be ceveloped on the basis of responsible written _

1

anc signed comment within the Regulatory f ramework, The writer would bepleased to participate in this coordination as required.

The writer is aware that RSB staff has received copies of the writer's initial
proposed memo to T. M. Novak f rom R. W. Houston on the subject of: " STAFF
REVIEW OF PROOF AND REVIEW COPY OF PROPOSED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATICHS FOR
MCCUIRE UNITS 1 & 2" dated 06/15/83, and througn this action is pleased to have '

made an early contribution to recent reviews of Technical Specifications for
Operating License Applic:tions.

__

i

I Further, the writer has been informed that the above referenced memo (of
05/15/83) was also provided to Westinghouse (W) and notes two subsequent
'deveicpments of significance: ~,

1) In response to a question frem M. Wig or concerning "Vostle," on " Cold
Overpressure Mitigation", W has now recently submitted a Tecical report -

entitled " Cold Overpressure Mitigating Systems," cated February 1984, for
review by NRC.

2) W has recently reviewed its position on Reactor Coolant Systam (RCS)
Operability requirements in MODE 3 an: from this has cetermined the need
for accitional operable RCS pumos over those required in the W STS fer

_the case of "tincontrolled Red Cluster Control Assembly Bank Withdrawal ~

.. From a Suo:ritical Condition."

Both of the abcve items 1) and 2) were the subject of specific concern in the
referenced memo proposed by the writer, and it is encouraging to note the early ~

,

response by W to those safety issues.
,

thWfw .

R. B. A. Lic:iarco '
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MCGUIRE UtilTS 1 & 2: PROPOSED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONa

REVIEW OF " PROOF & REVIEW COPY" -
,

. .

Prepared By

ROBERT B. A. LICCIARCO

Nuclear Engineer

RSB/DSI/RSB

Date: Jure 12,1984
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INTRODUCTION

By letter to reference 1), the licensee proposed Technical Specifications for
McGuire Unit 2 which were to be an integral part of the Operating License.

The Licensee also proposed that these same Technical Specifications include
detailed references to Unit 1 in a manner which did not impede its effective
use for Unit 2 but which would enable its use for Unit 1 at a later date.
The Licensee considered an ultimate position in which both McGuire' Units 1
and 2, woulc use the same Technical Specifications, with marginal adaptations.
The application of these Technical Specifications to Unit I was schievec by
application for a proposed, and issuance of a subsequent, licensing amencment
at a later date. .

The Proof and Review copy which has been reviewed by the writer comprises a
Westinghouse Standard Technical Specification, Revision 4, which had been,

marked up by the Licensee as a proposal for Units 2 (and 1). This mark up
was further reviewed by SSPB for conformance to the Westinghouse Standard
Technical Specifications, and, by mutual agreement between the Licensie,
NRR/0L and SSPB, subsequent changes haa been made. This subsequent document
presented to RSB for review, contained no record of, or, safety evaluation
reports on, these changes which had been made including any relationship to
tne then existing McGuire Unit 1 Technical Scecification and the Final Safety
Analysis Reports, or the Safety Evaluation Reports, for McGuire Units 1 & 2, ''

The writer has conducted the RSB portion of the review by a more detailed
examination of those sections and related systems which are its primary
responsibility as defined by the Standard Review Plan. These sections have
been reviewed against the information in the Final Safety Analysis Report,
the related Safety Evaluation Reports and additional information, as containec
in references 1 through 29.

The items reviewed are listed in Table 1 and the pages affected are lisced in
Table 2.

06/01/S4 lii Revision A
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PRE REV8Ed 2NFORMAT20N

Basis of Review

The starting basis for this review was the proposed memo to T. M. Novak from
R. W. Houston dated 6/15/85, on the subject of: " Draft Review Of Proof and
Review Copy Of Proposed Technicc1 Specifications For McGuire Units 1 & 2."

The Proof and Review Copy of the Proposed Technical Specifications For
McGuire Units 1 and 2 from which the material for review by RSB was extracted,
was attached to a memo from C. O. Thomas (SSPB) to Brian W. Sheron (RSB) on
the subject of " Proof and Review of McGeire - Units 1 and 2, Technical.

Specifications" and dated January 14, 1983.,

Purcose of Review and Resources

The purpose of this review has been to enable a document which could be used
to serve the purpose of the request by Harold R. Denton in Reference a) l4

namely:- '

"The Divison of Systems Integration, in coordination with OL, shall
have people that are knowledgeable about the technical subjects

.

raised by Mr. Licciarco, the standarc technical specifications, and I

the McGuire technical specifications review the broad technical
subjects and subgroups raised in the OPO."

~

For this purpose, R$8 asked the writer to identify the specific aispar1 ties of
his concern, and his basis for them. Commencement of the task, as described
under the section on " Schedule and Iesources," disclosed more items of concern. ~~

To facilitate the prepa.'ation of a set of information within a time frame con-
sistent with the proposed purpose and schedule, the writer was asked by RSB to
complete his task with minimal interchange both within and without RSB. This
document presents the best evaluations by the writer under these concitions
and must be considered as a starting basis for the follow-on coordinated
review required from reference a).

The writer wishes to acknowledge that during this review he has received the
benefit of active discussions with IC58 personnel, namely T. G. Dunning,
Section Leader, and F. Burrows, Reactor Engineer (Instr), on clarifying
significant aspects of Plant Instrumentation Logic. The responsibility for
interpretation and conclusions in this document remains the writer's,

i Senedule

The starting basis for this review was the writer's proposec memo to T. M.
Novak from R. W. Houston on the subject of Staff Review of Proof and Review
Copy of the Proposed Technical Specifications for McGuire Units 1 & 2.

By memo to reference 1) dated Mar.h 21, 1984, Harold R. Denton required that:
"The Division of Systems Integration, in coordination with OL, shall nave people

I that are knowledgeable about the tecnnical subjects raised by Mr. Licciarco,
the standard technical specifications, and the McGuire technical specifications

.

I 1 Revision A
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PRE REV8EU 8NFORAATION

Basis of Review

The starting basi for this review was the proposed memo to T. M. Novak from
R. W. Houston da ' 6/15/83, on the subject of: " Draft Review Of Proof and
Review Copy Of Pt vosed Technical Specifications For McGuire Units 1 & 2.".

The Proof and Review Copy of the Proposed Technical Specifications For
McGuire Units 1 and 2 from which the material for review by RSB was extracted,
was attached to a memo from C. O. Thomas (SSPB) to Brian W. Sheron (RSB) on
the subject of " Proof and Review of McGuire - Units 1 and 2, Technical.

Specifications" and dated January 14, 1983.

Purcose of Review and Resources

The purpose of this review has been to enable a document wnich could be used
to serve the purpose of the recuest by Harold R. Denton in Reference' a),

namely:- '

"The Divison of Systems Integration, in coordination with DL, shall
have people that are knowledgeable about the technical subjects
raised by Mr. Licciardo, the standard technical specifications, and
the McGuire technical specifications review the broad technical
subjects and subgroups raised in the DPO."

For this purpose, RSB asked the writer to identify the specific disparities of
his concern, and his basis for them. Commencement of the task, as described
under the section on " Schedule and Resources," disclosed more items of concern. *

To facilitate the preparation of a set of information within a time frame con-
sistent with the proposed purpose and schedule, the writer was asked by RSB to
complete his task with minimal interchange both within and without RSS. This
document present: the best evaluations by the writer under tnese conditions
and must be considered as a starting Dasis for the follow-on coordinated
review required from reference a).

The writer wishes to acknowledge that during this review he has received the
benefit of active discussions with ICSB personnel, namelv T. G. Dunning,
Section Leader, and F. Burrows, Reactor Engineer (Instr), on clarifying
significant aspects of Plant Instrumentation Logic. The responsibility for
interpretation and conclusions in this document remains the writer's.

Schedule

The starting basis for this review was the writer's proposeo memo to T. M.
Novak from R. W. Houston on the subject of Staff Review of Proof and Review
Copy of the Proposed Technical Specifications for McGuire Units 1 & 2.-

By memo to reference a) dated Mar.h 21, 1984, Harold R. Denton required that:
"The Division of Systems Integration, in coordination with DL, shall have people
that are knowledgeable about the tecnnical subjects ra .cd by Mr. Licciardo,
the standard technical specifications, and the McGuire tecnnical specifications

.

1 Revision A
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review the broad technical subjects and subgroups raised in the DPO. As soon
as the review approach is selected, you are to provide me with a brief plan that
describes how you plan to conduct the review, who is involved and your schedule
for concluding the review. You should plan to document your review not later
than July 1, 1984 or provide a status report with a schedule by May 15, 1984."

-Commencing week ending March 31, 1984 the writer was asked by B. W. Sheron,
Branch Chief, to develop a series of questions in accordance with his later
memo of April 11, 1984 for completion by April 27, 1984.

On commencing this task, an audit 'was taken on other issues within the T.S.
thich had not received detailed attention because of relative priorities and
the probabilities that because of the relatively simple nature of tne related
operations, that the T.S. would be complete and accurate. This audit revealed
-that such was not the case anc that relatively complex safety issues resided in
mar.y locations of lesser perceived importance incl.uding . footnotes , and. descrip- -

.tions in the Basis, att, ached:to the T.S. These concerns have_repuired a near *

item'by item check to ensure'a maximum of surety. The schedule has been ex-
tended on that basis but the need for closure has left a certain minimal area
of unconfirmed concern.

However, the above approach should now convince the licensee of his primary
responsibility to ensura the accuracy and completeness of the Technical Speci-
fications including a final detailed check and evaluation of not only the .
items that are covered above, but residuals in the area of unconfirmed concern
for RSB.

-

Evaluation Method -

, The evaluation has focused on the requirements of the process systems to meet
Condition 1 Occurrences under normal operation in MODES 1 through 6. It has
also focused on the capability of these same systems, and their protection
systems [both Reactor Trip and Engineered Safeguards Features) to be available
and to perform in accordance with acceptable calculated consequences of Condi-
tion II, III and IV Occurrences, and other (Licensing Basis) events, as
identified and evaluated in the Licensing Basis for MODES 1 through 6.

The term " evaluate," used throughout this review as e.g., in the phrase "The
licensee shall evaluate and propose" is to be interpreted as synonymous with
the term " Safety Evaluation" as used in 10 CFR and includes the requirement to
submit such an evaluation in response to related circumstances.

The term " propose" is also synonymous with the tere, " propose" as used in
10 CFR 50.34(b)(6)(vi) " Proposed Technical Specifications preoared in accordance
with the requirements of $50.36" and 10 CFR 650.59 " Changes, tests and experiments"
in respect of " proposed change, test or experiment."

Regulatorv Recu-frements

To facilitate ready reference, a set of " Selected Relevant Regulations" is
proviced in Aopendix A, of which the following is a brief summary:

2 Revision A
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10 CFR 50.36' "Technict! Specifications.' This defi6as the principal Requies-
ments which will be included in the Technical Specifications.-

These include:

10 CFR 50.36(c)(1) " Safety limits, limiting safety system
settings and limiting control settings."

10 CFR 50.36(c)(2) " Limiting conditions for operation"

10 CFR 50.36(c)(3) " Surveillance requirements"

10 CFR 50.36(c)(4) " Design Features"

10 CFR 50.36(c)(5) "Adminstrative, controls"

10 CFR 50.11 " Exceptions.an.d Exemptions from Licensing Requirements".
, ,

*

10 CFR 50.12 "Specifi[c Exemptions 'i
'

,

These two Regulations define the basis for granting exemptions
from the requirements of 10 CFR.

10 CFR 50.34 " Contents of Applications: Technical Information"

This provides the_ regulatory basis for

a) Necessary descriptions of the facility and the need for --

related Safety Evaluations for both the PSAR and the FSAR.

b) Within the PSAR, an identification and justification for
the selection of those variables, conditions, or other items
which are determined as the result of preliminary safety
analysis and evaluation to be probable subjects of technical
specifications for the facility, with special attention
given to those items which may-significantly influence the
final design. Reference 10 CFR 50.34,(a)(5),

c) Within the FSAR, proposed technical specifications prepared
in accordance with the requirements of $50.36. Reference
10 CFR 50.34(b)(6)(vi)

10 CFR 50.57 " Issuance of Operat'ing License"

The particular relevant subsections are:

10 CFR 50.57(a)(1) - This ensures that the facility has been
substantially constr*cted, in conformity with the construction
permit and the application as amended.

10 CFR 50.57(a)(2) - whien requires that "The facility _will
operate in conformity with the apolication as amenced ..."

!

3 Revision A
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10 CFR 50.57 (b) "Each operating license will. include aporo-
priate provisions with respect to any uncompleted items of
construction and such limitations or conditions as are required.

to assure that operation during the period of the completion of
such items will not endanger public health and safety."

10 CFR 50.59 " Changes, Tests and Experiments"

Sections of particular relevance are:
'

10 CFR 50.59(a)(1) - This permits changes from the FSAR providing
they

involve no change in the Technical-

Specification

do not involve an unreviewed safety-

question. *
.

10 CFR 50.59(a)('2) - Defines an unreviewed safety question.

10 CFR 50.59(b) - Requires the licensee to keep a record of
all changes made from the original FSAR and the related Safety
Evaluation, whether involving an unreviewed safety question or
not.

.

10 CFR 50.59(c) provides that for these changes, tests and
experiments involving an unre'iewed safety question, the licensee
shall submit an application for amendment of his license pursuant '-

to 10 CFR 50.90.

10 CFR 50.90 " Application for amendment of license or construction permit"

This provides that: "Whenever a holder of a license or construc-
tion permit desires to amend the license or permit, application
for an amendment shall be filed with the Commission, fully
describino the chances desired, and following as far as accli-
cable the form crescribed for original acolications."

10 CFR 50.100 " Revocation, suspension, modification of licenses and construc-
tion permits for cause."

.

Licensino Consecuences of Review

The consequences of the review in terms-of the types of problems encountered
in meeting regulatory requirements may be categori:ed as follows:

1) Descriptions which are incomplete, ambiguous and errored, varying from
relatively minor matters to matters of substantial importance to .afety.

Except for relatively minor matters, this category has been considered
non conservative since they provice no sound bacis for ensuring that the
detailed requirements of the Licensing Basis are specified for the
operating facility.

.b g
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-2) Plant Engineering providing for unlimited operability of Process and
-Protection Elements. Safety Evaluations have been submitted and accepted
creating an element of the Licensing Basis (within the boundaries of
unlimited operability).

The Technical Specifications art. not in accordance with the Licensing
Basis by removing . Operability Requirements without submitting necessary
evaluations and proposals for evaluation by the NRC.

For this situation, the general situation is_that "The Licensee shall
evaluate and-propose."

Examples include deletion of_ Operability Requirements for RHR,' Component
Cooling, RCS Loops, Elements of Reactor Trip System Instrumentation, and
Engineered Safety Features Actuation-System Instrumentation.

3) a) Plant Engineering with Operability S.tatus limited by Plant control+ .-
,

'

or Protection Logic.to certain MODES (and pnases) of operation.
Safety Evaluations for the limited Operability Status have been sub-
mitted and accepted as an element of the Licensing Basis.

'
The Technical Specifications are not in accordance with the Licensing
Basis Plant Protection Logic on which the safety was assessed e.g.,-
Reactor Trip on ESFAS initiation in MODES 3 and 4 is not provided
for in the-Technical Specifications. -

The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.
,,

3) b) Plant Engineering with Operability Status limited by Plant Control
Logic and related Safety Evale-stions submitted. Review of submittals.

for Amendment may_ include an interfacing branch. SER issued contrary
to Regulations pertaining to that Branch. Examples include prooosed
deletion of auto initiation of MD-AFW pumps below P-11 by manual
block, and deletion of.Pressuri:er Water Level - High trip.

The proposed Technical Specification is in accordance with the .__

~ Licensing. Basis, but not in full accordance with Regulatory Recuire - _

-ment. The licensee [should or] shall evaluate and propose.

:This circumstance also introduces mixed and deficient protection
rationale for a large number-of occurrences requiring protection
:under Regulatory Requirements. -

-4). Plant: Engineering with Operability limited by Plant Control Logic.
However, no Safety Evaluation has bean suomitted for the limited Opera-
bility circumsta_nces, which-introduces-unreviewed safety questions in
the form of unforeseen and non.analy:ed events. Examples include the
absence of any '? Low Flow" Reactor Trips below the P-7 permissive, and
absence =of many other Reactar Tri?s.

-
,

|

'

.
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The plant is inside the Licensing Basis Engineering which however has not
'

been-adequately evaluated. Thistis a situation in which Reculatorv
Recuirements have not been met within the ensuing Licensing Basis since
an adequate clarification of and evaluation of the circumstances _ has not _
been undertaken.

The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

5) The Safsty Analysis Limits (in the form of response times) providad in 1

the FSAR for ESFAs are in general less conservative than used in the I
evaluations of the Licensing Basis.-

|

\The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.
,

6)- The response time provided-may closely conform or agree to the Licensing
Basis value, but the Licensing Basis value is contrary to Regulatory
Requirements e.g._, the Licensing Basis uses response times-for AFW from
non-safety related sources;.whereas safety grade sources have a signifi-
cantly greater response time. This delay may also impact 1 response times
for other ESFAs equipment.' ;

The plant is inside the Licensing Basis Engineering which howevt;* has not
been evaluated to Regulatory Requirements.

Thi Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

7) a) Proposed Technical Specifications for major plant protection activi- --

ties which do not (appear to) conform with the principal procedures
described in the Licensing Basis. So that whilst the proposed Tech-
nical Specifications are not in accordance' and also non-conservative, j
with respect to the Licensing Basis, they are also contrary to-
Regulatory Requirements.

This applies particularly to Boration Control in MODES 1, 2, 3 and
4 and _ Emergency Core Cooling Systems in MODES 3, 4, and 5. _No
evaluation and proposals are submitted.

The Licensee ~shall evaluate and propose.

7) b) Also, as a result of.7)a), we have discussed possible modifications
to these proposed Technical Specifications, which may:make them
. acceptable providing appropriate- protections are added ano suitable
evaluations proposed.

Examples include the virtual absence of any necessary protection
(including constraints) to ensure RCS safety to Regulatory Require-
ments under Condition II,-III and IV occurrences in~MC'IS 3, 4'and 5
due in part to the Boration Control-disparity mentioned in 7 a)
above.

'8) _The absence of-necersary correlations between surveillance requirements
for equipment performance and that performance necessary to-achieve the

. required Plant Protection under Condition II, III and IV Occurrences.
.

.
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An example includes Aux FW distribution to remaining intact Steam Generators
in'a Main Feed Line Rupture Event in which two Steam Generators providing
steam to the Turbine Driven AFW Pump' are ultimately faulted.

,

The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

9) It is a fact that engineering and construction of a nuclear facility must
be checked on an element by element basis to ensure that the enormity of~
all the interfaces-meet as required to enable final assembly and startup.
Similarly, with Technical Specifications, unless they are likewise checked

;. on an element by element basis, there will be no guarantee that the plant
will have the level of safety proposed in the Licensing Basis Documents.

The Licensee has primary responsibility for tnis element ey element check
and our review together-with responses from the requested evaluations and .
proposals will reflect the consequences pf the exercise of that
responsibility.

,- *
.

,

Invitation For Comment

The writer would welcome written and signed comments within the Regulatory
Framework, on this Review.
n.*...ne.e

~

a) -Memo from Harold-R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

for D a r r e t, t G. Eisenhute Director
,*

Division of Lithnsing' ant
Roger J. Mattson, Director ~ ~

Oivision of Systems-Integration
on the. Subject: DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL
OPINION OF MR.-LICCIARDO REGARDING MCGUIRE
. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION and dated: March 21, 1984 ;

b) Memo from Srian W. Sheron, Chiefe RSE, OSI to
Robert Licciardo RSB, OSI dated April 11, 1984
on the Subject: MCGU!RE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
ASSIGNMENT

.

%
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MCGUIRE UNITS 1 & 2: PROPOSED TECHNICAL-SPEC QICATIONS

DETAILED REVIEW OF " PROOF & REVIEW" COPY
,

PREPARED BY

[ Rob'ert B. A. Ljeciardo
,

Nuclear Engineer

RSB/OSI/RSRS

. Date: June 12, 1984
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SECTION 2.1 SAFETY LIMITS

2.1.1 REACTOR CORE

The proposed T S. requires that: "The combination of THERMAL POWER, pressurizer
pressure, and the highest operating loop coolant temperature (T,yg) shall not
exceed the limits shown in Figures 2.1-1 and 2.1-2 for four and three loop
operation, respectively.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTION: .

Whenever the point defined by the combination of the highest operating loop
.

average temoerature and THERMAL POWER has exceeded the appropriate pressurize.c
pressure line, be in HOT STAN0BY within 1 hour, and comply with the requirements
of Specification 6.7.1."

EVALUATION

a) Concerning the title: SAFETY LIMITS / REACTOR CORE. Clarify if the numerical
values in Figure 2.1 are meant to De Safety Limits, Limiting Safety
Settings or Set Points,

b) Concerning Figs 2.1-1 What is the licensing basis for this type of re-
.

presentation, i.e., RCS T,yg (*F) vs Fraction of Rated Thermal Power, and
the values in this figure. Reference 7, Figure 15.1.1-1, revision 7 is
the existing licensing basis; it provides different ordinates, T,yg vs AT
and includes descriptions of related acceptance criteria and limits which
should also include boiling in the hot legs; it also provides direct links
to the plant protection systems based on 2 out of 4 AT loop (individual)
compared with AT loop set point (individual), in the reactor protection
system. Any sucn representation should also provide the basis for the
SET-POINT methodology for each unit including values of all the parameters
necessary to calculate OVERTEMPERATURE AT and OVERPOWER AT SET POINTS of
related Table 2.2-1, REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENT TRIP SET POINTS; this
will ensure a complete set of Licensing Basis data against which the pro-
posed plant settings can be verified and amended as appropriate.

| c) Representations of overpower protection (including reporting requirements)
by neutron flux monitors on the Figure 2.1-1 are inappropriate. Neutron
flux limits and related action statements are addressed under T.S. Sec-
tion 3.4, [ Nuclear] Power Distribution Limits,

d) References to three loop operation should be deleted as the plant is not
licensed for such operation.

.
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e) Concerning description under Section 2.1.1 above. We propose this oe- 1

scription should clarify that the " combinations" presented ere those allowed
under " Anticipated Operational Occurrences" and not steady state conditions.

,

!

f) The FSAR does describe a constrained set of thermal hydraulic parameters j
for the Reactor Coolant System under steady state normal operating con-
ditions upon which " plant safety" under Condition II, III and IV Occur-
rences is established. These are generally described in reference 7,
under Section 15.1.2 Table 15.1.2-2, and the programmed T,yg provided
under reference 3, Figure 5.3.3-1; pressurizer pressure is provided under |.

Table 5.1-1. (Related pressurizer level and steam generator levels will
be discussed under T.S. Sections 3/4.4.3 and 3/4.A.5) Should not these
values be included in the Technical Specifications (in appropriate set l
point methodology) to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.36. ;

'

l

For the thermal-hydraulic parameters represented in Section 2, the steady i
-

state set points would be represented by a single line showing programmed' !

Tavg against programmed aT for the given prescurizer pressure with pro-
!vision for a band of values to " allowable values". Appropriate action

statements would be formulated providing a iimited period of operation
outside the range. Any changes proposed to such conditions need T.S. |

emendments as they are part of the Licensing . Basis.

SUMMARY .

The current method of representincy Reactor Core Safety Limits is not clearly
in accord with the Licensing Basis. Therefore it must be considered non-
conservative and the Licensee shall evaluate and propose, '

" REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE .

2.1.2 The Reactor Coolant System pressure shall not exceed 2735 psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

ACTION:

MODES 1 and.2

Uhenever.the Reactor Coolant System pressure has exceeded 2735 psig, be in
HOT $TANDBY with the Reactor Coolant System pressure. ithin its limit witnin
1 hour, and comply with the requirements of Specification 5.7.1.

MODES 3, 4 and 5

Uhenever the Reacter Coolant System pressure has exceeded 2735 peig, reduce
the Reactor Coolant System pressure to within its limit within 5 minutes, ana
comply with the requirements of Specification 6.7.1."

EVALUATION

a) Is there not a need to forewarn the coerator that as for 2.1.1, for normal

steady state operation, the RCS pressurizer pressure shall not exceed the

06/01/84 2 Revision A
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values-defined in Section 3/4.2.5 and 3/4.4.3. Safety evaluations for all
occurrences a're predicated on those values and are invalidated if they are
not sustained. If restoration can.9et be achieved, there is a change from
the existing Licensing Basis and an appropriate request for a T.S. change
would be necessary.

,

b) As for Section 2.1.1 above, is it not appropriate to clarify that the RCS
Coolant System pressure shall not exceed (2735) psig under any Anticipated
Operational Occurrence or Design Basis Accident.

't
'

c) Where in the RCS system is the pressure limit to be observed eg Reference 10,
page 15.4-20, Revision 7 first para. snows that: "To obtain the maximum
pressure in the primary side, conservatively high loop pressure drops are
added to the calculated pressurizer pressure." What provision has.been
made in the specified value or related instrumentation-to conservatively
account for this necessary correction. ,.,

.

d) Please clarify that the value of 2735 psig is an actual Safety Limit,
.being 110% of the Design Pressure of 2485 psig (reference 3, Table 5.2.2-2)
and how is such a value determined by the operator wnen no set point,
allowable values and channel errors are provided for or oefined,

e) .Concerning Action Statement: MODES 1 & 2. This should consider restora-
tion of the RCS pressure to its required value for steady state operation
rather than within the 2735 psig limit.

4

Should MODE 3 also be includea in the action statement for MODES 1 & 2 as
generally identical concerns prevail except for the limited Applicability

_

.

of Appendix G in T.S. Figs. 3.4-2.
,

f) Concerning MODES 3, 4 & 5. - --- - - - _ _.

How is-the pressure limit of 2735 psig applicable to MODES 4 and 5 when
reduced RCS temps. will cause consideration of constrained Pressure /

Temperature _ limits [to Appendix G requirements] in T.S. Section 3/4.4,9.

Further, even MODE 3 has an Appendix G limits of <2500 psig at RCS temos.
of <350*F; reference T.S. Figs. 3.4-2.

SUMMARY,

The current representation of Safety Limits for RCS pressure in this Sec-
i tion 2.1.2 is non-conservertive with respect to the Licensing Basis. The

| Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

:

|

|-
|
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TABLE 2.2-1. ' REACTOR TRIP INSTRUMENTATION SET POINTS
,

* - These_have been' checked against reference 18.-Westinghouse (W) RPS/ESFAS Set _ 1

' Point Methodology, Table 3-4 and NOTE FOR TABLE 3-4 on page 3-13, which is '

described as applicable to McGuire Unit 1, 50-369. At this date, the assump-
' tion has been-made that this information also applies to McGuire Unit 2, Docket
No._50-370. Please docket this fact or otherwise provide the alternate
information.

.

The writer finds the general approach to representing Trip Setpoints as 3, or i
a certain value is less than satisfactory;- it is open-ended allowing overly
conservative.setpoints with unnecessary reactor trips. It appears that the Set-
Point methodology may already have provided for expected errors in setting
-SETPOINTS so that this open-ended uncertainty is eliminated to a satisfactory-
" manageable" quant.ity. The Licensee should clarify.

Item 3. ' Power Rate, Neutron Flux, High Positive Rate o

Will:a time constant of >2 seconds result in a slower response time, which-is
: less conservative.

[ tem 4 Power Rate, Neutron Flux, High Negative Rate.

Will a time constant of >2 seconds result in a= slower response time which is
'less conservai.ive?

Reference 18 page 3-13, concerning-Set Point Methodology advisas that this -'--

value is not used in Safety-Analyses. This appears in direct' contradiction'to
reference 7, Section 15.2.3, page 15.2-12, revision 7, first para. The
Licensee.shall evaluate and propose

- Item 5: _ iS incomplete; should read as: Intermediate Range, [High] neutron flux.-

Item 9: Pressurizer Pressure-Low'

The specified Trip Setpoint &' Allowable values agree with those provided uncer
isetpoint methodology in reference 18. A disparity does exist between the
related SAFETY-ANALYSIS-LIMITS given as used in Safety. Analysis, i.e 1845-

'.
psig-in SETPOINT METHODOLOGY / Reference 18, Table-3-4, column 12 and the FSAR
-valueJfor the same analysis in reference 7, Table 15.1.3-1 as 1835 psig. The

* . Licensee shall' identify the correct value. (Note also disparity-with
refererce 7, " Analysis of -Inaavertent Operation of. ECCS Ouring Power Operation", 1

- page :,5.2-40, revision 43 item 7. " Reactor Trip ----- is initiated by low
-pressure at 1800 psia;" This is however relatively conservative with respect
- tu the'other values _used above.]

The Licensee shall review ano clarify. -

- Item 17: The existing descriptor " Safety Injection Input from ESF" should be
replaced by " Reactor Trip from ESFAS."-

06/01/84 4 Revision A'
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The following items should be added, because they initiate Reactor Trip directly
and independently of the SI signal.

17a) Pressurizer - Low Pressure (Safety injection)

The additional qualifier (SI) is generally used to distinguish this from
item 5, Reactor Trip on Pressurizer Pressure-Low

17b) Containment Pressure-High

17c) Low Steam Line Pressure (subject to P-11 block)

17a) Manual Safety Injection

Item 12: Low Reactor Cociant Flow
'

r. Concerning Reactor Trip on " Low-Reactor Coolant Flow 'in One Loco."

Reference 7, Section 15.2.5.1 states that "Above approximately 50% power,
Permissive P8 allows low flow in any one loop to actuate a reactor trip."

Please explain why there is no anticipatory signal for this circumstance ie
under frequency, undervoltage, loss of RCP breaker. Such anticipatory signals
are provided below P-8 when safety consequences are more conservative for this
facility. (3ee later 12b.) Is this adequate conformance to diverrify require-
ments of Criterion 22 - Protection system independence.

.

b. Concerning Reactor Trip on " Low Reactor Coolant Flow "In Two Loops
Below P-8.

The plant is not licensed for operation with only 3 loops operating in MODES 1
and 2 below P-8. Please explain why you therefore propose a trip based on Loss
of Flow in 2 loops instead of only one, at these conditions and which is not in
conformance with GDC 20, " Protection System Functions.' Information is provided
under reference 7, Section 15.3.4.1 to show that Acceptance Criteria would not
be exceeded but as indicated above it is outside the current licensing basis
and should therefore be excluded.

This licensee .h:c'd evaluate our concerns in items 12a and 12b above in
conjunction with those of item 18.b.a of this same review of Table 2.2-1, anc
propose. This can be interpreted as a generic issue.

Item 13: Concerning Steam Generator Level-Low, Low

Reference 18, page 3-13 Note 12 describes the Safety Analysis Limit for this
item as the value in Table 2.2-1 of the W STS plus 10%. For conservatism,
should the Safety Analysis Lia.t be the W STS value less 10%; is tnis neces-
sarily conservative for all Licensing Basis occurrences.

Item 14: When two or mere RCP circuit breakers open, above Permissive 7 (10%
power), Reactor Trip deriving from undervoltage of the Reactor Coolant Pumos
is also initiated, reference 7 Section 15.2.5.1 and reference 5, figure 7.2.1-1

.
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note 44 It is proposed that a notation to this effect should appear under
-this item.-

Item'21 (Proposed): [R'eactor Trip on) Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker Position-

Proposed: :In accordance with the-Licensing Basis FSAR, indicating that opening
of ~ two. or more circuit breakers actuates the corresponding undervoltage trip

, - relay above Permissive 7-(10% power); reference 7, section 15.2.5.1. '

-Item 18b:- Low Power Reactor Trips Block, P-7
t

a) This T.S. provides that when power level is less then Permissive P7 (with
P10 (Nuclear) or P13 (turbine) powers of less -than 10%) the undervoltage
(and RCP breaker position), under frequency and low flow reactor trips are
blocked and will allow the re.: tor to remain untripped, and-therefore at
~10% power, on loss of offsite power. -

,.

'The FSAR in-reference 5, item 7'2.2.1.2d which describes this permissive
provides no safety evaluation of'the consequences. Accident Analysis in
Reference 7, section 15.2.9 for'" Loss of Offsite Power to the Station

Auxiliaries" is based on protection provided by these trips which are now
blocked..and no evaluation is provided to show an.accepf*ble RCS response
under these particular circumstance. The existing FSAR,.rd erence 7;
Section 15.2.9.2 and related Table 15.2.9-1 shows acceptab e natural
circulation, but at a maximum power level of only 5%.

Accident Analysis in Reference 7, Section 15.3.4 " Complete Loss of Forced -

Reactor Coolant' Flow" also depends on this protection, and no evaluation is
provided to show an acceptable response by the RCS system from the P-7 power
levels. This also applies to Section 15.4.4, " Single Reactor Coolant Pump
Locked P.otor,"

There are additional events potentially arising from this item which have not
-been-analyzed. These include _a circumstance-in which a normal turbine-load
rejection from just1below the P-8 power level could result -in a-sequence in

~

-which power to RCPs are lost after both Nuclear and Turbine Power signals are
reduced below 10% (P-7) so that reactor trip on this loss of. power event could=
not occur, but with residual core heat fluxes at--substantially_ greater than 10%
-in~ the early phase of the event followed by a 10% steady-power level-[ Note also,
that below P-7, a number of other reactor trips are also~ blocked including Pres-
suri:er Water Level-High, Pressurizer Pressure-Low and-Pressuri:er Pressure-High]

The eituation -is one in which Condition II, III and IV oc::urrenc'es are not-
. protected in accordance with GDC 20, Protection System Functions: "The-
protection system shal1 be designed (1) to initiate automatically -the operation -
of appropriate systems including the reactivity control systems, to assure
that specified acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded a a result of
: anticipated operational occurrences." It also introduces an additional occur-
rence,1 e. , a f ailure to automatically trip ' the reactor, on top of the initial
occurrence, and which in itself, and in combination with the initiating -occur-
rence;has not been evaluated.

-It has not been Regulatory Practice to allow a Condition II occurrence to be
. . followed by a Condition III or IV occurrence in the course of protective actions.

06/01/84 6 Revision 4
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The licensee should evaluate the restoration of reactor trip on " low flow" trips
down to and including MODE 2 (MODES 3-5 are discussed later) to be in conformance
with G.D.C. 20 " Protection System Functions," and propose. As part of this
evaluation, the Licensee should verify performance under thest T.S. conditions
and review for, and evaluate, Licensing Basis Occurrences affected by this T.S.
requirement to show that all Regulatory Acceptance Criteria for Abnormal
Operating Occurrences and Postulated Accidents are currently satisfied, making
appropriate allowances for any manual Operator Action required. These events
should include Loss of Off-Site Power to the Station Auxiliaries, Complete
Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow and Single Reactor Coolant Pumo Iceked

,

Rotor. [It should be noted that other reactor trips such as Pressuri:er Water
Level-High and Pressuri:er Pressure - Low are also blocked under these condi-
tions. Steam Generator Water Level-Low Low remains avaiiaele together with
Auto-initiation of AFW pumps. Steam Generator High High Turbine Trip is avail-
able, but does not trip the Reactor at these low power conditions (below P-8). ].

Until the required re evaluation is completed, the proposed T.S. must ce
considered non-conservative in respect to Regulatory Requirements. Adcitionallyit can be interpreted as a Generic Issue,

b) The current description of this Functional Unit is incorrect. It is not
" Lower Power Reactor Trips Block P-7. " It is: "High Power Reactor Trips
Block," by absence of Permissive P-7 and occurs when:

1) P-10 is less than the Trip. Set Point and
2) P-13 is less then the Trip Set Point --

1

c) This TS provides that when power level is less than Permissive P7 (with
P10 -(Nuclear) or P13 (Turbine) powers.of less than 10%), reactor trip on
Pressurizer Pressure-Low and Pressuri:er Water Level-High are both blocked,

c(i) Concerning Block of Pressuri:er Pressure Low - Reactor Trio:

The FSAR in reference 5, item 7.2.1.1.2.C.1 states tnat this trio is not
required at low power levels.

The pressuri:er pressure low - reactor trips are used as botn primary and cack
|up in a numoer of Condition II Condition II; and Conditien IV occurrences, al' <

involving breaks in the primary and secondary systems, reference 7, tatle 7,2.1-4
(3 of 5). Although safety injection is subsequently employed in almost all
these situations, earlier reactor trip on pressuri:er pressure low - is decenced
upon instead of the later reactor trip on pressuri:er pressure low - (Safety
Injection). The worst situation for most of these accicents is that of maximum
power level reference 7, Table 15.1.0-2. No evaluations are provided for :ero
power level.

It is possible for these breaks in the primary and seconcary systems to occur
at less than 10% power level down to and including the startup condition (with
4 RCS loops running) ie MCOES 1 & 2. (Such breaks in MODES 3-5 are discussed
later). With the proposed TS, reactor trips for these breaks would oe delaved
to be initiated later by the ESFAS .(SI) related signals. The ifcensee snoula
provide a safety evalution of these circumstances and whicn is not basea uoan

,arguments relating to probacility of the events. The evaluation should provice
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for the event to occur immediately subrequent to any normal operating transient
providing the most conservative set of conditions prior to the event such as a
complete load. rejection using steam dumps from the P-8 level.

Until there has been a re-evaluation of these circumstances, the proposed T.S.
must be considered non-conservative in respect to Regulatory Requiremer ts.
Additionalle it can be interpreted as a Generic Issue, a-

q
Accidental Depressurization of the main steam system is from zero load. It is
unclear from reference 5 Table 7.2.1-4 (5 of 5) if for this event, reactor trip

' on Pressurizer Low Pressure is expected to occur before Safety Injection (when
it would not be available at zero power) or whether it is expected to occur
from the pressurizer pressure low - (Safety Injection) signal if it, initiates
S.I., or,from S.I. initiated by other initiators. The Licensee shall clarify,
and hence its validity with respect to the absence of the signal caused by P7.

~

cii) Concerning Block of Pressurizer Water Level-High Trip

This pressurizer water level-high trip is a principal element of the Overpres-
| sure Protection System for W PWRs as fully discussed in Topical Report to
i reference 27.

Amongst Licensing Basis events, this trip is used as primary or back up on
; Uncontrolled; Rod Cluster Control Assembly at Power. Uncontrolled withdrawal
| from e subcritical condition (at below P10) is protected primarily by other

trips.'

.-

Among Licensing Basis events this trip is also used on Loss of External electric
load and/or Turbi'ne Trip. Most severe design basis consequences are from full
power. Such an event at less than the 10% Set Point [P-10 & P13] is within the
normal control range of the reactor (without steam dump) with the expectancy of
no values exceeding normal control band [and thereby not approaching T,S. .imits).

The blockage of these trips is consistent with the Design Basis Events and ex-,

'

pected behavior of the Control System. However this does not address the fact
'

that Design Basis events only define the outer envelope of expected severity
which is exoected to cover a large number of less severe occurrences, undefined.
It appears singularly inappropriate to remove these protection devices which
could play a primary or backup role in such circumstances. For example, refer-
ence 5, page 72-27 item 7.2.2.3.4, " Pressurizer Water Level," describes the role
of the Pressure Water Level trip in preventing liquid Coolant discharge througn
the safety valves during a failure of the Pressurizer Water Level (PWL) controller
at full power. Failure of PWL controller could fill the pressurizer within

hour or longer, but T.S. Table 4.3-1 shows a channel check on only a shift
basis. Further, a single channel failure to low could cause overfill of the
pressurizer (through the level control system) and with subsequent permissable
failure of a second channel could remove the alarm expected fron. 2 out of 3 so
that no alert is given the operator which would be contrary to the reouirement
cf the FSAR.

There is no discussion on the importance of its use at low powers although
the general System Description provided under Section 7.2.1.1 and its
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protective actions is no. less appropriate at 0-10s power, as it it at
higher pcwer levels.

It is proposec,. reference 5 page 7,2-6 that Pressurizer Water Level-High Trip
below P-7 is automatically blocked to permit start up. Whereas this is under-
standable in MODES 6, 5 and part of 4, it is not a valid proposition once a
bubble is- formed in the pressurizer in MODE 4 and the Pressuri:er Level Control
can be placed in AUTO. Considering the attention required of all other manual
: actions-during MODES 4 through 2, it is not appropriate to remove the automatic

* protection of the RCS boundary. Further, in MODES 4 and 3 it could be one of
the only effective trips available becau.s of the potential non-viability of
Pressuri:er Pressure High and non-applicability of existing Pressurizer
Pressure-tow.-

.

The Licenee should evaluate the impact on safety by blocking the Pressure
' Water Level-High trip below P-7, including all *.he concerns discussed above.-

.

This item can be interpreted as a generic issue. This'could be considered non-
.

conservative in respect to Regulatory Requirements because of the absence of
automatic protection in accordance with 10 CFR 50, GDC 20 " Protection System
Functions," both for reactivity control systems, and overpressure protection
systems.

c(iii) The absence of permissive P-7 Con P-10 and P-13] introduces new events to;
'

-evaluate for safety. This ' requires related Safety Analyses Limits and
the Licensee shall advise what these are for each of P-10 and P-13 and
how these are combined for P-7.

-.

Item IS(f). P.oposed new item: High Power Reactor Trip or ^arbine Trip; Block'

by absence of P-S.

The Anticipatory Reactor Trip on Turoine Trip recaired by TMI Action Plan
II.K.3.12, is bypassed below P-8. The :SER is provided in reference 15,

;Item II.K.3.12, and reference 21 for McGuire Unit 1. We have issued no
related -final SER for McGuire 2 at this time. Note the related Basis will

) need to be amended.

Item: Loss of " POWER"

Their is a need to prescribe the conditions under which a reactor would
trip directly from a " Loss of Power" condition other than those deriving
from other Functional Units. This _is a substantial omission from ne Tech-
nical Soecifications.

' Item: General - This is a need to -identify potential- blockage of each of these
Reactor Trip Functions by Plant Logic and any related. manual action, e.g. ,
j P-7, j P-11 with manual blocka-9 etc. This- enables improved perception of
real levels of engineered protection -than is currently available. Taole 3.3-1
contains~only approximate infermation concerning plant situations at which
protection levels are changed. It also contains NON-OPERABILITY MODES which
are not pre-determined by Plant Logic.

,
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SECTION 3.4.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SY?1 EMS

*Section 3/4."1.1 BORATION CONTROL / APPLICABLE MODES 1, 2*, 3 and 4

T.S. Pages 3/4 1-1, 2, 2a: Reference 16; page Q 212-47e states " Operating
Instructions require that boron concentration be increased to at least the cold
shutdown boron concentration before cooldown is initiated. This requirement,

insures a minimum of 1% delta k/k shutdown margin at an RCS temperature of
-200*F." This is used as a means of protecting against NON-LOCA Accidents during
startup and shutdown. '

Since this proposal to increase boron concentration is a limiting condition
for' operation required for safe operation cf the facility from and including
MODE 3 down to and including MODE 5, please advise why thi,; does not appear in
the Technical Specifications in accordance with 10 CFR 50.36M(2).

; '-
.

T.S. Page 3/4 1-1 and 2 specifying a' shutdown margin of 1.6% deltc K/K over '

MODES 1 through 4 should be modified to exclude MODES 3 and 4, and SHUT 00%N
MARGIN T should be changed from >200*F to ?,,557 . >g

A new T.S. Page 3/4 1-2(a) should be added for B0 RATION CONTROL SYSTEMS in
M00E3 3 through 5, from T < 557'F through 140 F, providing that the boron
concentration in the RCS NEll be increased to a value which will give a
shutdown margin of Iff, delta K/K at 200*F.

* Safety Signficance: These actions are necessary te bring the safety status
''of the plant into conformance with the Licensing Basis. Without this, the

plant |s in a less than conservative MODE which has not been evaluated.
Further, it appears that OPERABILITY REQUIREMENTS of Table 3.3-1, REACTOR TRIP
SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION and TABLE 3.3-3 ESFAS INSTRUMENTATION may be conditioned
on theso higher Boron Concentrations so that ommission of Additional Boron
Concentration in accordance wit.h Reference 16, page Q-212-47e maken for an
inconsistent and nonconservacive level of protection for all NON-LOCA events
for T, g < 557*F.

The proposed T.S. might be acceptable if all events were analyzed in 'dODES 3
through 5 and the OPERABILITY REOUIREMENTS OF TABLES 3.3-1 and 3.3-3 reviewec.

, Reference 11, page 15-2, first para, precludes any baron dilution af ter a
reactor scram until the neutron flux level is below the level. of the source
range high flux level alarm. This is effectively an LCO tnat is not incluoed
in the proposed T.S.

The proposed T.S is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Bases.

The Licensee shall evaluate our concerns under this Section 3/4.1.' and cropose.

TS Pace-3/4 1-6. MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

The existing minimum temperature for criticiality (in MODES 1 and 2) is given
as 551 F. Please advise why this value is less than the programmed set point
minimum value of 557 F in reference 20, fig. 5.3.3-1. Accident evaluations*

for events from zero power are predicated upon this set point of 557 , and any

05/01/84 10 Revision A
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variation therefrom in either direction would be unacceptable. Reference our
comments under Section 2.1.1.f.

An example of a safety impact is for the Design Basis Main Steam Lino Break
Event which is initiated from zera power in MODE 2 from a Set Point Tmin of
557'F. Any " increase" in this value (at given shutdown margin) would lead
to conditions less conservative than the design basis.

To be within the Licensing Basis, this TS Sectior. 3.1.1.4 should therefore
provide that the Temperature for criticality (at zero power] shall be a set
point value of 557*F with appropriate surveillance requirements. The Appli--

cability is for MODES 1 and 2.

The proposed T.S. is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The
Licensee shall evaluate, including the above concerns, and propose.

'

Section 3/4.1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS
'

, ,

T,5. Page 3/4 1-7: Concerning "BORATION SYSTEM, FLOW PATH - SHUTOOWN.
APPLICABLE MODES 5 and 6:

The current T.S. requires an (unidentified) charging pump to supply Boron to
the RCS. Current Licensing. constraints nn ECCS operation discussed under
Section 3/4.5 Emergency core cooling systems" require that only one centrifugal jcharging pump is permitted to be in operation from a condition of 1000 psig/a25 F
in MODE 3 down to RHR operation commencing with MODE 4. In MODE 4, a similar
and parallel requirement for overpressure protection in the RHR mode with -

water solid operation extends this requirement through MODE 4 to MODE 5;
reference 11, page 5-1 where it is described that under RHR operation, the
"only remaining centrifugal charging pump could cause~an overpressure transient
as a result of inadvertent start" but that "The Licensee has shown that [in
this case) the 10 CFR 50 Appendix G Limit is not reached.

Charging pump requirements in MODE 6 are defined by reference 10, Sec-
tion 15.2.4.2, item 3 under " Dilution During Refueling" in which a pre-
condition for the " uncontrolled Boron Dilution Event" is that "the charging
pumps are inoperative."

These circumstance permit onlv one charoino cumo, which must be a centrifugal
pump only, in operation from "stancby (at 1000 psig/425 F) through to MODE 5"; i

therefore the term SHUT 00WN in the title and the APPLICABLE MODES 5 and 6 i
should be replaced by these conditions. Also, the description of the cnarging ;

pumo should be exoanded by the term " centrifugal" together with the proviso
that "this centrifugal charging pump also be the same and only pump allowed for
ECCS and other operations under these circumstances."

The proposed T.S. is non-conservative in resoect of the Licensing Basis. The
Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

t

.
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T.S. Pace 3/4 1-8. Concernino: " FLOW PATHS - OPERATING" in APPLICABLE MODES 13

2, 3 ana 4.

The Licensing Basis ECCS requirements discussed under Section 3/4.5 EMERGENCY
CORE COOLING SYSTEMS of this report do not constrain charging pump operation
above 1000 psig/425'F. Therefore the existing provisions on this T.S. page
for ch eging pumps remain valid with the exception that APPLICABLE MODE 4
should be deleted and MODE 3 must be conditioned as MODE 3 (Down to
1000 psig/425'F). Further the title should be changed to incorporate these
constraints.

The proposed T.S. is non-conservative in respect of the Licensing Basis. The
Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

,

The ACTION statement should be revised to be consistent with the Boration
Requirtments adopted out of item "Section 3/4.1.1" of this report.* *

.
. .

' ?.S. Pace 3/4 1-9 concerning: CHARGING PUMP-SHUTDOWN

Consistent with the work of the previous TS Section 3/4 1-7 of this report,
this title should be changed to: CHARGING PUMP "Stancbye (at 1000 psig/
4250F) through to MODE 5, ' Additionally, under subsection 3.1.2.3 modify to
only one centrifuoal charging pump shall be OPERABLE. APPLICABILITY is chan'ged
from MUE5 5 ano 6 to MODE 3 ('at 4 1000 psig/425'F), 4 and 5. MODE 6 is
deleted.

Surveillance Requirements under subsection 4.1.2.3.2 must reflect the require- '*

ments of later SECTION 3/4.5 ECCS of this report in which "All centrifugal,
[and reciprocating) charging pumps excluding the required OPERABLE pump shall

bo demonstrated inoperable by" Ffying that the motor circuit breakers are
additional features to those already described 'n

this subsection, namely, "by ve
secured in the open posi+. ion by beino ocened, locke,d and tacced; the alternate
of isolation from the Reactor Coolant System hy at feast two isolation valves
eith breakers for the valve operators beino open, locked and taccec has not
boen provided. (reference 12, page 6 e concerning racking and locking out of
pumps; also reference 11, pages Q212-47 and 47a)

The proposed T.S. is non conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The
Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

T. S. Pace 3/4 1_-10 Concerninc: CHARGING PUMPS - OPERATING AND APPLICABILITY
F5DE5 1. 2, 3 ariu 4

This is directly related to the proposed changes under Item T.S. Page 3/41-S
of this report. Consistent with that discussion, the title should be changed
to delete MODE 4, and MODE 3 conditioned to (down to 1000 psin/425'F)
Item 4.1.2.4.2 under SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS does not now apply since it
refers to cunditions g 300*F which are not now covered by this cection, being
limited to.a minimum of 1000 psig/425'F in MODE 3. The v Me comment applies to
footnote # _ concerning one only centrifugal charging put.,5 at 5, 300*F.

The proposed T.S. is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The
Licensee shall evaluate and propose

06/01/34 12 Revision A
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T.S. Pace 3/4 1-11 Concernino: BORATED WATER SOURCE - SHUTDOWN

This title (and related Applicability MODES 5 and 6) snould be changed to
BORATED WATER 70 /tCE - MODE 3 (1000 psig/425'F) THROUGH TO MODE 5, to be
compatible with the changed title to TS pages. 3/4 1-7 and 3/4 1-9 discussed
earlier since this page refers to borated water sources for situations there
described.

Additionally. (by letter to reference 17] the Licensee has committed to provide
and T.S. an operable level detection system with a specified " minimum level".
This has not been included in the T.S. and it is proposed that it form the
subject of an additional item 3.1.2.5.a.4). Surveillance recuirements snould
be included under 4.1.2.5.a.4) in which the borstcd water source would be demon-
strated OPERABLE by verifying minimium levels in the system.

Further, an additional surveillance should verify the, availability of. Level
Detection;(2 indicators / tank) and related high, low and low-low level alarms.

Clarify whether the LCO values proposed are Safety Analysis Limits or Set Point
Values.

An appropriate modification may need to be made to the Baron Concentrations and
vclumetric requirements in the Boric Acid Storage System in these MODES 3
(1000 psig/425') through 5 to provide for the increased Boron Concentrations
requirea from the Lf:ensing Basis in these MODES discussed in this report uncer
T.S. paga 3/41-1, 2 and 2a.

-

Why is the refueling water storage in MODE 5 proposed as only 26,000 gallons
wnen reference 8, page Q212-57, revision 25, uncer Case-3 provides that in
MODE -5, in the event of los, of cooling by a fail closed RHR/RCS isolation
valve the charging pump could provide feed and bleed cooling through the PCRVs
for up to 5 hours from the RWST and subsequently the RHR pump and heat exchanger
would re-circulate and cool from the containment sump. Would not this require
an unchanged requirement from MODES 1 through 4 of at least 372,100 gallons.

The proposed T.5 is non-conservative in respect to the Licensing Basis. The
Licensee shall evaluate, including all our concerns above under T.S. Page 3/4 1-11,
and propose.

T.S. Page 3/4 1-12 conepenino: BORATED WATER SOURCES - OPERATING (in related
Aco)icacie MODES 1, 2. j anc 4)

This title, and related applicability modes, should be changed to: BORATED
WATER SOURCES - MODES 1, 2, and 3 (Down to 1000 osig/425'F) to be compatible
with the changed title to T.S. Pages 3/4 1-B and 3/4 1-10 discussed earlier,
since this page refers to borated water sources for the situations there
described.

Acditionally, [by letter to reference 17] the Licensee did C0mmit to provice and
T.S. an operable level detection system with a specified minimum level. This
has not been included in the T.S. and it is proposed that it form the subject
of an additional item 3.1.2.6.a.4). Additional surveillance recuirements
should be included under 4.1.2.6.a.4) in which the bortted water source would be
demonstrated OPERABLE by v'erifying minimum levels in the system.

06/01/84 13 Re ision A i
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Further, an additional surveillance should verify the availability of Level
Detection (2 indicators / tank) and related high, low and low-lew level alarms.

Clarify whether the LCO values given are Safety Analysis Limits or Set Point
Limits.

An appropriate modification may need to he made to the Boron Concentrations
and volumetric requirements in the Boric Acid Storage System in MODE 3 down to
1000 psig/425'F to provide for the increased Boron Concentrations required
from the Licensing Basis in this MODE discussed in this report uncer TS..

page 3/4 1-1, 2 and 2a.
.

The absence of required LCOs makes the proposed T.S. less conservativa than the
Licensing Basis. The Licensee shall evaluate, including our concerns under
TS Pages 3/4 1-12, and propose. -

-

. . . .. ,.

T.S Pace 3/4 1-13a. Procosed concerning: INSTRUMENTATION IN MODES 3, 4,.

5 ano a

SER Suop 1, reference 11 page 15-2 recuires a Technical Specification that
"During startup and shutdown, the applicant will rely on the source range high
flux alarms to alert the operator that a dilution event is occurring. This
assessment is based on setting the alarm at a level of 5 times the background
level. The licensee is to maintain the source range alarm setpoint at this
level or lower any time the plant is in the cold shutdown Mode. The set
point is to be checked end adjusted on a weekly basis if in the cold shutdown
mode fcr an extended period." --

.

This SER requirement has not been provided in the Technical Specifications.
Please discuss provision under a proposed raw item under Section 3/4.1
REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS, entitled " INSTRUMENTATION" in which these require-
ments would be proposed for Applicable MODES 3, 4, 5 and 6.

A similar provision is provided under Refueiing, TS page 3/4 9 2 INSTRUMENTATION
and is aoplicable only to MODE 6. Since it is a part of " Reactivity Control
Systems" ard applicable over additional MODES, it should be proviced in this
context also as discussed above.

The proposed T.S. is less conservative than the Licensing Basis. The Licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

T.S. Pace 3/4 1-20 Concernino: SHUTOOWN RCD INSERTICN LIMITS

T.S. Pace 3/4 1-21 Concerning: CONTROL R00 INSERTION LIMITS

a) Specifications for limiting conditions of operation on th6 positions of
these movable control assemblies apply only to MODES 1 & 2. There is no
Technical specification on positions in MODES 3-5 although T S. Page 3/41-18
concerning " Position Indication system - shutdown" requires operability of a
Rod Position indication system in MODES 3 tnrough 5 when the reactor trip
system breakers are in the c'] sed positien.

.

06/01/84 14 Revision A
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It is proposed that in general, Technical specifications are required by 10 CFR

1 30:46 to be placed on the limits of movable control asseablies in these moces
; to limit the consequences of Condition II, III and IV eveits which may occur,

unless analyses and evaluations show that these are unnececsary.

An example of the need is reflected in the memo to reference 26 in which roc
j positions for Boron Oilution events are specified from Refuelir.1 through to
'

Het stancby as All Rods Out (Mode 6, Refueling) and, All Rods In with Most
Reactive Red Stuck Out, for Hot Stancby through Cold shutdown. Further,y

applicants may opt to assume a more limiting initial control red position -'

1,

which would however need to be justified. )
|

The Boron Dilution event for McGuire has "accarently teen" made acceptable by
; procecures requiring the RCS to be filled with Soratec (aporex 2000 : m) .

water from the refueling ater storage tank prior to " Start Up"; reference 7, |
;

' page 15.2-15, revision 10. Reference earlier discussion on 75. Dages 3/4 1-Ic
2 and 2 a. This is an LCO anc should appear in tne.proposec T.S.

, . - ,

! With the existing T.S. without the recuired increase in Boron concentration,' |
there is no guarantee that a return to power during dilution nill not infringe '

current RCS Safety Criteria. Under those circumstances a T.S. on the Position
; - at shutcown of Control Rods is recuired unless an acceptacle safety evaluation

is submittec to show the cootrary.
i '

In general, also, the same concern apolies to any other Conditien II, III and<

IV occurrence wnich can leac to a return to power in these Modes. Until these
circumstances chn be shown to result in acceptable consecuences without a T.S. ..

on the pesitien of these movable rods, then 10 CFR 30: 46 would recuire such a
Technical specification. In this evaluation, cognizance also neecs to be,

given to the reduced operability recuirements for all Reactor Trip Instrumen-
tation and Engineered Safety Features Actuation Instrumentation in these3

MODES (3 tnrough 5). This is particularly significant with the proposed 1.5.
on Beration Control anere resulting shutdown margins are suestantially less
than these provided by the current Licensing Basis.

| The Licensee sna11 provice analyses and related safety evaluations to justify
his current absence of Tectnical Specifications in respect of SHUTOOWN and
CONTROL ROD positions during MODES 3 througn 5. Without this, the proposed.

T.S are non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis,,

b) Overpower (AT) and overtemoerature (AT) crotection systems incorocrate
automatic limits (Rod stops) on control rod insertion to maintain Safety
Analysis Limits on " Power Distribution" in the Reactor Core during power runcack.
Please advide wny there are no surveillance limits and requirements for these
Rod stops in your Technical Specifications to meet the requirements of
10 CFR 50.36. Without these, the proposed T.S. must be considerec non-
conservative.

06/01/S4 15 Revision A
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Section 3/4.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

Section 3/4.2.1 THROUGH 3/4.2.4 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

RSB has not reviewed these sections on the understanding that they are the
primary responsibility of Core Performance Branch.

Section 3/4.2.5 DNB PARAMETERS AND TABLE 3.2-1 DNB PARAMETERS

The current information does not adequately represent all those perameters
necessary to ensure " acceptable" RCS operationr, including DNB, under. all
Licensing Basis Conditions II, III and IV.- -

The necessary parameters are discussed and Jon.rihed under Section 2.1.1.
Reactor Core,Litem f, of this report. If they'are logically representee under

'

2.1.1. [and elsewnere), why are they a' Iso represented here?

Evaluation

a) DN8 presents only one Acceptance Criteria for acceptable coeration of the
ACS: There are others including Fuel element clad failure and Appendix K
requirements depending upon the occurrence being considered. Additionally
there are RCS overpressure, steam generator overpressure and Hot Leg Boiling
Criteria. .

.-

As indicated in our comment in Section 2.1.1, item f, initial conditions which
cover a larger N' of variables than those presented in Table 3.2.1, in combina-
tion, determine RCS safety in the necessarily broadest sense.

!t is suggested that this section be deleted, and the relevant information be
supplied under T.S. Sections 2.1.1 where it belongs and where it has been
discussed,

b) Concerning Table 3.2-1. The value for Reactor Coolant System T given
as 1 593*F is not in accordance with the FSAR, reference 3, Figure S g3 7a

wnere a value of 588.1*F is.given as the programmed T for RATED THERMAL
POWER Conditions. Pleaseexplainthedifferenceand$XSlainwhysetpointand
allowable values should not be provided. As a Setpoint, the proposed TS value
is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis.

Please explain why a related power level has not been ascribed to this temperature.

Please explain why programmed T of 557.0'F (also reference 3, Figure 5,3.3-1
has not been given for zero powSE9 operation (Reference again our Section 2.1.1 i

item f).
1

c) Concerning Table 3.2-1 Pressurizer Pressure. Please explain the basis
for the given value of 9 2230 psia when information in reference 20, Table 4.1-1
(1 of 3) shows a "Systeiii Pressure, Nominal" of 2250 psia and Section 15.1.2.2, 1

Table 15.1.2-2 makes provision for a total of 30 psi for steady state fluctu- |.

, ations and measurement error. Have you quoted a Setpcint value, or an allowable l
| 1

i i,
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value; botn should be available. As a Setpoint, the proposed T.S. value is non-a

conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis for DNBR, and conservative for
overpressure protecticn.

d) Why should not programmed T,yg be provided uncer T.S. Section 2.1.1

e) Why should not Pressurize Pressurer be included both under T.S. Section 2.1-1
and T.S. Section 3/4.4.3 Pressurizer.

f) As discussed in Section 2.1.1, Subsection f, addttional parameters necessary '~~'
to the validity of Accident Analyses in Section 15 incluce Pressurizer Level
(See our review under Section 3.4.4.3, T.S. Page 3/4 4-9) and Steam Gener< tor
Levels under Section 3/4/4.5 T.S. Page 3/4 4-11).,

CONCLUSION

'

The ' parameters proposed by the T.S. as "0NBR PARAMETER" under TABLE 3.2-1 are an.

incomplete set and inadequately defined in terms of Set Points, Allowable
Valuec and Safety Analysis limits. All this necessary information is available
from tne existing Licensing Basis and their incomplete and inadequate recre-
sentation creates a non-conservative situation with respect to the Licensing
Basis. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose. This is only partly a generic
problem arising from an inadequate representatfon in the W STS.

-.

4

.

|

|

|
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|

'
e
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TABLE 3.3-1 REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
__

T.S. pace 3/4 3-2.

Item 6c: Source Range, Neutron Flux

Does this channel provide an alarm only function, or an alarm plus trip
function.

During shutdown in MODES 3, 4 and 5, with reactor trip system breakers ope",,
Source Range, Neutron Flux, channel operability requirements specify only one ,

channel operable, and if this same channel is being used to meet the Boron
dilution alarm requirements of proposed T.S. Page 3/41-13 (a), then it is not
in accordance with the Boron Oilution Requirements of the FSAR for which at
least 2 operable channels would be required; reference 8, page Q212-24,

-item 212.58. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose. Currently, this' 1*- '

appears non-conservative. - -
. . - -

.

Item Sa: This Technical Specifiention concerning Operability of the Source
Range Neutron Flux is unclear. It species operability of the Source Range *

Neutron Flux trip Below the P-6 (intermediate Range Neutron Flux Setpoint)
curing startup in MODE 2; the Licensee shall advise if this " start up" channel
is required to be Operabl,e to ge,t Reactor trip in MODES 3, 4 and 5. * '

Items 1 through 5: The FSAR, Reference 5, Table 7.2.1-4 1 of 5 shows the
power-Range Heutron Flux Trip Low Setpoint and High Setpoint, and the
Intermediate Range High Neutran Flux Trip, and the Source Range High Neutron ~

Flux Trip, all being used on events being initiated from a "suberitical"
condition. However, Table 3.3-1 shews that except for the Source Range
Neutron ilux items 6b and 6c, all the Trips are inoperable in the suberitical
MODES 3 through 5. Further, there is a note d) in the column entitled Tech.
Spec (c) of Table 7.2.1-4 which states that "A technical specification is not
required (for the Intermediate Range High Neutron Flux Trip and Source Range
High Neutron Flux Trip) because the trip function is not assumed to function ,

in Accident Analyses. Flease note further that this position is followed
through in Table 3.3-2 Items 5 and 6 in that a response time is not proviced
for the Intermediate and Source Range Neutron Flux trips, because it is pro-
posed as NA (Not Applicable). Please evaluate the apparent paradox that the
Source Range Trip is the only nuclear Flux trip required t; be OPERABLE in the
suberitical MODES 3 through 5, and yet there is no Tech Spec proposed for it.
At this froment, absence of OPERABILITY requirements for the Power Range Neutron
Flux Trip, Low Setpoint, in MODES 3 through 5 would appear to constitute a
disparity with the Licensing Basis FSAR and in a less than conservative manner.
The Licensee shall evaluate and propose, those safety-related neutron Flux trips
which would be appropriate to use and available to trip the reactor for any of
those events causirg a return to power and under circumstance in which a safety
injection initiator is not available, during MODES 3, 4 and 5; and provide the
related set Points, Allowable Values and Safety Analysis Limits. Alternately,
the Licensee shall define and T.S. those conditions and parameters in accordance
witn 10 CFR 50.36, which would prevent any suen event occurring.

.
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Please evaluate the conformance with 10 CFR 50 App, A GDC 20 and 22 of
using the Source Range Neutron Flux as a non-diverse reactor trip under cir-
cumstances in (MODES 3 through 5) in.which there is no Technical Specification
on movable control assemblies, and wnich instrumentation consists of only two

Also for circumstances in wh ch all normally available other backupichannels.
trip functions such as presturizer pressure - high and low, and water level
high and " low reactor coolant flow", are not specified to be OPERABLE in
Table 3.3-1. The Licensee shall propose on the basis of this evaluation.

Items 7 & 8 Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT.

The current T.S. provides for operability of these trips in in MODES 1 & 2, and
not 3.

,

Occurrences using these reactor trips include events which can be initated from
subcritical Zero Power in MODE 2 (Reference 5, Table 7.2.1-4 and Reference 7,
TableL15.1.2-2). With the proposed T.S. in which no difference in Reactivity
Condition k and Shut Down margin is required cetween MCDES 2 & 3, now can
theLicense$fustifyremovalofthesetripsonentryintoMCDE3inanich:nef

only difference in RCS conditions is a marginal reduction in temcerature, from
the Programmed No Load T,yg.

Item 11: Pressurizer Water Level - High

Operability considerations from MODE 2 down to and including wate solid con-
ditions in the RHR MODE are discussed under Section 2.1.1 18 c(ii.) wihat

proposal that exclusion of this trip for all these MODES is non-conservative in
respect to 10 CFR 50, 00C 20 " Protection System Functions" both for reactivity
control systems and overpressure protection systems.

The recessity for this trip is increased when reviewed against the totality of
the proposed exclusions for Reactor Trip System Instrumentation discussed in
the following section under items 2-21 (selected).

Items 2-21 (selected):

Items 2, 5 and 6: Power Range, Intermediate Range and Source Range
Neutron Flux Trips

item 9: Pressurizer Pressure - Low

! tem 10: Dressuri:er Pressure - High

Item 11: Pressuri:er Water Level - High

Item 12: Low Reactor Coolant Flow

Itva 14: Undervoltage Reactor Coolant Pumps

Item 15: Uncerfrecuency Reactor Coolant Pumps

Item 21: (Proposed) Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker Position Trio.
.

:
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~ At this time, in MODE 3, 4, and 5, the proposed Technical Specifications for
the plant do not provide any neutron flux trip for Accident Andlyp s require-
meats, although the FSAR would require the Power-Range Neutiron Flux Trip, Low
Setpoint; no insertion limits on movable control assemblies, Reactor Coolant
Pump (RCP) operability requirements permitting less than four (4) RCPs in
operation, a Boron Concentration Control which provides less shutdewn margin
capability than the FSAR requirements, no trip of RCPS on Loss of Flow or
Undervoltage or Underfrequency or Opening of RCP breakers, and in addition it
is proposed that no trip be provided for Pressurizer Pressure-High, Pressurizer
Pressure - Low, and Prescurizer Water Level - High. And for these circumstances
tre have no well cefined evaluation as to why these reduced protections adeouately
protect the plant against any of the appropriate Condition II, III and IV
occurrences in these MODES except a Large and Small Break LOCA, and Steun
Line Brtak.

We realize the interdependence of many of these factors in setting a minimums

acceptable level of Reactor Trip Protection and that relative'ly simple solutions
are possibl% but at this time we do not have avail e an acceptable analysis
and evaluation justifying the proposed T.S. positio

The Licensee shall provide an analysis and evaluation of the circumstances
under applicable Conditions II, III and IV occurrences in MODES 3 through $
for an appropriate set of Technical Specification requirements, to ensure
conformance to Acceptable Regulatory Criteria and from this he will establish
an appropriate rang 9 of Reactor Trip System Instrumentation to Safety Related
Requirements. The evaluation shall be undertaken in conjunction with our

~~concerns for current Technical Specifications under Section 3/4.4.1 REACTOR
COOLANT LOOPS AND COOLANT CIRCULATION of this report.-

'
*

Items: 12 Low Reactor Coolant Flow Trip

14 Undervoltage - Reactor Coolant Pumps

15 Underfrequency - Reactor Coolant Pumps

21 (Proposed) Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker Position Trip

All these Reactor Trip Functions concern potential for a loss of Reactor
Coolant flow. Th,e proposed T.S. deletes all operability requirements in
MODES 3 througn 6. (It also deletes ir MODE 2, but this has been discussed
earlier under TABLE 2.2-1 items 18.b.a and 12a and 12b]. We have ciscussed
our related concerns and requirements for analyses and evaluations in MODES 2,
4 and 5 under Items 2-21 (selected) above.

A loss of Coolant Flow in the RCS places the plant in an Emergency Operating
Mode. Please advise therefore why such an event should not automaticallv trip
the Reactor in MODES 3 through 5 with the Boron Concentrations being considered
,for the proposed Technical Specifications. Why should we not use the reactor
trip as a device to ensure complete shutdown of all movable control rods during
any time that a min sum set of RCPs in accordance with operability recuirements
of the T.S., are not available since RCPs may be required for accident mitiga-
tion in MODES' S through 5 as appropriate. The Licensee shall evaluate and
propose.

.
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Iten; 13: Steam Generatcr. Water Level - Low Low:

Why should not this be required for MODES 3, 4 and 5 (with closed loops) to
embrace the possibility of a return to nuclear power under these conditions.
Further, Steam Generator Operability is also required in these Modes to remove
decay heat, and Low-Low level alarms are derived from the steam generator low-
low instrument channels. Reference 5, Figure 7.2.1-1. The Licensee shall
evaluate ano propose.

Item 17: Safety Injection Input From ESF..

See our ccmments on Table 2.2-1, Item 17 on a preposed revised description for
this term to " Reactor Trip From ESFAS.

The proposed T.S. proposes that Reactor Trip on ESFAS (or S.1) is not required
to oe OPERABLE in MODES 3 and 4. Why is reactor trip not required.in these
MODES . hen Table 3.3-3 for ESFAS Instrumentation, ana more particularly Func-
tional Unit 1, including Reactor Trip, shows operability recuirements cown to'

and including MODE 4. Further, the licensing basis provides that SI, including
reactor trip, be initiated automatically and manually down to MODE 4; see
Licensing Basis information in later Section 4.5, EMERGENCY CORE COOLING
SYSTEMS, unoer GENERAL, of this review.

This proposed T.S requirement is therefore non-conservative with rescect to,

the Licensing Basis which requires that Reactor Trip on ESFAS (or SI) be
Operable in MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 The Licensee shali evaluate and propose.

..

The Licensee shall evaluate the safety consequences of the f act that in the
event of a Main Stream Line Break below the P 11 interlock, Reactor Trip will
not be initiated by the Negative Steam Line Pressure Rate - High signal. If

the break is outside containment is there is no other parameter remaining wnich
will cause the reactor trip; if the break is inside containment will Containment
Pressure-High initiate reactor trip within an acceptable time. What are the
consequences of a small to intermediate si:e break inside containment where,
such Containment Pressure - High may not occur. We appreciate that Source Range
and Intermediate Range Nuclear Flux trips could trip the reactor under these
circumstances, on any return to power, but their current proposed status as not
being necessary for protection because they are not required in the Safety Anal-
yses would leave only the Power Range Low Setpoint Trip, and related resulting
power levels of 35% as a Safety Analysis Limit would be unacceptable without a
substantive analysis of the event. Please comment in terms of Reactor Tric
System Instrumentation Requirements to meet these circumstances. The procosed
T.S is non-conservative in respect of Regulatory Requirements in meeting these
circumstances; the Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Item: Concerning Proscribed Values For % RATED THERMAL POWER DUR NG STARTUP
(MODE 2) AND POWER OPERATION (MCOE .)

We note that operability requirements for Reactor Trip System Operation when
excressed in terms of MODES 1 and 2 are inaccurate and co not represent ne

06/01/S4 21 Revision A
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actual situation at the plant. T.S. Page 1-9 Table 1.2 defines Power Opera-
; tion (MODE 1) at > 5% Rated Thermal Power and Startup (MODE 2) at < 5% Rated

~

Thermal Power.

; In actual fact,the operability positions defined in Table 3.3-1 reflect en inter-
9 ace between MODE 1 and MODE 2 determined by Permissive P-7 at a nominal 10%

j
Rated Power Level. Further, in this review, under Section entitled TABLE 2.2-1, i

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SET POINTS, item 18 c(iii) we have identified
the need for Safety Analyses Limits for P-10, P-13 and in combination for P-7,,

so that the outer Limits of Power level of this safety control logic can be
identified for safety evaluation purpose's. For example, the Safety Analyses J

Limit used .in the FSAR for the Power Range, Neutron Flux - Low Set Point is + 10%
on the Set Point of 25% to give 35% as the. conservative outer limit. If this
same (total channel error) margin was applicable to both the P-10 and P-13
channels to give a P-7 Safety Analysis Limit of 10% + 10%, i.e 20% RATED-

t
,5hi THERMAL- POWER, . t. hen the importance to re. lated safety-related issues is *

; substantively increased. '

-
,

The discrepancy identified is non-conservative and important on at least 2 |
counts: 1

i

1) A non-conservative discrepancy between the fundamental maximum T.S. Limit
of 5% power level in MODE-2 as given on T.S Page 1-9, Table 1-2 and the
nominal value of 10% with a real Safety analysis Limit of 10% plus a Total !

! Channel Error as yet unspecified.

2) The elimination of most-reactor trip Functions (and many ESFAS Functions) *-

at this non-conservative power level without a separate comprehensive ,

'

Safety Evaluation with respect to Regulatory Requirements and the existing
Licens,ing Basis.

The Licensee shall evaluate, including our concerns enpressed aoove, and
propose.

.

|

|-
i.
|-

[; .

e
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TABLE 3.3-2 REACTOR TRIP INSTRUMENTATION RESPONSE TIMES.

Item 1: Manual Reactor Trip t

At this time, the licensee proposes that the Response Time (RT) for manual
reactor trip is not required by safety analysis. Furthermore, he proposes that
in MODES 3 through 5, the only remaining operable trips are those using Source
range neutron Flux and they also are not required by Safety Analyses.

Under TABLE 3.3-1, items 2-21 (selected) we have already required the licensee
to re-evaluate his position in respect of what neutron Flux trips he intends
to prepose, together with their related Tech specs to place the reactor in a
safe condition in respect to Condition II, III and IV Occurrences in MODES 3
through 5. Until this evaluation and proposal are accepted, the Licensee
shall have a Safety Related Manual . Trio System to assist in meeting minimum'

' ' Regulatory Requirements in 10 CFR 50, APP. A. III. Protection and Reactivity
Control Systems, and the Licensee shall evaluate and propose as a priority
issue. At this time, the proposed T.S is non-conservative in respect to
Regulatory Requirements for 10 CFR 50, App. A. III.

Items 5 and 6: Intermediate Range and Source Range Neutron F. lux Trips.

As indicated under item Table 3.3-1, items 1-5, these items are proposed as
not being protective actions necessary for the FSAR. Analyses already requested ..

will provide a base for determining whether those trips are necessary to pro-
tect the plant in MODES 3 througn 5. If so, please provide the necessary techn-
ical specifications for these response time in conformance with 10 CFR 30.46.
If these values are not provided, all related return to reactivity events shall
ce evaluated by the Licensee with current FSAR requirements for the Safety
Analyses Limit of the power range, neutron flux, low setpoint trip nich will
be required to be OPERABLE.

The current proposals for these trips is non-conservative with respect to
other proposals in the T.S; the Licensee shall evaluate and procose..

Item 8: Overpower AT.

No response time is provided by the Licensee who proposes that a T.S on this
is Not ApelicaDle.

Please comment on the fact that this reactor trip is proposed in Reference 5
Table 7.2.1-3 (3 of 0) as applying to five (5) separate Concition II through
IV licensing basis occurrences. Also that Reference 5, Page 7.2-14 Rev.a2,
item 1 d) specifies a maximum of 5.0 .econds (inclucing a transport titre of
2 secs) and which is confirmed by Reference 7, Table 15.1.3-1 [alongsice
Overpower ai).

The croposed T.S is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The
Licensee shall evaluate and prepose.

Item 9: Pressurizer Pressure - Low

|
'06/01/94 23 Revision A
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Item 10: Pressurizer Pressure - High

The TS specifies a Response Time of 12.0 secs. Reference 7 Table 15.1.3-1
provides a time delay of 2.0 secs for these events which conflicts with a

-value of 1.0 secs in Reference 5, page 7.2-14,_rev. 42, item 1(e). The
Licensee shall clarify.

_

Item 11: Pressurizer Water Level - High

No response time is provided because it it considered Not Applicable (NA).

The _ trip is shown as having a protective function for two Condition II
occurrences in Reference 5. Table 7.2.14 (4 of 5) and a potential protective
function in a Condition IV occurrence in Reference 7 page 15.4-13,~ item 16 c.

. .

Additional protective functions are* discussed earlier under Table 3.3-1,~
,

item 11.

Reference $ page.7.2-14, Revision 42. Item 1 f provides a reactor trip re-
sponse timi at 1 sec.

Reference our earl _ier review under Table 2.21, item 18.c.(ii). -

In view of the above information, the proposed T.S. is non-conservative with
respect to the Licensing Basis. Thw Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

..

Items 8 &-11 General

Although the above two items are not apparently the primary reactor trips used
as the basis for calculating protection in the Accident Analyses in reference 7
those Analyses represent a limited number of events which are proposed as
" expected" to bound all possible events at the plant in terms of severity.-

There is no guarantee that the large number of other possible events will
never use these two protection items to primary advantage.

Item '16. Turbine Trip

A response time for Reactor Trip on Turbine Trip is not provided in the
Technical Specifications. Reference 7, Table 15.1.3-1 advises that the re-
sponse time for such a trip is 1.0 sec. but that it is not applicable to the
analysis used.

Reference 7, Section 15.2.10.3, concerning Excessive Heat Removal Oue To
Feedwater System Malfunctions. Under the title of "Rosults" on page 15.2-30,

'the second paragraph describes how for this particular event at full power "A
turbine trip and reactor trip are actuated when the steam generator 1..e1
reaches the high-high level set point."

Also, for the Occurrence of " Inadvertent Operation of the ECCS During
power Operation under reference 7 Section 15.2.14.3, page 15.2-a0, revision 43,
unoer Conclusions states that: "If the reactor does not trip immediately, the
low pressure reactor trip-is actuated. This trips the turbine and prevents
excess cooldown thereby expediting recovery from the incident.

06/01/84 24 Revision A
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Under these circumstances therefore, Rgaetor Trip on Turbine Trip is necessary
to automatically terminate the event. The Licensee should review the response
time used in the above calculation and provice an evaluation of its decision is4

respect of placing it in the T.S. under the requirements of 10CFR50.36

Item 17, [ Reactor frip on) Safety Injection Input from ESF

This description is a misnomer and should be replaced by the description
proposed under Table 2.21 Item 17 of this document.,

The proposed T.S. states that the response time requirement is NA (Not Applic-
able). This is incorrect as a separate Reactor Trip is an essential part of
all ESFAs functions during which safety injection is initiated. The recuired
information is in fact supplied in T.S. Page 3/4 3-30 Table 3.3-5, under the
already revised headings proposed above, reference items li, 2b, 3b, 4b..

This table, under response time, should replace the descr'iption as. recommended
above and alongside each, reference the entry in T.S. Table 3.3-5.

The response given in the Technical Specifications (except for Manual actuation
of SI) are quoted as < 2 secs. No docketed information is available on wnat
values were used in accident analysis, and particularly for MSLB, SBLOCA and

,

LOCA evants. The itcenses should provide this information and confirm its-

conservatism against the T.S. value, eg. refererce 5, Table 7.2.1-4 (5 of 5) .

and related note e. on page entitled " Notes for Table 7.2.1-4" confirms' that
Pressurized Low Pressure - Low Level is the .first out trip of Safety Injection
for the event of " Accidental Depressurization of the Main Steam System." The -

licensee shall explain this terminology - whether we have Reactor Trip on Pres-
surizer Pressure - Low which is available at the maximum power output at which
this particular event is evaluated, or Pressurizer Pressure - Low (Safety
Injection) and provide the associated response time to validate proposed T.S.
values.

Item 21, Proposed (Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker Desition Trip)

As discussed earlier, under table 2.21, Item 14, this trip is previoed as an
acjunct to Undervoltago - Reactor Coolant Pump Trip. 1he Licensee shall .

' evaluate and propose,

,

.

!

,

|

|
|

.
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TABLE 3.3-3 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM (ESFAS) INSTRUMENTATION
.

Item 1: Safety Injection, Reactor Trip, Feedwater Isolation, Component
Cooling Water, Start Diesel Generators, and Nuclear Service Water.

This description of Item 1 lists the various functions initiated by given
signals (which are generally those initiating SI).

However, Reference 5, Figure 7.2.1-1 (8 of 16) revision 34 and Figure 7.2.1-1
(13 t,''16) revision 34, shows that the term "Feedwater Isolation" used in this
Item 1 is actually comprised of four (4) separata Logic Functions, namely
" Turbine Trip", " Trip of Feedwater Pumps", "Close All Feedwater Isolation
Valves" and "Close the Feedwater Main and Bypass Modulating Valves. *

The term Feedwater Isolation is therefore an inaccurate. term to use. It should
be removed from this descriptor and replaced by the four separate functions, as
each of them can be initiated separately and or together dependent upon the
initiating Logic.

Further we also note that this functional unit is also that initiated by Steam
Generator Water Level High-High (P14) reference 5, figure 7.2.1-1 (13 of 16)
revision 34. and figure 7 of 16; revision 41.

Further, the function to be initiated by Steam Generator Water Level - High
Hign is function 5 of the same Table which is again incompletely described and
should be changed (see item 5 later) to clearly icentify these same 4 elements.
Under these circumstances, the current description for item i should delete
the term "Feedwater Isotation" and Item 5 (see later) should be expanded to
include an additional Functional Unit identified as Safety Injection.

Additionally, the Function " Annulus Ventilation" needs to be added to the
descriptor (reference 5 figure 7.2.1-1 (8 of 16) revision 34).

Also, the function unit description " Nuclear Service Water" should include
[ isolation and startup] of Nuclear Service Water.

'

Item la): Manual Initiation

This should read as: Manual Safety Injection Actuation. (There is not a
separate Manuel Actuation for each of the functional units listed.]

Item Ic: Containment Pressure - High/ Applicable MODES 1, 2, 3.

The Current T S. does not provide for initiation of SI on h ntainment
Pressure - High, in M00E 4

| This is contrary to reference 8, pages Q212-47e, item '4, Q212-61b item 29,
Q 212-61d, item 212,91 (15.4) wherein small and large t eaks in the Steam Line

i and Reactor Coolant System are discussed down to and ircluding MODE 4 Discus-
| sing NON-LOCA Accidents (in MODES 3, 4) below the P-11 (1900 psig) block of SI

|
| on Pressurizer Pressure - Low (SI) and Steam Line Pressure - Low provision is. ,

mace that if a MSLB occurs inside containment [so that MSIV Isolation on

l
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Negative Steam Line Pressure Rate - High does not contain the event for the
Faulted SG) then Safety injection will be activated by Containment
Pressure-High.

Note: Autcmatic logic for realignment to SI is already provided in the T.S. in
MODES 3 and 4. This MODE 4 Operability requirement for Containment Pressure-
High would also facilitate re-alignment of equipment from RHR to ECCS alignment
in the event of a large break LOCA under these circumstances as described in
reference 8, page Q212-47a, item II.C.

The Licensee shall evaluate why his proposed T.S. is an acceptacle change from
the existing Licensing Basis, or include the coerability requirement in his T.5.
The proposed T.S. position is non-conservative.

.

Item ld: Pressurizer Pressure-Low

Thi's is the same title as used for Reactor Trip on Pressuri:er Pressure-Low.
This particular/ESFAS actuation is set at a lower pressure and should be
described as: Pressuri:er Pressure-Low [ Safety Injection).

Item le:

The proposed T.S. for SI on Steam Line Pressure - Low is qualified in MCOE 3 by
a 3## which is icentified on T.S. Page 3/4 3-23 as a situation in wnich the
function may be blocked below P-12 (Low-Lew T,y Interlock) setpoint.

Reference 5, Table 7.3.1-3 (1 of 2) and (2 of 2) item P-1, shows the appropriate -*

interlock for this purpose is P-11. Item P-12 of the same Table makes no
provision for this proposed T.S. position.

However, reference 5 figure (6 of 16) does not use the same manual block
(at P-11) for Pressuri:er Pressure - Low (SI) as for Steam Line Pressure - Low
(SI) (and implementation of Negative Steam Line Pressure Rate) on reference 5,
Figure (7 of 16). The Licensee is required to confirm that no parameter other
than the value of Pressuri:er Pressure (at P-11) is used to condition the
maqual blocks relating to the steam line; if cther parameters are useo, tre
Licensee shall evaluate and propose. The Licensee shall also aavise of otrer
parameters which may be used to condition the manual block of Dressuri:er
Pressure - Low (SI).

If the Table 7.3.1-3 (1 of 2) and (2 of 2) is correct, tnen conaition
MODE 3## should te 'anged to condition M00E 3# nnien becomes tne :orrect
cescription.

Item 2c: Containment .>tessure-High-Hign.

Operability is not required in M0ui 4. This should be required to be

consistent with the evaluation under Item 3.b.3. belcw.

Item 3.b3): Containment Phase S Isolation on Containment Pressure - iign Hign

Operability of this isolation is not provided in MCOE 4 The Licensee shoulo
aavise why this is not necessary for safety when the previous item No.l.e.
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showed referoce in the tfeensing Basis of protection against Steam Line Break
inside conta.tment and Large Break LOCA in this mode. It should be noted
that T.S. Ittm 3.4.6.1 requires containment integrity in MODES I through 4

Further Operability of Auto-Actuation Logic is required through MODE 4 (Contain-
ment Pressure-High on1v affects Containment Isolation A and not Containment
Isolation B which is , ,cessary to establish Containment Integrity].

The proposed T.S. is non-conservative. The Licensee shall evaluate and
propose. *

Item 3c: Purge and Exhaust Isolation

An additional Item: 3c.4 Containment Radioactivity, is proposed to effect Purge
and Exhaust Isolation as this is part of ESFAS Logic in reference 5, figure
7 2.1 1 (8 of 16),, revision 34 The Licensing Basis for this requirement lies

.

insick the analysis of< consequences deriving from a'ccidental events whilst the
Purge and Exhaust Isolation Valves are open. [Refce CSB]

The proposed T.S. is non conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis; the
Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Item 4, Steam Line Isolation

Ab: Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation R'elays

The propo'.' T.S. does not require Operability of Steam Line Isolation Auto -

Actuatior, agic in MODE 4. However, this will be required if the Operability
requirements of Steam Line Isolation on Negative Steam Line Pressure Rate -
High, already specified in item 4d for MODE 4, are to be met. The proposed .T.S.
is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis; the Licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

Item 4a: Manual Initiation (of steam line isolation)

1) System
2) Individual

Operability requirements for manual initiation of Steam Line Isolation are not
required by the current T.S. in MODE 4 This however will be necessary to
allow the operator _to manually isolate small breaks which do not activate the
Negative _ Steam Line Pressure Rate - High signal or the Containment Pressure-
High High signal.

The proposed T.S. is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis; the
Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Item 4d: Negative Steam Line Pressure Rate - High

Operability requirements are given as MODE 3 and 4. MODE 3 should be con- ,

citioned as MODE 3# indicating it is only available below P-11 Inter 1cck. :

The Licensee shall evaluate and propose. |
,

i
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Item 5: Turbine Trip and Feedwater Isolation

i Reference earlier Item 1 in whien this title for Item 5 shculd be more
accurately described as " Turbine Trip, Trip of Feedwater pumps, Close Feecwater

d.
Isolation Valves, Close Feedwater Main and Bypass Modulating Valves. The
Licensee shall clarify, evaluate and propose. Lack of accuracy can be non-
conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis.

Item $a: Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relay (to effect Turbine.

Trip, Feedwater Pump Trip, Closure of Feedwater Isolation Valves
and Closure of Feedwater Modulating.,M;p;as)/APPLICABLF MODES 1 & 2

The Applicable Modes of this Auto Actuation Logic need to be extended down to,

MODES 3 and 4 to be available to respond to the Safety Injection signals which
are expected from the Licensing Basis (ref.erence la" r Section 2/4.6,
Emergency Core Cooling Systems, under GENERAL). .Th. proposed T.S.'is non-
conservative with respect to the current Licensing Basis and the Licensee'

shall evaluate and propose.

I.em $b: Steam Generator Water Level - High High (to effect Turbine Trip,
F6edwater Pump Trip, Closure of Feedwater Isolation Valves and
Closure of Feedwater Modulating Valves)/ APPLICABLE MODES 1 & 2.

The Licensee should evaluate the need to extend the operability requirements
of this functional unit from current MODES 1 and 2 down to and including MODE
4 The determining factor may be the availablity of Main Feedwater Pumps during -

these MODES. Plant Operating Procedures which permit Main Feedwater Pumps to
be available can cause An Excessive Heat Removal Due To Feedwater System Mal-
function and/or Steam Generator overfill unless Safety Related isolation at the,

Main Feedwater (containment) isolation valves is incorporated into the T.S. ,

,

The Logic of reference 5, figure 7.2.1 1, (12 of 16), revision 34, involving
signal inputs: Steam Generator Hi-Hi P-14, Safety Injection, Reactor Trio P4,
and Low T,yg would need to be carefully reviewed, especially since there is
currently little or no Safety Related Reactor Trip Protection in MODES 3
througn 4 so that reactor trip 04 may not be available in conjunction with Low
T,yg (during cooldown) to effect Feedwater Isolation, ano Closure of Moculating
Valves, as an inbuilt protection against such circumstances,

i The proposed T.S. dots reL"esent a non-conservative position in respect to the
| Licensing Basis, as there is no prerecuisite that Main Feecnater is isolated at

the Containment Isolation Valves as an LCO, during MODES 3 and 4 The Licenseeshall evaluate and propose.

Item Sc (Proposed): Safety Injectic' [to effect Turbine Trip, Feedwater Pume
Trip, Closure of Feedwater Isolation valves and Closure
of Feedwater Modulating Valves)/ Applicable MODES PROPOSED
AS 1, 2, 3 ano &

This trip is relocated from Functional Unit 1 to Functional Unit 5 in
accordance with our earlier reviews uncea Item IC and Item 5.

-

.
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! OPERASILITY is required in all Modes 1, 2, 3, 4, because SI protection has
been found neces,ary within the Licensing Basis. The protection was already
intended in the proposed T.S. this action represents a more accurate
description of the Functional Unit and an improved placement in the T.S. The
Licensee shall svaluate and propose.

Item 7; Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW):

General: Operability Requirements:

Reouirements fer ESFAS operability in AFW are 'erally limited tos

MODES 1, 2 and 3. However, provision is made the FSAR for operation. ,

in MODE 4, and to be available in MODE 5.
.

For MODE 5, Reference 8 page Q 212-56 rev. 25 where RCS cooling is required
to be available in the event of failure of one of the isolation valves in '

the'line leading from the RCS hot leg tc .the suction cf the RHR, causing
i flow blockage. Available Operability during MODE 5 is necessitated to

facilitate conversion to effectively MODE 4 operation, as described in
. reference 8, page Q"212-56, rev. 25, since "only a few minutes" is pro-

,

i

posed as necessary to open the steam dumps and to start up the auxiliary
feedwater system." It is proposed by NRC, that such a rapid startup of
the AFW system can only be achieved by having available the Automatic
Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays, and all related ESF equipment so
that the automatic logic can be initiated manually. The licensee shall
evaluate and propose. The proposed T.S. items 7a through 79 are gener-
ally non conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis in this matter.
The Licensee shall evaluate and propose on each of these items inclucing
consideration of our related reviews.

Operability in MODE 4 is required by the FSAR to generally counter the
consequences of appropriate condition II, III and IV occurrences including
Steam Line and Feedwater Line Breaks, which are analyzed assuming automatic
initiation. Reference also proposed T.S. pages 3/4 4-3 for requirements
for operable RCS systems in MODE 4 The proposed T.S. items 7a through 7g
are generally non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis in this
matter. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose on each of these items,
including consideration of our related review.

Item 7.a: AFW/ manual initiation

Item b: AFW/ Auto Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays:

Operability is currently not required in MODES 4 and 5. Operability should
be provided for both modes to meet the licensing requirements, i.e. . manual
initiation of Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relays: reference
General above.

Item 7.c.1: Start Motor Driven Pumps:

Should be operable in both MODES 4 and 5 and especially to counter non-
availability of Turbine Driven Pumps early into MODE 4 curing the coolcown.

.
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Item 7.c.2): Start Turbine Driven Pumps:

Should be operable in 4. Although not capable of operating at lower tem-
peratures of MODE 4, and MODE 5, it should nevertheless be available for
use to counter consequences described in " General" above, including a
station blackout.

Item 7 d): Auxiliary Feedwater Suction Pressure Low:

This proposed T.S description of a. functional unit is invalid. The
Functional Unit to be provided is:

,

d) Automatic Re-alignment of suction Supply (This is the functional
unit),on

.

Low Auxiliary Feedwater Svetion Pressure [This. is;the parameter caus-
ing the change)

Operability requirements should identify how many AFW pumps are required
to be " tripped" deficient in suction, to ef fect re-alignment.

The licensee should identify those instrument / control channels, and partic-
ular engineering alignments, which result in a re-alignment of redundant
AFW supplies to the only safety related supply available, from the Nuclear
Service Water Pond, ano define related operability and surveillance require-
ments. The mixed nonsafety and safety-related supplies on the McGuire
units make it necessary to separately oefine and T.S. those safety-related *

elements, under 10 CFR 30.46: see reference 14, page 10-2.

Applicable Modes in the current T.S. is limited to 1, 2 and 3. The
licensee shall evaluate why tnis should not be extended to MODES 4 anc 5
to meet the FSAR requirements described in " General" above.

Item 7.e: Start Motor-Driven Pumos (by Safety Injection)

Applicable Modes have not been identified. NRC proposes MODES 1, 2, 3 and
4 and 5 to meet the requirements of Item 7: General, discussed earlier.

Item 7.e: Start Turbine-Oriven Pumps (by SI)

This functional unit proposes that the Turbine Driven AFW pumos are started
by the SI signal. This conflicts with reference 5, Fig. 7.2.1-1 (15 of
16) I&C system Logic Diagram where the initiation ;f the turbine driven '

pumps on SI is not shown. Also, in a like manner, with related sec-
ti on 7. 4.1.1.1.1. and reference 22, section 10.4.7.2.2.6. Al$o see refer-
ence 14 Section II.E.1.2 page 22-41. It is now noted that the recant
T.S. has been corrected to show that the Turbine Driven AFW pump coes not
start on Safety Injection.) The Licensee shall clarify,

.
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Item 7.f; Station Blackout - Start Motor Driven and Turbine Driven Pumps:

Provisior, for operability is only in applicable MODES 1, 2 and 3. Con-
sistent with previous considerations, operability should be requir6d in
MODE 4, with provision for immediate operability from MODE 5.

IW 7.g: Trip of Main Feedwater Pumps (MFVP) - Starts Motor Driven Pumps

The T.S. proposed only 1 channel per pump to trip. [This is different to
the FSAR, reference 22, page 10.4-14, rev. 7, item 30 which specifies taat.
lost of a,1,1 main feedwater pumps is required. The licensee should evaluate
and propose.

Applicable modes: The current T.S. proposes Modes 1 and 2#. Condition'2#
is an invalid 00E since # identifies the P-11 interlock which can be
manually effected.only at approx. 1900 psig and which can only occur in
MODE 3, i.e. , the condition should be 3#. The licensee sho~ld exclain and*

u
propose.

c

Please advise why this Hmitation at MODE 2 [or 3)# is proposed and how it
may relate to plant operating procecures in MODES 3 and 4 and whether this
block is in conformance with regulatory requirements.

'

Item 8: Automatic Switchover to Recirculation on RWST Level:

This is limited in Applicability to MODES 1, 2, 3 by the proposed T.S. >

Since a LOCA in MODE 4 is part of the Licensing Basis, see later Sec-
tion 3/4.5 ECCS under' GENERAL, the licensee should evaluate the reasons
for, and the consequences of, not propoting this OPERABLE IN MODE 4, and
not being svailable in MODE 5, to counter the consequences of potential
LOCAs and loss of RHR cooling in these MODES. The proposed T.S. is
non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis; the t.icensee shall
evaluate and propose.

Item 9: Loss of Power: Emergency Bus Undervoltage - Grid Degrade Voltage:

Item 9: General

The Licensing Basis FSAR, reference 7, Section 15.2.9 under LOSS OF OFFSITE
POWER TO THE STATION AUXILIARIES describes a set of Reactor Protection
System and Engineered Safeguards Features Actuation responses for the
plant to. ensure its safety. Why is this particular set of ESFAS Func-
tional Units and related Response Times not provided under Table 3.3-3.

Absence of this information makes the proposed f.S. non-conservative.
The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

What does this functional anit do. Please explain, and how many busses to
be tripped for the action to be defined. If it is meant to initiate AFW:
what pumps etc., and if so operability requirements should be extended to
MODE 5. Lack of any clarity makes this proposed T.S. non-conservative,
The Licensee shall clarify, evaluate and propose.

,
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Item 10. .: Pro.surizer Pr' essure P-11:
,

Applicable MODES are 1, 2, 3. *

Explain the consequences of this non-operability in MODE 4 on availability
of dependant protective actions, e.g., main steam line isolation, which is
considered under Item 4.b above. If main steam isolation is negated, it '

should be restored to conform to Regulatory Protection Requirement. The
Licenses shal.1 evaluate and propose.

,
,

Concernino D-11 Interlock and AFV pumps. '

' The basis providad on proposed T.S. Page B 3/4 3 2 states that:
.

''P-11 (i.e. ,- on system pressure increasing to P-11 valve) ---- Defeats_

.the' manual block of the motor driven <AFW pumps on trip,of tbt, main feed-
'

.
.

water pumps and Low-Low Steam Generator level."--

The following information provides the current !.icensing Basis 2n the
particular proposed interlock P-11 in respect of AFW Pumps:

.The Table 3.3-3, Jtem 7.c.: in reference $,-for start of motor driven AFW
pumps, does not provide for the above condition.-

.

The P-11 interlock and its provision for automatic cafeat (above P-11 setpoint)
do not appear in reference 5. Table 7.3.1-3. Rev-35, Interlocks for ESAS and ..

Figure 7.2.1-1 (15 of 16), revision 34 I&C Logic Diagram.-

Reference 5. -Section 7.4.1.1.6 describes this action under " Bypasses anc
Interlocks" and that whenever it is present, an alarm exists in the Control
Room. This allows the operator to stop AFW pumps curing shutoowns.

.Supp.lement No. 5, reference 15, page 22-22 evaluates the use of the P-11 inter-
'

lock as described in the above Basis and concludes that the situation is
. acceptable. However, the basis for the S H Supp 5 conclusion was that a possi-
ble steam line rupture or feedwater line break were not likely to occur in the*

proposed MODES when the P-11 is in effect. This is a mistake, all the earlier
! - work of this review has disclosed that the premise of these events being not

likely to occur nas been rejected for_these MODES 3 to 5, and detailed atten-
tion has been given to their possible occurrence together with the possibility

; of Auto Initiation and-the consequences of automatic. protective action. Where
the P-11 lockout has been present on other protective actions, the consequences
have been fully evaluated. .There ha3 never been a related evaluation on the
absence of auto initiation of motor-driven AFWS as now proposed.

If the Licensee wishes to pursue ''lis he should evaluate all the events-

j. considered in the:FSAR below the P-11 setpoint with manual initiation of MD AFW
I, and making due allowance for all the relative reduced and changed protections
L available and the-time frames which must allow for all other actions, e.g.,
'

isolation-of a ruptured 3G is expected to take 30 mins, see reference 7,
i section 15.4.2.2.2 page 15 4-13a, Revision 38. Further, the detailed review

of this T.S. has been based on this availability.'
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| We note that in his submittals concerning this matter, dated March 9, 1981
concerning TMI items, the Licensae states that "the turbine driven auxiliary j

,

i feedwater pumps do not have a bypass feature." Yet we also note on his T.S.
|i page 3/4 7-4 that the Turbine Driven pump is not required to be operable when 1

steam generator pressures are less than 900 psig; this would require only j
approx, 20 mins, into standby cooldown to achieve. The result is that there

| would be absolutely no automatic supply of feedwater for any event beyond |
4 approx. 20. min into cooldown.

l

! At this time, the current Accident Analyses in the Licensing bees FsAR
support the necessity for not using the current bypass for the Nta-Driven.,

Pumps,

j The Licensee shall advise what safety related reasons require that he must
-

f bypass automatic startup of the motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps on
9,op of both main feed pumps, and on SG Low ow-Level in the final. stages of-| ' -

:91 ant shutdown. Also..what prevents him from installing automatic restoration
'. on receipt of the related protection signal.

-

3 --Item 10.b; Interlock; Low-Low Tavg P-12:

Applicable MODES are 1, 2, 3. i; __

:

| Reference Item Table 3.3-4 Item 10b, of this document.

1 Since Interlock P-12 effectively provides and limits steam dump capability,.

L including accidental blowdown, by constraining it to 3 cool down dumps to -

the condenser; why remove this interlock in M00E'4 and MODE 5. and remove
its potential availability for related Licensing Basis requirements. The
proposed T.S. is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis; the
Licensee shall_ evaluate and propose.

.

t

| Item 10.c; Interlock; Reactor Trip P-4:

The eight separate functions affected by this interlock are described-in,

reference 5, Table 7.3.1-3 (1 of 2). Please evaluate how the absence of
this will affect the various functions to be performed and how they will
impact the FSAR requirements for plant protection in MODES 4 and 5. This
'should be for both the " Reactor tripped" and " Reactor not tripped" condi-
tions considering that the '.+eactor can be in both situations during these'

Modes.- Licensees evaluation to items Sa, b and c above should-be also,

considered in this evaluation,
;

i

The proposed.T.S. is non-conservative with respect to the-current
Licensing Basis. The Licensee sha11' evaluate and' propose,

Item'10.d);-Interlock; Sterm Generator Level-High High, P-14:g

Operability is not required by the T.S. in MODES 4 and 5. The need for-

this -interlock in .these Modes will be established by the Licensee in his
. response to items Sa, b and e above. The-licensee shall provide his

| . evaluation and propose. Until Safety Related Isolation of Main Feecwater
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Containment Isolation valves is included in the T.S., this proposed T.S.
must be considered non conservative with respect to Regulator,r
Requirements.

Item 11 proposed:

There is a need to add a new Furctional Unit not addressed in the current
T.S., but which is a part of E5FAS.

Thi8 is:

dClose All Fweewater Isolation Valves and "Close the Feecwater Maind

and Bypass Modulating Valves"

See reference 5. Figure 7.2.1-1 (13 of 15) revision 34 for the related
' unique, control logic.- *

., ,
,

This Function is initisted by:

lla. Reactor Trip P-4, and Low Tavg.
lib. Reactor Trip P-4, and Steam Generator Level - High High P 14
11c. Steam Generator Level - High High P-24 (see 5 above)
lid. Safety Injaction (See 5 above).,

.

Operability for 11a would be in accordance with 10c (above) and later
evaluation under Table 3.3-4 Item 11a (Proposed). Operability for lib . -

would be in accordance with the evaluations in 10c and d above. .

Operability for 11c and lid would be by reference to items 5, Sabc.
f

TABLE 3.3-3: TABLE NOTATION

The uncertainty of the notation under ## is discussed in Item le earlier.
Please amend as required in accordance with the rtlated resolution.

|
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TABLE 3.3-4: ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATUR_ES ACTUATION SYSTEM (ESFAS)

INSTRUMENTATION TRIE 5ET 30 INT 5

General: These have been checked against the information in reference 18,
table 3-4 and related NOTES FOR TABLE 3-4 on page 3-13 and which is de-
scribed as being applicable to McGuire Unit 1, 50-369. At this time, the
assumption is made that this information also applies to McGuire Unit 2,
Docket No. 50-370. The licensee will docket this fact or otherwise docket
the alternate information.

Item No. 1:

' The description for this Functional Unit should be clarified and modified in
accordance with our remarks under TABLE 3 3-3; Item 1.

a, .

ItemNo.g: -
.

The deteription for this Functional Unit should more accurately read as " Manual
Safety Injection Actuation." See reference 5, Figure 7.2.1-1 (8.of 16),
Revision 34

Item id
.

Modify the description in accordance with our earlier comment uncer Table 3.3-3
Id to: Pressuri:er Pressure - Low (Safety Injection)

Ite.t 3c.4 (Proposed):-

Reference 5, Figure 7.2.1-1 (8 of 16) revision 34 shows that " Containment
Radioactivity" initiates containment ventilation (Purge and Exhaust) isolation.
Please explain why it is not incluced as, e.g. , a proposed Item 4). The pro-

posed T.S. is_non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The Licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

Item 4d: Negative Steam Line Pressure Rate - Hign (For isolation of the MSIVs
below P-11 Block)

The trip set point is currently specified at -100 psi /sec. Westinghouse
Set Point Methodology for Unit 1, reference 18, shows this value to be
"-110 psi"; an additional descriptor is aise necessary reading: "with a
time constant of 50 secs". The current " Allowable Value" in tne T.S. is

' -120 psi /sec, the same reference 18 Table 3-4 shows this value to be -100
psi; this should again have the additional descriptor reading: "with a
time constant of 50 secs".

To discuss negative values and related conservatisms, it is clear to
celete tne - in -100 as the description reads : " Negative Steam Line
Pressure Rate - High so that T.S. values should read as 100 osi and
110 osi. This is also internally consistent with the descriptor in Taele
2.2-1, Item 4, namely: Power Range, Neutron Flux Hign Negative Rate, EP.
of R.T.P with a time constant of 2 seconds.-
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Ple de discuss the logic of the values in reference 18. A Trip Set Point
; of a negative rate of 110 psi with an allowable value of 100 psi (both

with a time constant of 50 psi) would provide that an earlier isolation-

i
; of the MSIVs is less conservative, and this is not so for the MSLB event. |
; The expectations are that negative rate for the allowable value would be
[ higher than for the Set Point. Please clarify. '

3

4

Further, the same reference 18 Table 3 4, column 12, states under
,

notation (5)-that this value is not used in the safety analyses. Since4 '

this ESFAS signal provides Main Steam Valve Isolation on Main Steam Linea>

Break below the P-11 block point (instead of-by Steam Line Pressure - Lew);
'

please describe how the plant.is otherwise protected through the proposec *

T.S. Otherwise, please provide analyses which show that the plant is pro-1

tected by. this proposed setting under' proposed T.S. requirements. This
item is related to our other concerns on Technical Specifications on Bora--

tion Control under. earlier Section 3/4.1.1 Boration Contrp1. The proposi-
! tion that this-value is not used in Safety Aanlysis is non-conserva'ive.t

-The Licensee shall evaluate and propose..
4

Item 5: The description of this-Functional Unit should be revised and
[. clarified to our recommendations under Table 3.3 3, Item 5.

,
,

Item Sc: Proposed new item as " Safety Injection"'

'
,

'This should be included in accordance with the evaluation urder
Table 3.3-3, Item Sc) - -

.

: ..
'

Item.6a & b. Containment Pressure Control System
,

The lice'nsee should provide the basis for these Set Points and -

Allowable Values.

Item 7(c): Steam Generator Water Level Low-Low
.

The licensee should respond to our concern under Table 2.2-1, item
L 13.

.

Item 7(d): Auxiliary Feedwater Suction Pressure Low

The description should be revised as proposed under our earlier
Table 3.3-3 item 7d. Provide the basis for the values given. >

r

Items 7c(1) and (2): Concerning start of Motor Driven and Turbine Driven Pumps

This technical specification provides that the motor-driven AFW Pumps start
on low-low-in one-SG whereas the turbine driven pumps require low-low in

-

.

-two SGs. .This appears-to-be in conflict with the accident evaluation in,
-

the Licensing Basis FSAR as elaborated below. (This however is not
conflict with the Instrumentation & Control Logic of the FSAR.]

.

|
-

.

|
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. Item 7c:

Reference (7) related Section 15.4.2.2.2 concerning Main Feed Line*

- Rupture (HFLR) under the title of Major Assumption 10.

"The auxiliary feedwater system 1s actuated by the low-low Steam
Generator Water Level Sivnal. The auxiliary feedwater system is
assumed to supply a total of 450 gpm to three intact steam generators. .

Reference 5. Section 10.4.7.2.2 states that " Travel stops are set on*

the steam generator flow control valves such that the turbine driven ;

pump can supply 450 gpm to three intact steam generators while feeding 1

one faulted generator and both motor driven pumps together can supply.
450 gpm to three intact steam generators while feeding one faulted
generator. The throttle positions allow all three pumps to supply a
totalflowof1400;gpmto4intactstesmgenerators." -

Reference 7 related Section 15.4.2.2.2, page 15.4-13a (Revision 38),-

states: "The single active failure assumed in the analysis is the
turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump. The motor driven pump that
is headered to the steam generator with the ruptured main feedline
supplies 110 gpm to the intact steam generator. The motor driven

' pump that is headhred to two intact steam generators supplies 170 gpm
,

to each. This yields a total flow of 450 igenerators' one minute af ter reactor trip. gpni to the intact steamAt 30 minutes-following i
the rupture, the operator is assumed to isolate the auxiliary feedlinee

to the ruptured steam generator which results in an increase in '
-

injected flow of 80,gpu " *

'The sequence of events in the accident evaluation in Reference (7),
Table 15.4-1 shows that after the accident is initiated at a programmed
value of SG 1evel, the low-low SG 1evel in the ruptured SG is reached
20 secs later,'and auxiliary feedwater [at 450 gpm) is delivered to the
intact steam generators in 61 sec.

It appears, based on the-above information, that on SG low-low in the
ruptured SG, both the motor driven and the turbine driven pumps are ;

initiated (witn tne single failure being in the turbine driven pumps).
This is not in accord with the T.S.- If it is assumed tnat low-low level
in the other SGs is also reached at the same time by bubble collapse,
-plen a justify. We note that the Reactor & Turbine Control System is
designed so that under normal operation, collapse of SG 1evel on Turbine
Trip will not cause a reactor trip; also at this time, main steam from
intact ;Gs is being lost to the faulted SG so that whereas inventory is
-lost, a full collapse need not occur.

The proposed T.S.s 7c0 and 7.c(2) appear to be non-conservative in r, ect
of Accident Analysis used in the Licensing Bases. The licensee shall
clarify, evaluate and propose; this should be in conjunction with our
other concerns on.this event noted later in Sections of this review.

.
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Item 8: Automatic Switchover to, Recirculation

The Licensee shall provide the basis for the set point values of the RWST ,
_ levels specified. What are the allowable values for [ drift and] total
| channel errors and the related Safety Analysis Limit.

Item 9: Loss of Power

Confirm the bases for the set points and allowable values specified.
'

Item: General
*

The Licensing Basis FSAR, reference 7, Section 15.2.9 under LOS$ OF
0FFSITE POWER TO THE. STATION AUXILIARIES describes a set of Reactor ,-

,

Protection System and Engineered Safeguaros Features Actuation Responses
for the Plant, to ensure its safety. Why is.this parti,cular set of ESFA's s

Functional Units and relateo. Instrument 2ti6n Set Points, not provideo in..

this item under Table 3.3-47-

Absence of this information makes the proposed T.S. non-conservative.
The Licensee shall evt.luate and propose.

Item 10a: ESFAS Interlock Pressuri:er Pressure, P-11.

Actuation of this inthrlock substantively reduces ECCS protection against
Conditions II, III, and IV Accidental Occurrences.

The FSAR has analyzed the consequences of this reduced level of protection
for a limited number of these occurrences ar.d this has been based on a
system preasure of 1900 psig; Reference 8, Jage Q212-47, item 2 N 5 1A.
Wny then is a trip set point of <1955 psig used. This set po 74 ue

,

should be below 1900 psig with appr priate allowances for drif, e nannel
-

errors to the limiting value used in the Safety Analysis of 1$ , uig. The
current specification is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing
Basis FSAR & therefore not in accordance with 10 CFR 50.36. The licensee
shall provide a safety evaluation for the difference, for approval, or
restore the set point to be a valid T.S. value.

Item 10b: ESFAS Interlock T,y -Pg.

The basis for this interlock on T.S. Page B 3/4 3-2 states that:

"On decreasing reactor coolant loop temperature, P-12 automatically
removes the arming signal from the steam dump system." This is not
substantively consistent with Reference 5, Figure 7.2.1-1 which
shows that'it is the arming signal for the condenser cump valves and

i atmospheric dump valves ..hich is removed and then with the exceotion
~

of 3 cooldown dump valves (to the condenser). The steam generator
Power Operated (atmospheric] Relief Valves (SG PORVs), are not
affected: Please correct the Basis.
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A set point of 553-551'F is prov.ided. Provide the basis for this -

which should be consistent with our query under earlier Sec-
tion 3/4.1.1. Boration Control concerning T.S. page 3/4 1-6,
" Minimum Temperature For Criticality."

~1 tem 10e. (Proposed).

To complete the list of ESFAS interlocb, it is necessary to add an item
identified as 10e. Low T,yg.

The safety reasons for this are described under the later Item 11.b
(Proposed) of.this section.

Item 10c: Interlock, Renctor Trip, P-4.

This currently reads as: " Reactor, Trip, P-4, with NA -(Not Appl.icable)
.

trip.setooint & Allowable values." However., snould'act this item read as:

10c, P-4-with Trip Setpoint and Allowable values defined as in Reactor
Trip to Table I.2-1, with tne exception of: " Power Range, Neutron
Flux, High Negative Rate."

The basis for this is provided in Reference 5, Figure 7.2.1-1 ('2 cf 16),
Revision 42. The licensee should explain why Reactor Trip Signa's ini--

tiating P-4 include all items in Table 2.2-1 with the exception of " Power
Range, Neutron Flux, Hign Negative Rate." The licensee shall evaluate
and propose -

Item-11 Proposed:

There.is 6 need to add a new Functional Unit not addressed in the current
T.S., but which is a part of ESFAS. This is:

"Close Feedwater Isolation Valves & Close Feedwater Main & Bypass ,

Modulating Valves." (See Reference 5, Figure 7.2.1-1 (13 of 16)
,

Revision 34.)

This Functional Unit is initf ated oy:

a: Reactor Trip P-4, & Low T,yg.
! b. Reactor Trip P-4, & Steam Generator Level ,Hign Hign P-14

c. Steam Generator Level - Hign High P-14 (see 5 above).

d. Safety Injection (see 5 above). "
|

Trip Set Points would be in accordance with the related values in earlier
Items 10 and 5 of this section.

.

|
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Reference Item lib above, involving Reactor Trio P-4 & Steam Generator High
Hign Level P-14

The NRC has observed potential situations of concern involving this
interlock.

NRC Safety Concern A: A review of the logic of this interlock, Reference 7,
Figure 7.2.1-1, (13 of 16), Revision 42 shows that if a SG-Hi Hi occurs,
Turbine Trip, Trip of MFW Pumps, closure of MFW isolation and control
valves occur, but the reactor is not tripped if the Nuclear Power Level is
below P-8 (48% Power Level ), Reference 7, Figure 7.2.1-1, Revision 42,
(18 of 18). This would then cause another occurrence which would be
effectively a loss of main feedwater to the reactor at a nominal power
level of 48%.

NRC Safety Concern B: The existing FSAR, Reference 7, Section 15.2.10.1,
, Revision 15, shows that a feedwater malfunction at . full power is not

terminated by a neutron Flux Power trip, but by a SG-Hi Hi (i.e. , P-14)
signal initiating Turbine Trip, Trip of MFW Pumps, Closure of MFW Isolation
and MFW modulating valves. Turbine Trip will trip the reactor (if initial
power level is above P-8). However, if the feedwater malfunction is ini-
tiated at zero power FSAR, Reference 7, Section 15.2.10.2, "Results,"
first paragraph, the consequences are a rapid increase in nuclear power
which will cause a reactor trip from the neutron flux low power; 25%,'

setpoint, and 35% (Limiting Safety value in Analysis) and hence generate
a P-4 signal, but will not correct the initiating cause of the faulted
main feedwater control system until SG-Hi Hi level is subsequently ini- -

tiated and effects closure of MFW isolation valves. Whereas the FSAR
evaluates the first event of this sequence by reference to the event of
" Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control Assembly Bank Withdrawal From A Sub-
critical Condition," the FSAR provides no evaluation of the subsequent
event including the ONBRs resulting from any restoration of reactivity
before SG-Hi Hi ultimately effectively closes MFW isolation valves. This
latter event from :ero power can also occur at any intermediate power
level, with and without automatic rod control, and there is currently no
analysis which evaluates the worst case.

NRC Safety Concern C: The licensee has provided no information on " Safety
Analysis Limits" that would be applicable to Permissive P-8 in evaluating
the above events. If tne allowance is ultimately of the same order as for
the Power Range, Neutron Flux - High and Lcw Set Point Tripa, i.e., approx.
*10 percentage point, then Safety Concerns A and B could be occurring at
up to 58% power level.

In respect of NRC Safety Concerns A, B, and C above, we consider the pro-
posed T.S. in respect of the related permissives and interlocks to be non-
conservative with respect to Regulatory Requirements. The licensee should
review the safety consequences of each of these potentic.l NRC concerns and
respond with a safety evaluation with proposed changes to the T.S. as
appropriate. This could be considered a Generic Issue.

General: In view of the consequences of the bypass of reactor trio on
turbine trip below P-8 iue the events protected by trip of turbine Or
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Steam Generator Hi Hi., the licensee snould review the analyses for all |
other Condition II through IV occurrences to determine whether the con-
clusions deriving from the existing evaluations need to be altered. This I

could be considered a Generic Issue.

Reference Item 11(a) above, involving Recctor Trip P-4 and Low T,y

Reactor Trip F-4 together with Low-T,yg causes closure of the MFW isolation
valves and MFW Modulating (Control valves) thereby isolating the reactor
from any faulted [on non faulted] feedwater system.

The safety significance of the parameter, Low T,yg, as expressed in the
FSAR derives (a) from its inclusion in the ESFAS under Reference 5,
Figure 7.2.1-1, (13 of*16), Revision 34 and (b) a description in
Refer'ence 5, Section 7.7.1.7 under the title Steam Generator Water Level, .

| Control, in the following terms: '*

,

" Continued delivery of feedwater to the steam generators is reouired
as a sink for the heat stored and generated in the reactor following

|_ a reactor trip and a turbine trip. An override signal closes the
| feedwater-valves when the reactor coolant is below a given tempera-
| .ture, and the reactor has tripped. Manual override of the feeowater
| control system is available at all times."

! This P-4/ Low T,yg comoination does perform a safety function in preventing
excessive cooldown af ter the reactor is tripped, but has never been
incorporated, or discussed in the Section 15 FSAR analyses (Reference 7)
for this purpose.

Within the PSAR under Reference 7, Section 15.2.10 1 " Excessive HEAT
REMOVAL 'JUE TO FEEDWATER SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS" state that:

"An accidental full opening of one feedwater control valve with the
reactor at zero power and the above mentioned assumptions, the
maximum reactivity insertion rate is less than the maximum reactivity
insertion rate analyzed in Subsection 15.2.1, Uncontrolled Control
RCCA Bank Withdrawal from a Suberitical Condition, and therefore, the
results of the analyses are not presented. It should be noted that
if the incident occurs with the unit just critical at no load, the
reactor may be tripped by the power range high neutron flux trip (low

;

setting) set at approximately 25 percent."'

"For all excessive feedwater cases continuous addition of cold feed-
water is prevented by closure of all feedwater control valves, a trip
of the feedwater pumps, and closure of the feedwater pump d.., charge
valves on steam generator high-level."

This event '' m Zero and higher power levels (already discussed under
earlier Ite b) is initially protected by the high neutron fluxtrip;
however whi this provides immediate protection, the main feedwater is
not isolatec and continue to cooldown the reactor with continued reactivity
additicn. The licensee must confirm that acceptance criteria for the;

reactor system are not exceeded if further protection must wait for Steam
,
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Generator Hi-Hi Level to trip the MFW pumps, and together with existing
Reactor Trip to provide Main Feedwater Isolation. Or, is it necessary to
depend on an earlier " Isolation of Main Feedwater" from the combination
of the existing reactor trip P-4 signal already provided and a related?

--Low T,yg.

Inclusion of the P-4 and Low T,yg interlock into the T.S. would provide ,

more reliability in protection for this event in conformance with the,

diversity criteria of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GOC Criterion 22 in support
GDC 20. Without this, there is no diversity for protection from thisc

continuing event. The proposed T.S. should require T,yg Low to be incor- ,

,porated into the T.S. to meet the above Regulatory Criteria. The licensee
'shall evaluate and propose.

.

The licensee shall evaluate this issue with our concerns expressed under
Table 3.3-4, Item 11 proposed, Reference Item 11(b) above, NRC Safety
Concerns B and C*to which this Is directly related.

The presence of Low T,yg, without T.S. considerations of Set Point,
Maximum Errors, Channel Reliability, Applicability MODES and Action
Statements raises concerns about the consequences of a single. failure.
For example, a failure low, remaining undetected, could combine with a

- Reactor Trip from- full power to close Main Feedwater [ containment) Is, .a-
- tion valves and Main Feedwater Modulatirig valves and cause a more severe
transientLthan would otherwise be necessary. The Licensee should evaluate'

the consequences of single failure on appropriate Conditions' II, III, and -

IV Occurences, and propose as necessary. '

'

Item: Reference '7, Section 15.2.14, page 15.2-38, Revision 43, which is the
_ Accident Analysis for " Inadvertent Operation of ECCS Ouring Power Operation,"
states that:

Spurious ECCS operation at power could be caused by operator error or
a false electrical actuating signal. Spurious actuation may be assumed
to be . caused by. any of the following:-

1. High Containment pressure

2. Low pressurizer pressure '

3. High steam line differential pressure

4. High steam line flow with either low average coolant ' temperature
or low steam line pressure.

-

Please explain the. signals 3 and 4 since they do not appear in the TABLE 3.3-4
just reviewed, nor do they seem to appear in the Logic Diagrams of the Licensing
Basis in the FSAR te reference 5. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose,

d

.
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Item": Reference 5, Figure 7.2.1-1 (2 of 16) Reactor Trip Signals

The ri-ference to Safety Injection Signal (Sheet 8) is inaccurate. This
signal is from the ESFAS and not directly from the SI signal.

.

.

. . .
,

*
.

..

.

i
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TABLE 3.3-5 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES RESPONSE TIMES

Item 2a: Initiation of Safety Injection by: Containment Pressure-High. .

A value of $ 27 secs (without offsite power) is given.

Referent:e 5, page-7.3-8 shows that initiation time of ESFAS from this-

source is a maximum of I sec.

No4 events in Reference 7 Section 15, nave been directly analyzed using
this sensor as the prime initiator above the P-11 interlock although it

.

is relied upon for diverse protection. However, it is the only automat 1c
. initiation of Safety Injecticn protection below (P-11]. Other events

- dep,endent_upon a SI generating signal, particularly circumstances descibed **

under items 3a and 4a'below, shows safety analyses limits of i 12 secs.
(with offsite power) and 5 22 secs (without;of f site powen).'

, .
_

,',

3
'

At this time, the proposed T.S. value is less conservative than others
used in. Safety Analysis. The licensee shal_1 evaluate tnis difference and
propose accordingly.

Item 2b: Initiation of " Reactor Trip (From SI)" by Containment Pressure-High

The descriptor (From SI), should be deleted as it is incorrect.
. . .

The response time is give is < 2 secs and this different from the FSAR,
s~

= Reference 5, page 7.3-8 which gives a maximum time of'l sec. -*

This value is -less conservative than the FSAR and the licensee shall,

evaluate and propose'accordingly.

Item 2c: "Feedwater Isolation" from Containment Pressure-High i

The response-time is given as 5 9 secs.
4

' Reference _5, page 7.3-8 shows that initiation of ESFAS from this source is
a maximum of 1 sec.

Table 3.' 6.2 of the T.S. provides isolation times of < 5 secs 'for *.iain
feedwater containment isolation and < 10 secs for' main feedwater to
Auxiliary Feedwater Isolation. A tcIa1 time to isolation of MFW, from
Containment oressure-High, of-1 11-secs seems approoriate to available
equipment-.

There would then be a conflict between the response time of 5 9 secs in
.the proposed T.S. and the potential ualue of up to 11 sec from other
Llicensing basis.information.

No event in Reference 7, Section 15.1 through 4. uses this particular-

isolation in time' Analyses. However, this is a important factor for
containment integrity during a Main Steam Line Break in containment. The

,

-value used as the Safety Analysis Limit shall be provided by the licensee,
,
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compared with proposed T.S. -Item-2c and any differences evaluated, and
T.S. procosed as appropriate.

ltem 2d: Containment Isolation-- Phase A, from Containment Pressure-High:

The proposed T.S.-values are 18(3) (with offsite power) and 28(4) without
offsite power.

Reference 5, page 7.3-8 shows that initiation of ESFAS from this source
is 1 sec. -

-

1Table 3.6 2 shows Maximum Isolation Times of up to 15. secs for Reactor
Coolant-Pressure Boundary Isolation valves. A minimum total time to
containment and isolation (for the RCPB) of 16 secs seems feasible, plus
10 secs giving 26 secs total without offsite power.

'

The proposed T.S. valees should be checked'aga' inst those used as Safety '

, Analysis limits for_ related Conditions II, _III, and IV occurrences using
SI. Values used by licensee shall be provided, compared with Item 2d.
and any differences evaluated.

-!te:n 2e: Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation, from Containment
.

Pressure-High
.

This is given as N.A. _This is not so; response times have be used to
minimize offsite consequences-of any Condition occurring whilst contain-
ment = purge & exhaust is being used. This proposed T.S. is less conserva- '

tive than'the licensing basis. The licensee shall_ evaluate & propose.

Item 2f: Initiation of Auxiliary Feedwater from Containment Pressure-High.

The licensee propo w n.A. but earlier review shows AFW initiation on
Containment Pre % ure-High and especially in MODES 3 and 4

This-isLless conservative than the_ licensing basis; the licenses shall
evaluate an9 propose.

Item 29: Initiation _of Nuclear Service Water (NSW) from Containment i -
Pres,sure-High' .

This_ response time is given as-1 65(3)/76(4) secs. [
The superscript 3 does not seem appropriate;-whilst the related Notation
on T.S.~Page 3/4 3-33 refers to absence of diesel delay (i.e., no loss of
offsite power), it describes start up of ECCS equipment but--does not
include the requirement for " Isolation and Startup of Nuclear Servica
Water Pumps- as described in Functional Unit 1 of Tables 3.3-3 and 3.4-4.
The same comment.. applies to superscript 4 which applies to the circum-
stances without offsite power. The licensee should propose-an accurate
. description of these circumstances; the current description does not meet
the' intent.

.
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Reference 5, page 7.3-8 shows that initiation of ESFAS from this source
is 1 sec.

No other information is available on Safety Analysis Limits because,
contrary to Regulatory Requirements, this value has not been used in the
Safety Analysis of the FSAR in respect of AFW supplies. In other sec-
tions of this review, the licensee has been asked to re-evaluate Safety
Analyses to recognize this fact. Parallel with this, the licensee shall

identify the Actual Safety Analysis Limit to be used for this response,-

compare with the proposed T.S., and repropose as appropriate. Any Occur-
rences required to utilize Nuclear Service Water must be con:,iceed non-
conservative with respect to these values currently presented in the FSAR
to Reference 7, Section 15.

Item 2h: Initiation of Component Cooling Water from Containment Pressure-H'gh

.Thisresponsetimeisgivenas65(a)(akj76( (2) secs.
' '

The description of superscript 2 under Table Notation on T.S. Page 3/4 3-33
is incomplete. The licensee shall propose an accurate description of these
circumstances l'ncluding its dependence on Nuclear Service Water; the
licensee should confirm that this cooling water supply information is for
this safety related servMe.

|
. ,

Reference 5, page 73-8 shows the initiation of ESFAS from this source is
1 sec.

No oth9r information is available on Safet.y Analysis Limits used in the
FSAR. The licensee shall provide this information for related Condi-
tions II, III, and IV Occurcences for both on-site and offsite power. This
information shall e evaluated and the licensee shall propose. At this
time, considering the non-conservative circumstance with NSW AF supply,
it must be presumed that any Occurrence required to utilize the Nuclear
Service Water must be considered non-conservative with respect to the
values currently presented in the FSAR, Reference 7, Section 15.

Item 21: " Start Diesel Generators" from Containment Pressure-High

A response time of 111 secs is given.

Reference S, page 7.3-B snews that initiation of ESFAS from the source
!is a ,naximum of I sec.

No evaluation in Reference 7, uses this sensor as the prime initiator
above the P-11 Interlock, although it is relied upon for protection above,
and directly for protection below [P-11]. Other events dependent upon

a SI generating signal particularly, :.ams 3a & Aa below, show safety
analysis limits of 1 10 secs for this value.-

In respect of current safety analyses limits, therefore, it acoears that
the proposed value is less conservative than the Safety Analysis Limits.
The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

.
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We note that Reference 5, page 8.3-6, describes testing of diesels on
11 second starts and if initiating times of 1 and 2 seconds were allowed
for, this would mean actual times of 12 and 13 secs from the initiating
signal. The licensee shall clarify, evaluate and propose.

8 tem 3: Pressurizer Pressure-Low

This title should be modified to read as Pressurizer Presrure-Low (Safety
injection) as Pressurizer Pressure-Low Is a Reactor Trip caly.

The initiation time of all ESFAS Functions from this sen'sor is < 1 sec
(Raference 5, page 7.3-8). This is also the Jame initiation time for
Containment "ressure-High. Since both or either of these initiators can
be available in Occurrences involving SI, and initiation times are the
same, our comments and conclusions under earlier Item 2 can be directly
referenced for items under Item 3 in cases where the proposed response-

'

time is, the same for a given ESFAS function. -.

Item 3(a): " Safety Injection (ECCS)" on Pressurizer Pressure-Low [$1]

Values of 1 27b)/12(3) secs are proposed.

, Reference 5, page '7.3-8, shows a maximum initiating time of EJFAS 1.0 secs
| for this signal.

'

The value of 12 secs (with offsite power) is consistent with safety
analysis limits given for the MSL8 in reference 7, page 15.4-10, Section 7
where "In 12 seconds, the valves are assumed to be-in their final position

- and pumps are assumed to be at full speed." For,the other case with Loss
! of Offsite Power (LOOP) "an, additional 10 secs, delay is assumed to start

the diesels and to load the necessary equipment onto them." Further, this
particular analysis appears to initiate the event on Pressure Pressure-Low
(SI).|

The proposed value of 5 12 secs appears within the licensing casis of
| 12 secs.

The proposed value of 27 secs (with LOOP) is however larger than the value
of 22 seconds from the reference described above (i.e., 12 secs + 10 secs
delay for start of diesel). This value of 27 secs therefore appears less

| conservative tnan the FSAR, reference 7, page 15.4-10, and the licensee
| shall evaluate and propose.

Item 3b: " Reactor Trip (from SI)" on Pressurizer Pressure Low (SI]

The descriptor (from SI) is incorrect and should be deleted.

A value of 5 2 secs is proposed. The FSAR in Reference 5, page 7.3-B
quotes a value of 11 secs

The proposed T.S. value appears less conservative than the Safety Analysis
Limit and the licensee should evaluate and cropose.

.
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Item 3c: "Feedwater Isoiation" From Pressurizer Pressure-Low (SI)

The proposed T.S. is 1 9 secs.

Reference our comments and requirements under 2.c. above.

Item 3d: " Containment Isolation - Phase A" from Pressurizer Pressure-Low (SI)

The proposed T.S. is 5 18(3)/28 4) secs.E

Reference our comments and requirements under 2.d. above.
.

Item 3e: " Containment Purge & Exhaust Isolation" From Pressurizer
'

Pressure-Low (SI)
.

The proposed T.S. is NA.
,

Reference our comments and requirements under 2.e. above.

Item 3f: " Auxiliary Feedwater" Initiation by Pressurizer Pressure-Low (SI)

The licensee proposes NA (not applicable).

Safety injection logic closes the main feedwater isolation valves for
every event in which SI is initiated (reference earlier sections of
this review Table 3.3-4, proposed item c). Therefore, every such event
initiated by a SI initiator must be analyzed with a restoration of AFw -

and a related response time.

It is outside the licensing basis, not to a propose a value for this
response time. This T.S. value is therefore non-conservative; the
licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Item 3g: " Nuclear Service Water System" Initiation from Pressurizer
Pressure-Low SI

The T.S. value is given as 76(1)/65(3) secs.

Our commencs on 65(3) are as for our earlier 2g.

With respect to superscript (1) on 76; why is this different to Containment
Pressure High which is 76(3) when the concomitant SI signal generates the
same equipment requirements. Superscript (1) now provides for SI and RHR
pumps whereas (3) did not. Also, superscript (1) if it is to be used,

should include Isolation and Start of Nuclear Service Water Syster (NSW).

Reference our comments and requirements under earlier 2g.

Item 3: General

The licensee is to evaluate each of his superscripts (1) (2) and, ,

(4) and ensure that they are complet'e, accurate and consistent with all
the related ESFAS initiating signals and functions.
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This position appears inaccurata & confusing to the extent that it must- '

be, considered non-conservative.

Item 3h: Initiation of Component Cooling Water from Pressurizer
Pressure-Low (SI).

-The proposed T.S. is 1-76(1)/65(2)(a) secs.
'

See our' comments and requirements.under 2h. and 3. General above.

.Itam 31: . Start Diesel Generators from Pressurizer Pressure-Low (SI)

The;T.S. value is 1 11 secs.
_

.

See our comments _under 2.1. above which are substantively applicable to
this item.. Therefore, the proposed item is less conservative than the
safety analysis limits; the licens'ee shall evaluate and propose.

--Item 4: Steam Line Pressure-Low

The _ initiation time for all ESFAS functions for this sensor is given as
>~2.0 sec;in Reference 5, page 7.3-8. This compares with only 1 sec for
Item 2, Containment Pressure-High and Item 3, Pressurizer Pressure-Low

_

L(SI). Since again, all these 3 initiators can be available in occurrences j
involving _SI, our comments and conclusions under 2 and 3 can be referenced-

-with the condition that actual response times under item 4 could be 1 sec
-longer. .We. note however, that functional response times specified under
4 remain the same-(in general) as under Items 3 and 2 and do not apparently
provide for this differential of 1 sec. The licensee shall evaluate and-
propose. '

Item 4a:. " Safety Injection (ECCS)" Initiation _on Steam Line Pressure-Low

JThese values of 1 12(3)/22b) agree with the Safety Analysis Limits
of the Licensing Basis FSAR.-

Item:4b:- " Reactor Trip (From SI)" from Steam Line Pressure-Low.
. r

:Thed(scriptfog(fromSI)isincorrectandshouldbedeleted,
i

This value_of 1 2 secs agrees with Reference 5, page 7.3-8.

Item 4c: "Feedwater Isolation" from Steam Line-Pressure-Low

Th_e proposed-T.S.:is 1 9 secs.

Reference our comment and recuirements under 2c. above modified by the
fact that there appears to be a larger conflict between the response time
of 1 9-secs'_and the potential value of up to 11 + 1 = 12 seconds frcm
Licensing Basis Information.

.
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Item 4d: " Containment Isolation - Phase A" on Steam Line Pressure-Low

The proposed 1.5 is 5 18(3)/28(4) secs.

Reference our comments and requirements under 2d above, modified in that
proposed T.S. times appear feasible with the additional delay of 1 sec.

Item 4e: " Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation" on Steam Line Pressure-Low

The pr,oposed T.S. is NA.

Reference our comments and requirements under item 2d above.

Item 4f:* " Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps" initiated by Steam Line Pressure-Low

The propcsed,T.S. i NA. ,.

Reference our comments and requirements under 3f above.

Item 4g: " Nuclear Service Water" initiated on Steam Line Pressure-Low

The proposed T.S. is 1 65(3)/76(4) secs.

Reference our comments, requirements, and remarks under 2g., 3g., and 3
General above.

Item 4h: Steam Line Isolation on Steam Line Pressure-Low. ..

The proposed TS value is 5 9 secs.
.

Reference 5, page 7.3-8 states that the maximum allowable times for
generating steam break protection are (1) from steem line pressure rate.
2 secs, and (2) from steam line pressure-low, 2 secs. Further, Refer-
ence 7, page 15.4-6 states that the fast acting steam line stop valves
are " designed so close in 5 secs...". A minimum closure of 7 secs seems
likely.

For actual safety analysis limits, Reference 7, Table 15.4-1 (1 of 4) and
15.4-1 (2 of 4) both show a difference of seven (7) secs between arriving
at the " Low Steam Lir.e Pressure Setpoint" and "All main Steamline Isolationi

Valves Closed." [In the case of Feedwater System Pipe Ruoture]

The proposed TS value of 19 secs is therefore greater than the Safety
Analysis Limit.

The proposed TS must therefore be considered less conservative for this
event. The licensee shall e'.r luate and propose.

Item 41: " Component Cooling Water" Initiation by Steam Line Pressu-0-Low

Proposed T.S. value is 65(2)(3)/76(2)(4) ,

Reference our earlier comments and requirements under 2h and 3h, aoove.
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7 tem 4j: '" Start Diesel Generators"~by-Steam Line Pressure-Low.- .

Proposed T.S. value is 1 11 secs.

Reference our comments and requirements under 2i above.

Item Sa:- " Containment Spray" - Initiated on Containment Pressure-High-High

ILicensee shall provide the Safety Analysis Limit and compare with the
proposed value of 1 45 secs. Evaluate and propose as necessary.

Item Sb: Containment Isolation - Phase B on Containment Pressure-High-High

This--is proposed as Not-Applicable. 'The licensee'should propose why this
is so when it appears _that TS Table 3.6-2 Containment Isolation valves,
Maximum Isolation. Time (secs),. applies only to c?osure from receipt of
signal, and may'not inci,ude the ESFAS Response T,ime. odference especially
T.S. page 3/4 6-30 where main steam line isolation is specified at 5 secs
compared with the same value quoted on Reference 7, page 15.4-6 which
states that these fast acting steam line valves are designed to close in
5 secs.and Safety Analysis Limits have been shown as 7 secs under Item 4h.
above.

What is needed to supplement the information in T.S. Table 3,6-2 is the.

ESFAS response time as defined in Refer 1nce 5, page 7.3-7, Revision.36,
and which values are quoted at 1.0 sec for initiation from containment

-

pressure (related page 7.3-7), and also as 1 sec for closing main steam
.line stop valves on Containment Pressure-High [High]. It appears this
item should read as:

Sb. ESFAS Input to Containment Isolation - Phase B 1 see

The licensee shal.1 clarify, identify the related Safety Analysis Limits,
and evaluate as appropriate. Until then,- the proposed T.S. must be
considered non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis.

-Item 5c: -Steam Line_ Isolation on Containment Pressure High-High

The proposed T.S. value is 1 9 secs.

. Reference 5, page 3.7-8 shows containment pressure initiating ESFAS signals j.
with a _11 response time. : Item 4h. above shows fast acting stop valves I

closing in 5 secs. giving-a total time of $ 6 secs.

Since MSIV actuation under ContainmentaHi. Hi-can be caused by MSLB whien
provides for a maximum of 7 secs above, the proposed value of 9 secs
aopears less conservative.

A comparison also with values used in assessing environmental releases
from containm6nt should also be made.

.
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The licensee shall identify the Safety Analysis Limits used for this Steam
Line Isolation, including the MSLB in containment, evaluate against the
proposed T.S. value and propose as appropriate. Until such time, the
current value appears non-conservative.

Item 6a: Turbine Trip on Steam Generator Water Level-High High

The proposed T.S. is NA, i.e., not applicable.

Reference the licensee to our comments under Table 3.3-2, Item 16 where
it is shown that it is used within the Licensing Basis.

( The proposed position is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing
Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and propose in accordance with our
review under Table 3.3-2, Item 16.

'

Itiem 6b: ."Feeowater. Isolation" Initiated by Steam Generator Water
Level-High High

The proposed T.S. is < 13 secs.
.

Reference 7, Table 15.1.3-1 shows that "High Steam Generator level trip of
the feedwater pumps and closure of feedwater system valves, and turbine
trip" is based on an ESFAS time delay of 2.0 seconds.' *

Table 3.6.2 of the T.S. provides isolation times of < 5 secs for main
feedwater containment isolation and < 10 secs for main feedwater to

-Auxiliary Feedwater Isolation.

A total time to isolation of MFW of < 13 secs seems appropriate to avail-
~

able equipment.

However the current safety analysis depending on this response time is
that for the Excessive Cooldown occurrence under Reference 7, page 15.2-29,
and for this, no value is quoted for isolation of main feedwater which is
the initiator of the event. However, Figure 15.2.10-2 shows that with ini-
tiation of the event caused by one faulty control valve, it takes 32 secs
to reach the SG-High-High Level with a mass increase of 35% of initial,
and thereafter does not increase further. This implies zero closure time.
Since it is expected to take another 13 secs to actually* isolate,'we could
assume an additional mass increase of another 13% to give a total of
approx.1.48 the initial value.

The above additional Main Feedvater level can affect the consequences of
the event at power, if there has been a trip, with a potential for power
restoration and/or overfill of the S-G to cause water ingress into the
main steam lines. Addi tionally , it can have consequences c.f potentially
larger importance for the event occurring from zero subcritical power.

Reference also our concerns under item Table 3.3-4, item 11b and lla above.

The licensee shall evaluate the related concerns, including the extenced
MFW valve isolation times, to determine their safety significance, and
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propose as required. Until that time, it must be concluded that since a
zero (0) value'has been used in the current analysis, that the licensee

*

has a potentially non-conservative _ situation with respect to Regulatory
Requirements of Reactivity Control and Regulatory Concerns for Flooding
of the Main Steam Lines.

Stem 7a: " Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps" initiated by SG Leve'l-Low Low

I?.em 7b: " Turbine-Oriven Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps" initiated by SG Level-Low Low

Proposed T S. response times are given as < 60 secs.

The FSAR Safety Analysis Limit is 61 secs; Reference 7, Table 15.4-1
(1 of 4) and 15.4-2 (2 of 4) where the difference between SG Low-Low and
auxiliary feedwater delivered to steam generators is 61 secs. The current-

prooosed T.S. value is therefore conservative with respect to,the current
safety analysis limit.

However, the current safety analysis limit of 61 secs currently used
appears to'be a mistake and not in accordance with Regulatory requirements.

The only safety related water source available for Auxiliary Feedwater, is
the Nuclear Service Water System.

,

"

Reference 22, page 10.4-14a, states that "All three AFS pumps are normally
supplied from a common leader which can be aligned to the upper surge tank,
the auxiliary condensate storage tank, or the condenser hotwell. Each of "

these sources are provided with motor operated valves with control room
operation. The assured AFS pump suction is from tne Nuclear Service Water
System. The A motor drive-is aligned to the A NSWS header and the 8 motor
driven pump is aligned to the B NSWS header. The turbine driven pump is
aligned to both channels. Each source is providad with diesel aligned
motor operated valves which open automatically on how suction pressure"
[with a. proposed T.S. response time of 13 secs].

Earlier information.under this T.S. Table 3.3-5 shows that the resconse
time-for Nuclear Service Water Supply is 65 secs, assuming offsite power
available and 76 secs assuming loss of-offsite power whereas the Safety
Analysis-Limit used in the FSAR is only 61 secs. On this basis, all
Conditions II, III, and IV occurrences involvi,ng AFW supply would need
to be re-evaluated to establish acceptability.

The NRC~ does notice from Reference 5. Table 8.1.2.1 entitled " Maximum
Loads to be supplied from one _of_ the Redundant Essential Auxiliary Power
Systems" that the related loading-sequences for pumping equipment, alone,
might enable an earlier response time then given in Table 3.3-5. e.g.,
Nuclear Service Water Pumps can be available 35 secs and AFW, ab secs,
af ter Blackout or LOCA signal (further, the Table notation of Table 3.3-5
is inadequate to clarify the position]. -

The licensee shall clarify the available-response time for AFW supply from
the Safety Related Nuclear Service Water system, and include the conse-
quences of addition ~al delays due to inadequate suction pressure under
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Item 11, below. If this is confirmed at from 65 to 70 secs, or any longer
time than used as the existing Safety Analysis Limit in the FSAR, then
acceptable re-evaluation of all Conditions II, III, and IV occurrences
involving AFW supply, are required by 10 CFR 50.36.

Our current evaluation is that the response times in the proposed T.S.
are non-conservative in respect of Regulatory requirements.

Item 8: " Steam Line Isolation" on Negative Steam Line Pressure Rate-High

Propot.ed T.S. value is 1 9 sec.

Reference 5, page 7.3-8 states that,the maximum allowable time for
generating the ESFAS MSIV isolation signal from a Steam Line Pressure
Rate circumstance is 2 secs, the same as for item 4h. above.

Our comments and requirements therefore are the same as under iters 4h,. .
,

We appreciate that this signal is generated at below P-11, but with the
existing proposed Boration Control T.S. we must continue to evaluate this
value as non-conservative.

The proposed T.S. value is greater than the Safety Analysis Limit of seven
(7) secs and must be considered less conservative for this event: The
licensee must evaluate this difference and propose.

Item 11: " Automatic Re-alir nent of AFW Supply on Low Suction Line Pressure"
[The existing description should be changed to more accurately state this
action)

Proposed T.S. value is 13 secs,

dote our comments under 7a. and 7b. above. Although this response time may
be in accordance with current plant engineering, it is not in accordance
with the existing Safety Analysis Limit for Auxiliary Feedwater Supoly
which, en current information, has pre supposed no such transfer time.
If a tank nas been lost because of suismic action, we cannot assume a
residual 15 secs supply at this t1me.

At this time, until the evaluation of 7a. and 7b. above is completed, we
must evaluate this delay as non-conservative with respect to currently
used Safety Analysis Limits which in themselves are non-conservative with
respect to Regulatory requirements.

The licensee will evaluate and propose.

Item 12: " Automatic Switchover to Recirculation" on Low RWST Level

Response time proposed as 1 60 secs

The licensee shall provide the bases for tnis value and evaluate against
this 1 50 secs, anc propose as necessary.
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Item 13: Station Blackout

Item 13: General

The Licensing Basis FSAR, reference _6, page 9.2-10 describes how
station blackout causes startup of all Emergency diesel generators and
alignment of [NSWS and CCW).. Wny is this not-included under this
item 13 " Station Blackout."

The Licensing' Basis FSAR, reference 7, Section 15.2.9 under LOSS OF
QFF-SITE-POWER T0 THE STATION AUXILIARIES _ describes a set of Protection
Actions for the plant.1all which have related response times, Why is

.

this information not provided under this heading?

The absence of most of the information on Functional Units and Related
.

-

Response. times required'to protact the facility on Station Blackout condi-
tions makes the proposed T.S. non-conservative with respect to the <

Licensing Basis. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

[ Item 13a: '" Start Motor-Driven AFW Pumps" on Station Blackout

Item 13b: " Start Turbine-Oriven AFW Pumps" on. Station Blackout
~

Proposed T.S. response times are 1 60 secs.

Reference our comment under 7a. and 7b above. -

These values-are non-conservative with respect to Regulatory requirements
and'the licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Item 14: " Start Motor-0 riven Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps" on Trip of Main
~Feedwater Pumps

Proposed T.S. value_is < 60 secs.

' Reference our comments under 7a. and 7b. aboveL together with the necessity -
for licensee action.

At this time. these values are non-conservative with respect to regulatory -i

requirements, and the licensee shall-evaluate and propose.

Item 15: Loss of Power: = "4 Kv- Emergency Bus Undervoltage-Grid Degraded Voltage."

Proposed:T.S. response time of $ 11 secs.
,

Reference our comments under T.S. Table 3.3-3 Item 9 and Table 3.. 4
Item 9 and provide appropriate clarification.

No . evaluation is 'possible at this time.
|
,

|

q
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_ Item _15: Loss of. Power
,

Item 15: ~ General

Our review comments under item 13 " Station Blackout" are fully applicable -

to this item with the related conclusion that:
~

,

'~ The absence of most of the information on Functional Units and related
Response Times required to Protect the Facility on Loss of Power makes
the proposed T.S. non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis.-
The Lice'nsee shall evaluate and propose.

Item (Foot) Note: Response time for Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump.

Starts on All SI signals. -

This is propose,d as 5,60 secs.
'

,.

Reference our earlier comments for its inclusion in Items 2f. , 3f. , and
4f. aoove together with the necessary Licensee Actions.

Reference our earlier comments under 7a. and 7b above together with the
_ necessity for licensee action.

,

At this time, these' values are non-conservative with respect to Regulatory
requirements and the licensee must evaluate.and propose.

Item: Table 3.3-5, TABLE NOTATION'on T.S. Page 3/4 3-33 . . .

These notations'1, 2, 3, and 4 must be expanded to include Component
Cooling Water System Isolation and Pumps, Nuclear Service Water. System

. (NSWS) Isolation & Pumps, and AFW re-alignment to NSWS and alternate
sources as necessary. This will also enable verifiable consistency with
the Notations used in the table.

See our comment under items 2g. , 2h. , 3g. , 3h , 4g. , and 41. above.

Notation 2.of this Table states thati,. ,

-(2) Valves 1KC305B ana IKC315B for Unit 1 and Valves 2KC305B and 2KC315B for
. Unit 2 are exceptions to the response times listed in the_ table. -The.

following response times in seconds are the required values for these,

valves ifor_ the. Initiating signal and function indicated:

2. b <~30(3)/40(4)

/40(4)-

Since the functions 2b, 3b and 4b are all Reactor Trip functions,
please explain.

Since these-descriptors are apparently incorrect, provice the correct-
descriptors.-

'.
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-Since supercripts (3) and (4) used above make no. mention of Component *

Cooling Water, [from which the. valves derive] what do they mean?
,

- What is meant by the Statement;that the valves specified are exceptions
to the response times listed in the-Table. How do they affect the response ~
times -2 do they increase, or decrease' them, or have no effect. If

they increase response time, by how much and what is.the effsct on the.' Actual overall response time, and has this been incorporated into the
*

. Safety Analysis of.the Licensing Basis.
.

The Licensee shall clarify, ' evaluate and propose. Lack of accurate
information on response-times must be considered as non-conservative.

'
,

-.
.. ,

. -
, ,

, .
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Section 3/4.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

Section 3/4.4.1 REACTOR COOLANT LOOPS AND, COOLANT CIRCULATION

Item: GENERAL

G.1 INTRODUCTION

Concerning RCS Operability requirements, in MODE 3-5:

We refer to our earlier discussions $ licensee requirements - and especially
under Section 3/4.1.1, T.S. Page 3/4 1-1, 2 & 2a on Boration Control, T.S.,
Page 3/4 1-20 & 1-21 concerning SHUTDOWN AND CONTROL ROD INSERTION LIMITS and
TABLE 3.3-1 REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION generaTly, including more
particularly items 2-21 (selected) and items 12, 14, 15 and 21.

,

.

Under ou'r item T.S. TABLE 3.3-li items 2, 5 & 6 et al, the licensee has been
recuired to " Provide an anlaysis and evaluation of the consequences of Apoll-
cable Condition II, III and IV Occurrences, in MODES 3 througn 5, for an
appropriate set of Technical Specification requirements to ensure Conformance
to Acceptable Regulatory Criteria, and from this estab11sh an appropriate range
of Reactor Trip System Instrumentation to Safety Related Requirements. This
evaluation shall be undertaken in conjunction with our concerns for current
technical specifications under section 3/4.4.1 REACTOR COOLANT LOOPS AND COOLANT
CIRCULATION of this review.

As part of thic review, and as a safety justification for our concerns, we ~~

require inclusion of the following Occurrences and Considerations in the
program, and as early determinants of our proposals in respect of RCS Loop
Operability requirements in MODES 3, 4 and 5 (with loops filled).

G.2 DISCUSSION

Item: CONSIDERATION

A number of f actors detarmine our concern:

G.2.1 The increased boron concentration discussed under Section 3/J.1.1 of
this review.

,

G 2.1.1 Increases shut down margin at temperatures above 200 F, and thereby
reduces the severity of any occurrences giving a return to power,
but only after reactor tria. Further the T.S. proposed by the licensee
does not include the increased boron concentration and RCS Operability.
requirements are judged against those circumstances.

G.2.1.2 Because increased shutdown margins are available, in MODES 3, 4 and
5, the licensee may now increase the level of withdrawal of all
movable control assemblies and still remain within the unchanged T.S.
condition of the allowable reactivity condition, keff of 1 0.99.
Consequently, it does not benefit those Occurrences initiated by f ast

'

positive reactivity excursions in which maximum power levels ulti-
mately reached are substantively determined by given Response Times

,
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to Trip. Further, events giving a return to power after reactor trip.

do not have improved initial protection; the reactor must still be
tripped prior to effecting the increased shut down margin, and the
elimination of virtually all " Safety Related" levels of neutron flux

1

trip protection in TABLE 3.3-1 removes all current confidence in
"available" Reactor Trips on Neutron Power; the only Safety Related
Neutron Flux Trip from zero power suberitical conditions is the
Power Range Neutron Flux Low Set Point and the proposed T.S. removes
this from operability in MODES 3, 4 and 5. Further it has a Safety
Analysis Limit of 35% power (25% Set Point) and together with related
high peaking flux factors under these conditions is sufficient to
require all 4 RCPs running to ensure R.C.S. Safety in at least MODE

l 3.
.

G.2.1.3 The increased boren concentrations give less negative and more posi-
tive moderate coefficients which changes the complexion and nature of- -

expected. responses from " Licensing Bases Events."- Under these cir--

cumstances, it may not be possible to validly deduce the resulting
responses and consequences without related analyses.

G.2.1.4 At this time we see no protection against positive temperature
coefficients in MODE 3 [4, 5 & 6]. Proposed T.S. page 3/4 1-4
concerning MODERATOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT requires only that:

"the moderate temperature coefficient (MTC) shall be:
3.1.1.3.b. Less negative than - 4.1 delta k/k 'F for -

all the rods withdrawn, end of cycle life (EOL), RATED ~

THERMAL POWER condition." The T.S. proposes that this
is " Applicable to MODES 1, 2 and 3" only. The licensee
thould also clarify this T.S. requirement which is
apparently in error and applicable to MODES 1 & 2 only
because of the " RATED THERMAL POWER Condition."

G.2.2 Removal of operability requirements for all safety related reactor
trips (except SI) in Modes 3, 4 and 5, has placed the-reactor in
nonconformance with the requirements of 10 CFR Appendix A GDC 20,
" Protection System Functions" and GDC 22, " Protection System
Independence For All Occurrences Not Inititating Safety Injection."

Further, only a limited number of automati: trips (6) are ulocked by
existing plant permissive. P-7, 2 are blocked by P-8. This leaves
an additional 9 from which automatic protection can potentially be
provided and which have been removed by unique action of the T.S.
without any Safety Evaluation.

The proposed T.S. are nonconservative with respect to Regulatory
Requirements. They are also nonconservative in respect to cne
Licensing Basis. The Licensee shall evaluate an'd propose.

G.2.3 In MODE 3, down to P-11, for events initiating Safety Injection, the
engineering within the existing Licensing Basis, might allcw 10 CFR 50
Appendix A GDC 20 and 22 to be satisfied in respect to reactor trip
and diversity. However, the proposed T.S. does not propose
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operability of Reactor Trip from SI in this mode and offers no
Safety Evaluation for the proposed change. Reference our review
under Table 3.3-1, Item 17.

The proposed T.S. is not in conformance with the Licensing Basis, and
is nonconservative. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

G.2.4 In MODE 3, from P-11, to MODE 5, for events initiating SI, the plant
is engineered and can be operated so that only one automatic tr1p of
the reactor may be available; that from containment pressure-high.

On the above bases, plant engineering and operations would not be in
conformity with regulatory requirements. The Licensee shell evaluate
and propose.

.

It may be possible'for the plant to be operated in a manner to
conform by not manually blocking the Mafn Steem Line Pressure-Low.

Trip (at P-11] but constraining this blockage to a point at which
SG pressure during cooldown is within an acceptable error band of
the related Set Point Value. Under these circumstances, two (2)
diverse automatic protections on reactor trip may be availaole.

In addition the proposed T.S s do not require operability of the
Reactor Trip /ESF channel in this phas'e of operations below MODE 3 ,

(at P-11), to MODE 4 even though this is engineer.ed into the
Facility. No Safety Evaluation of this omission is provided. The _

FSAR assumea Safety Injection Protection in MODES 3 and 4. The
proposed T.S. is not in accord with the Licensing Basis and is,

nonconservative. The. Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

G 2.5 Diversity of Safety Injection to the maximum extent for related
Accident Circumstances can only be retained within existing plant
engineering by requiring that manual block of the Steam Line
Pressure-Low be delayed until SG pressures are within an appropriate
error band of the Steam Line Pressure-Low Set Point. This could be
down to a temperature of approximately 485-490 F in the RCS which
would be in MODE 3 before 1000 psig/425"F. (485-490*F is the satur- '

ation temperature equivalent to 565 psig + 30 psig (channel error]
i.e., approximately 595 psig in the SG.

The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

G.2.6 EVENTS OF CONCERN (A LIMITED SELECTION 1

G.2.6.1 OCCURRENCES WITH RAPID REACTIVITY INCREASE

Concerning " Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control Assembly Bank Withdrawal from
Sub-Critical Condition."

Current Docketed Analysis in reference 7, section 15.2.1, page 15.2-2 is ba:ed|

| on four operating loops. This event is possible down to and including Moce 5.
; Current FSAR analysis trips the reactor on Power Range, Neutron Flux-Low Set

.
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Point'(25%) at aLSafety Analysis Limit of 35% (reference page 15.2-3, item 3).-

The' principal determinant of ultimate power level is Doppler coefficient;
. contribution of moderator reactivity coefficient is negligible (reference. paget-

15.2-3,--items 1 & 2). The event is initiated from hot zero power (reference 7,-

page 15.2-4 item 3). 4 RCS pumps are operating.
.

Given the circumstances' of the proposed T.S. , any T.S. allowing OPERABILITY of,

less than 4 RCS Loop in MODE 3 would be in nonconformance with the current FSAR
in a nonconservative manner, and the licensee would be required to evaluate and

: propose.
,

-Furthermore; increased boron concentrations would not change this requirement.
'

Additional. events of a similar nature, with a rapid increase in reactivity
include: -

.. .

a)_ Uncontrollec Boron Dilution (reference 7, pages 15.2-13)

b) Startup.of an Inacthe Reactor. Coolant Loop (referen:e 7, page 15.2-19,
revision 7)

c) Excessiva Heat Removal Oue to Feedwater System Malfunction (reference _7,
page 15.2-30, revision 7) concerning initiation with the reactor at zero
power). Until tne licensee clarifies availability of MFW during MODES 3
through 5, this must be considered a potential occurrence.

d). Single rod cluster control assembly withdrawal (reference 7, Page 15.3-9,_
revision.7). Although the Licensing Basis is at 100% power, the cir- !

cumstances from zero power should be reviewed._
,

e) Rupturelof-a Control Rod Drive Mechanism Housing, at Zero Power (ref-
erence 7, Page 15.4-30; revision 42).

. f) Major Rupture of a Main Steam Line (see below).

G.2.6.2 STEAM LINE BREAKS: OCCURRENCES.
.

'Concerning " Major Rupture of-a Main Steamline" d
-

1This event =is discussed in Accident Analyses in Reference 7, section 15.4.2 and-
-Reference 8.-item 212.75 page Q 212-47d & e,nitem 25. -Reference 8 proposes that
thel resulting impact on snutdown margins from' this event during MCOES _3, 4 ana
5 are imoroved over tnat of the design basis-(of zero power,_just. critical,

:Tavgi 557*)-as:

;" Operating-Instructions require that the boron concentration be-

increased to atLleast-the cold shutdown boron concentration
'

before-cooldown is. initiated.- This requirement insures a-minimua
of:l% ak/k shutdown margin at a Reactor Coolant. System temperature-
of 200 F. This condition assures that_the minimum shutdown margin
experienced during_ the streamline rupture from zero power shown
in the safety analysis is less than the case where safety injection

.
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actuation is manually blocked on low steamline pressure and low
pressurizer pressure."

This position gives no measure of the resulting shutdown margins and/or power
level and, the consequences of a stuck rod, with only 2 RC loops operating
instead of four. It is conceivable that two loop operation may be less
conservative than either 4 RCPs continuing to operate or 4 RCPs tripped on
Safety Injection, due to an increased cooldown in the core due to circulation

-

(compared to the tripped case) but a much decreased core flow rate to handle
the event. The aotential short term consequences of bulk voiding and loss of
circulation in tie non-operable loops cannot be ignored.

If during cooldown, an MSLB cools the RCS down to 212'F e.g. , the residual-

shutdown will' be at 1% delta k/k whereas the proposed T.S. margin at Zero
Power according to T.S. Page 3/4 1-1 was 1.6 delta k/k. Please clarify, and
at what_ condition during cocidown the 1.6% delta k/.k,is reached.'

,

,

Given the circumstances that the " Operating Instructions" described above are
not a part of the proposed T.S., any T.S. allowing operacility of less than
4 RCS Loops in MODE 3 would be in non conformance with the current Licensing
Basis Safety Analysis in the FSAR in a non-conservative manner, and the
licensee would be required to evaluate and propose.

For this licensing basis event, from Zero Power, Reactor Trip aces not occur on
Power Flux Trip, but on Pressurizer Pressure-Low (SI) (above P 11) (reference
our required confirmation of this in an earlier item) so the Power Flux Trip .-

is not' required to-be Operacle,
,

At less than P-11, these circumstances are changed for the MSLS, and Pasctor
Trip does not occur until Containment-Hi is achieved, for a break inside con-
tainment.-

For a break outside containment, however,-high negative steam rate isolates
main steam isolation valves only, but their-is no Safety Injection, no Reactor
Trip-(on SI), and under 'Sa exisiting proposed T.S. no safety related Reactor
Trip System Instrumentatio:. of any nature to Trip the Reactor and Insert the
movable control rods to benefit from potentially increased available shutdown-

,

'

margin. In addition to all this, the licensee proposes that MSIV closure
times under these conditions in Not Applicable.

Given the circumstances of the proposed T.S. , and T.S. allowing OPERABILITY of
less than 4-RCS Loop in MODE 3 under these circumstances *culd be in noncon-
formance witn the current Licensing Basis FSAR in a nonconservative manner,
and the licensee would be required to evaluate and propose.

Additional events which exhibit a rapid cocidown and depressurization of the
RCS; are:

-a) Accidental Depressurization of the main steam system at no load,
(reference 7, page 15.2-35, revision 36),

b) Minor Secondary System Pipe Breaks [at no load]; reference 7, page 15.3-4,
revision 27).

,
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G.2.6.3- LOSS OF PRIMARY COOLANT: OCCURRENCES

Concerning: _ "Small-Break LOCA"

This is discussed in reference.7, section 15.3.1 for a SBLOCA from rated power,
--and reference 8, item 212.75 page Q 212-47b for a SBLOCA between RCS conditions
of 1900.psig and 1000 osig/425'F in Hot Standby, and Q 212-64, item 3 together
with SER Supp. No.2, reference 12, page 6-8 for the remaining situations. See
also in general, reference.12 pages 6-6 to 6-8 in respect of ECCS System-
Performance Evaluation from Hot Standbye to and including RHR..

The FSAR' analysis for SBLOCA in reference 7, Section 15.3.1 states that:

'"During the earlier part of the small break transient, 'the
effect of the break flow is not strong enough to overcome.

the flow : maintained by the reactor coolant p, umps t.hrough,
.

the core as they are coasting down following trip: there- .

fore upward flow 'through the core is maintained."' *

Topical Report, WCAP 8356 (reference 19) is the basis (reference 8, page Q
212-47b last paragraph)'for-the SBLOCA calculations to the same reference 8.

,

These were undertaken with all pumps initially running followed by either
a) all- pumps tripped or b) continuing to run. The general conclusion from
this, report, reference'27, page 4-31, is that:. ,

"Due to the ~ action of the running (non-tripped) pumps,iless
negative core- flow occurs _ from the -flow reversal compared to

-

the case [ ] where pumps are immediaely tripped." and "The
net result of these effects is a smaller peak clad temper-
ature for the pumps running case compared to the pumps
tripped case.- Hence, for ECCS analysis for W 4 loop plants
the reactor coolant pumps are assumed to be tripped at the
-initialization of a postulated LOCA and a locked rotor pump
resistance is used for reflood."

' - At this time therefore, the-NRC-must conclude that RCS pump operation and coast
down is rimportant to reducing the loss -of core level subsequent to the event;
also in _ maintaining:unseparated two phase flow conditions and in ensuing rapid ;

Bcron'(mixing and) Injection to the core. Rapid baron injection would not be-
-an important. issue if. boron concentrations are already at cold shut down values,
but~ minimizing loss.of core-level is important.

Until further evaluations are made, we must conclude that the current Safety
-Analysis' Limits of the SBLOCA event is 4 RCS pumps OPERABLE in MODE 3 down to
425 psig/350*F. The current proposed T.S. are therefore non-conservative and
-the licensee must evaluate _and propose.

:Given the circumstances -of the proposed T.S. , operability of less than a RCS
Loops in MODE 3 would be in non-conformance with the Current Safety Analyses-

-Limits in a non-conservative manner and the licensee is required to evaluate
'and propose.

.
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Additional events of a similar nature to the SBLOCA events include:

a) Accidenta! Depressurization of the Reactor Coolant System (reference 7,
page 15.2-33, revision 7).

b) Steam Generator Tube Rupture (referance, page 15.4 - 13a, revision 38).

c) Rupture of a Control Rod Drive Mechanism Housing at Zero Power (reference 7,
page 15.4.6, revision 42).

Both events, a) and b), are analyzed in the Licensing Bases at Full Power, and
use Pressurizer Pressuro-Low as a first reactor trio. At zero power, with
current proposed T.S. this reactor trip is proposed as Not Operable.

~

Fce event c), from Zero Power, Power Range Neutron F1ux, High Set Point Trips
the Reactor;. Pressurizer Pressure-Low (SI) initiates Safety Injection;
reference 7, p. age 15.4-29,1 revision 43, paras. 1 and.5. Wheraas both these
protections are proposed by the T.S. in MODE 2, they are not proposed for MODE 3
which differs from the circumstances of MODE 2 by only a marginal reduction in
RCS Temperature.

The FSAR, reference 7, Table 15.4.6 ', revision 42, shows this occurrence
as being the only event at Zero Power, analyzed to a smaller N of RCPs
than 4; it has been analyzed for 2 only. This is an accident with substan- a

tial but " acceptable to Condition IV occurrences" consequences in terms of
fuel claoding damage and RCS overpressurization, but it required at least
two RCPs to achieve that (in the Licensing Basis). Even the two RCPs required
in this event are not proposed as being required for MODE 3.

The proposed circumstances in MODE 3 are clearly non-conservative with respect
to the Licensing Bases. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Concerning the large Break " Loss of Coolant Accident."

' This is discussed in Accident Analyses in Reference 7, section 15.4.1 for a
LOCA from *ated power; in Reference 8, item 212.75 page Q 212.47, for a LOCA
between RCS conditions of 1900 psig and 1000 psig/425 F in Hot Standbye; in
item 212.90(6.3), page 212-61, for a LOCA at and less than 1000 psig/425 in
hot Standbye, and on page Q 212-61b, item 29 for a LOCA in the RHR Moce at
425 psig/350*F.

As for the Small Break LOCA, these analyses are presumably based on a RCS 1000
operation, with in general, loss of power to RCS Pumps on Safety Injection.

The large break LOCA analyses used the Topical Report WCAP-8479, reference 7,
oage 15.4-1 At this time, we expect no difference in the importance of RCPs
to that dircussed under the paragraph commencing "Concerning Small Break LOC""
which usca the W Topical Report WCAP 8356 (reference 19) and which applied to

- both La'ge and Small Break LOCAs.
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Given the circumstances of the proposed T.S. , any T.S. allowing,0DERABILITY of
less than 4 RCS Loop in MODE 3 would be in nonconformanc.e with the Licensing
Basis FSAR in a nonconservative manner, and the licensee is required to eval-

.

| uate and propose.

G.2.6.4 OCCURRENCES CAUSING AN INITIAL. INCREASE OF RCS TEMPERATURE

Those events causing increases in RCS temperature are of concern because of
the potential influence of the positive moderator temperature coefficient
resulting from the increased boror concentration. These could be:

c) Main Rupture of a Main Feed Line (Reference 7, page 15.4-10, revision 30),
although this is normally evaluated at Rated power with no provision for
evaluation as zero power.

b) Start up of an Inactive Reactor Coolant Loop ,..

.
.

.
. .

c) Loss of Offsite Power (reference 7, page 15.2-19, revision 7)

d) Partial Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow (Reference 7, page 15.2-16, ,

revision 7)

e) Complete Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow (Reference 7, page 15.3-7,
revision 7) '

Except for item b; all these events are licensing bases events from Rated power,
and not zero power, so that their importance would normally be minimal except
for the positive Moderator Temperature Coefficient and the complete lack of
Safety Related Reactor Trip protection proposed with the Reactor Trip System
Instrumentation T.S.

At this time we see no protection against positive temperature coefficients in
MODE 3 [4, 5 & 6].

Given the circumstances of the proposed T.S., Operability of less than 4 RCS
Loops in MODE 3 would be in non-conformance with the current Safety Analyses
Limits in a non-conservative manner and the licensee is t equired to evaluate
and propose.

G.3 CONCLUSIONS
*

Occurrence II, III and IV Events in MODES 3, 4 and 5, can result in returns to
power with high peaking coefficients requiring effective reactivity control
and/or reactor core flow for RCS protection, including DNBR, at the very
substantially reduced pressure levels in the loop (2250 psig to 225 psig and
less). Concomitant decreases in RCS temperatures are beneficial, but the
ir- )rtance of RCS pressure may be dominant. Acceptable RCS protection there-
fore requires RCS flows which are substantial, and/or effective reactivity
control including combined action to limit potential reactivity excursions.

At this time, with the proposed T.S., 4 RCS loops (with increased Reactor Trip
Protection) would be required at entry into and during MODE 3 to meet the
requirements of just the Licensing Pasis Events From Zero Power. In MODE 4,
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operation of 4 RCS Loops, whilst on RHR, may be undesirable because of the
substantial additional burden on the RHR system; so, nonoperability of all
RCPs must be compensated by other controllable factors such as inserting all
movable control assemblies and removing power from the Reactor Trip System
Breakers, closure of Main Feedwater (Containment] Isolation valves to both
Main and Auxiliary Feedwater Systems, Closure of Main Steam Isolation Valves,
and Boration Control measures additional to those included in the proposed T.S.
Aa additional available alternate action is to use, within MODE 4, a minimum
set of RCS pumps (and loops) as established by Safety Analysis, to cool the
plant down to effectively zerc prossure (gauge) in the Steam Generators [or
less if the condenser was still available] before transferring the heat sing
to the RHR system. This would ensure control of Steam Line Break, and LOCA
events, small and large, down to RCS conditions where RCS flows are not

*necessary.

The curre'nt T.E. are nonconservative in respect to the Licensing Basis in
,

respect to these concerns. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose. *

T.S. SECTION 3/4.4.1: RCS LOOPS AND COOLANT CIRCULATION

START UP (MODE 2) AND POWER OPERATION (MODE 1).

The LCO requires all [4] reactor coolant loops to be in operation in MODES 1 & 2. *

The ACTION S'tatement re41res that in the event of loss of 1 [of 4] RCS Loop
in MODES 1 & 2, the licensee is required to be in at least HOT. STANDBY within
1 hr.

The current Safety Analysis Limits in the FSAR, reference 7, page 15.2-16,
revision 7, requires an immediate trip of the reactor to RTI & ESFAS response
times in the event of loss of 1 RCS pump. Also, placement of the RCS in Hot
Standby with less than one loop operable (without other compensating conci-
tions] would be non-conservative in respect of the existing FSAR.

The Action Statement is non-conservative with respect to the current licensing
basis and the licensee shall evaluate and propose.

T.S. surveillance requires verification of Reactor Coolant Loop (RCL) circula-
tion once every 12 hours. Tnis is unacceptable considering the Safety Analysis
limits required above for isss at one pump. In the event of failure of the Low
Reactor Coolant Flow Reactor Trip; the operator should responc immeciately to
the related Alarm to trip the reactor, if it remains. Reference to earlier
work of this review will show that there is no alternate, or diverse, sensor
for low flow in one Reactor Coolant Loop. Further the F3AR analysis coes not
provide an evaluation of the consequences of a 10 min delay by the operator on
hearing the Alarm - if it has remained operable from available [3 channel]
LOGIC. Additionally, the FSAR proposes no alternate trips for the reactor,
with related evaluation, such as over temperature leading to Pressuri:er
Level-High and Pressuri:er Pressure-High. The Actica Statement would place the
plant outside the current licensing basis for normal operation and is non-
conservative with respect to that. The licensee shall evaluate ano propose.

.
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Further it can be proposed, for this event analyzed in ref. 7, page 15.2-16,
revision 7, that criterion 22, Protection System Independence has nct been
met:

" Criterion 22- Protection system independence. The protection system
shall be designed to assure that the effects of natural phenomena, and of
normal operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated accident conditions
on redundant channels do not result in loss of the protection function,
or shall be demonstrated to be acceptable on some other defined basis.
Design techniques, such as functional diversity or diversity in component
design and principles of operation, shall be used to the extent practical
to prevent loss of the protection function."

The Facility is non-conservative with respect to this Regulation, the licensee
'

shall evaluate and propose. This is a generic is. sue. .

The surveillance requirement, every .12 hours, is intended to ensur'e not only
~

that the system is operating, but that it is operating at process conditions
which can be evaluated to show that the equipment is capable of performing its
Licensing Basis Safety Functions. The proposed T.3. requirements are absant
in this information; it is therefore non-conservative and the licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

T.S. Pace 3/4 4 2: RCS J T STANDBY

The current T.S. requipas only 2 RCS loops to be in operation in this MODE 3.
The basis for this requirement on TS Page B 3/4 4-1 says only: "In MODE 3, a -

single reactor coolant loop provides sufficient heat removal capability for
removing decay heat; however single' failure considerations require that at
least two loops be OPERABLE." This basis is unacceptable since the facility
is required, within this condition of normal operation, and its existing-

licensing basis, to also be able to withstand related valid fondition II, III
and IV occurrences; and earlier work has shown the Safety Analysis Limits for
the plant curre.ntly requiring at least a PCS pumps for this MODE.

The Action Statement allowing 72 hours with only one RCS loop operable is
non conservative with respect to the current Safety Analysis Limits. '

At thin time, any No. of loops less than 4 in MODE 3 is non-conservative with
respect to the existirg FSAR and the plant should be transferred to operation
in MODI 4 under these circumstances, with approved maximum normal coo Mown
rates.

It is recogni:ed there are many protective actions which may provide more
flexibility in this MODE within NRC/RCS Safety Criteria but they are not
included within the current T.S. proposed by the licensee; further tnat final

,

ch .ce of such actions may be determined by " additional" protective prececures
already in place at the plant, but not included in the T.S. where they are
reouired by 10 CFR S0-36. Also, the particular combinations of protections
which could be proposed may depend on providing the facility with maximum
flexibility in other operations in tnis MODE 3 consistent with meeting Reguia-
tory Safety requirement. See our earlier review under General.
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! Given the circumstances of the proposed T.S., operability of less than 4 RCS
i loops in MODE 3. HOT STANOBY, would be in non-conformance with the current
; Safety Analysis Limits in a non conservative manner and the licensee is required

to evaluate-and propose,

q It further follows, that the proposed surveillance requirement T. S. item
4.4.1.2.3 that at least one reactor coolant loop shall be verified in operation'

| and circulating reactor coolant at least once 12 hours is also invalid and
should be changed.

.

*
- The surveillance requirement, once every 12 hours, is intended to ensure not,

only that the system is operating, but that is is operating at process condi-
i tions which can be evaluated to show that the equipment is capable of performing

its Licensing Basis Safety Functions. The proposed T.S. requirements cre abse m
in this information;- it is therefore non-conservative and the licensee shallo

; evaluate and propose. ...
.

. . .

; . . .

Surveillance rehuirements for the S.G. call for a level of 12*4 at least.once'

per 12 hours. This is not in accordance with the Licensing Basis; this level
is tho S.G. Low - Low Trip Set Point. All conditions II III and IV occurrences
require in general, for this S.G. level to be at the programmed Set Point for
the Zero. Power Condition with automatic actuation; we have no evaluation at
alternate conditions.. Therefore this ex11 sting proposal is outside the current
Licensing Basis and non conservative. Reference our earlier comments under-

'

Item 2.1.1. Item f. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

*This Footnote proposes that; in HOT STANOBY (MODE 3): -

,

"*All reactor coolant pumps may be de-energized for up to 1 hour provided:
(1) no operations are permitted that would cause dilution of tne Reactor
Coolant System boron concentration, and (2) core outlet temperature is main- -

tained at least 10*F below saturation temperature."

This is a' natural circulation condition; the only Licensing Basis calculation'

for this-is the Natural Circulation calculations of reference 7, p ge 15.2-27,
" Loss of Offsite Power to Station Auxiliaries";-but at M00E-2 Zero Power condi-
tions with related programmed process conditions of Zero Load Pressure and
Temperature in the 1 cops. No basis is provided for ensuring that natural
circulation will-be safe over the range of conditions now expected in this
MODE-3. Earlier considerations show that more comprehensive protections
-against the possibility of Condition II..III and IV occurrences must involve.
-in addition to isolation of all boron dilution sources, securing Reactor Trip
System Breakers in the Open Position, closure of MFW isolation valves, isola-
tion of MSIVs, and possibly an optimum boron concentration. At present, the
only Licensing Basis for controlling this particular situation is the Emergency.
Operating Guidelines.

Given the circumstances of the proposed T.S.,.the proposal to de-energize
=4 RCPs for up to one hour is outside the Safety Analysis Limits of the FSAR
and is non-conservative with respect to that.

The licensee shall provide the reason for this requirement inclucing the
expected condition of the Facility, and then analyze, evaluate and propose. -
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Earlier eencerns under General 2.6.1 addressed the need to evaluate the con-
sequences of the Start Up of an Inactive Reactor Coolant Loop in this MODE. No
apparent T.S. provision has been provided in the proposed T.S. The licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

Action item b. states:

'b. With no reactor coolant loop in operation, suspend all operations
involving a reduction in boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant
System and imrwediately initiate corrective ACTION to return the required
reactor coolant loop to operation."

This instruction is invalid. The only Licensing Basis action available is
the Emergency Operating Guidelines for the Natural Circulation. This proposal
is nov conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall
evaluate and propose, .,

,
, ,

''

TJ. Pace 3/4'4-3. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM - HOT SHUIDOWN.

The proposed T.S. should be supplemented by the conditions contained within the
brackets [ ]:

)
"3.4.1.3 At least two of the reactor coolant and/or residual heat removal
(RHR) loops listed below shall be OPERABLE [and energized from separate power
divisions) and at least one of the above reactor coolant and/or RHR locos

- shall be in operation:** [ Additionally two RCS loops must always be OPERABLE
whenever RHR loops are in operation]

a. Reactor Coolant Loop A and its associated steam generator [inclucing
related auxiliary feedwater pumps) and reactor coolant pumo,*

b. Reactor Coolant Loop B and its associated steam generator [ including
related auxiliary feedwater pumps] and reactor coolant pump,*

c. Reactor Coolant Loop C and its associated steam generator, [inclucing
relating auxiliary feedwater pumps) and reactor coolant pumo,*

d. Reactor Coolant Loop D and its associated steam generator, [ including
related auxiliary feedwater pumps) and reactor coolant pump,*

e. RHR Loop A,*** and

f. RHR Loop B. *"

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4. (Less than 425 esig/3bO'F]"

The licensee shall evaluate as outlined earlier under Item, General, for RCS
loops operability requirements and make proposals relative to the status of
many elements of the protection and operations system to ensure that RCS safety
is maintained for related Concition II, III and IV occurrences. At this time,
with_the proposed TS.in which limited boration is used and Reactor Trip System
Safety Related Instrumentation and Safety Injection Instrumentation are all but
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eliminated, the safety status of the facility is outside the Licensirg Basis
of the FSAR in a non-conservative manner.

Each of the OPERABLE loops, whether R05 or RHR, are to te energi:ed from
separate power divisions to protect against single failure of a bus or cistri-
bution system. When the RCS systems are used, the related Auxiliary Feedwater
systems are also required to be operable.

The additional requirement proposed, for two RCS loeps to be operable whenever
RHR loop /s are in operation, is based upon reference 8, page Q 212-55 and 56,
to pt' ovide for the failure of a single motorized valve in the RHR/RCS suction
line in both MODES 4 and 5 and possible non-availtbility of offsite power
sources. The FSAR provides, that on failure of the valve:

"Approximately 3 hours are available to the coerator to establish an
alternate means of core cooling. This is the time it would take to heat
the available RCS ' volume from 350*F to the saturation temperature for

~

400 psi (445'F), assuming the maximum 24 nours cecsy neat loac.

To restore core cooling, the operator only has to 'eturn to heat removal
via the steam generators. The operator can employ either steam dump to
the main condenser or to the atmosphere, with makeup to the steam genera-
tors from the auxiliary feedwater system. The time required to establish
the alternate means of neat removal is only the few minutes necessary to *

open the steam dump valves and to start up the auxiliary feecwater system."

The APPLICABILITY MODE 4, is necessarily qualified Dy (less than 425 osig/350'F]
by the LOCA analyses already referenced above uncer our review Section 3/4 4.1
Subsection G.2.6.3 "Concerning Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident." See
reference 8, page Q 212-47.d where it is cescribed that

"After several hours into the cooldown procedure (a minimum time is
approximately four hours) when the RCS pressure and temperature have
decreased to 400 psig and 350'F."

And arising from a later revision 25, the FSAR advises on Lage Q 212-61b revi-
sion 29 concerning ECCS calculations in a later submittal unoer Revision 2S
that

"The response provided in Revision 28 addressed the sucject of operator
actions and ECCS availaoility. Consistent with'the information provioeo
in Revision 28, a postulated LOCA in the RHR moce at 425 psig RCS pressure
has been assessed."

The additional Action statement that:

b. "With no feactor coolant or RHR locp in operation, suspend all operatient
involving a reduction in boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant
System and immediately initiate corrective ACTION to return the recuired
coolant loop to operation."

i

.
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and the additional notation that

"*"All reactor coolant pumps and RHR pumps may be de-energized for up to
i hour provided: (1) no operations are permitted that would cause dilution of
the Reactor Coolant System boron concentration, and (2) core outlet tempera-
ture is maintained at least 10*F below saturation temperature."

are unsupportable by present analyses in the FSAR. These proposed T.S.s are
the same as for MODE 3 and our relevant comments and requirements under T.S.
Page 3/4 4-2: RCS HOT STANDBY should be applied to MODE 4. Emergency Oper-
ating Guidelines Apply. This proposed T.S. is non-conservative with respect
to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall provide the reason for the require-
ment including the expected condition of the f acility, and then analyze evaluate
and propose.

Surveillance requirernent 4.4.1.3.2.should verify S.G. water level at the Safety
Analysis Limit for the Licensing Basis, which is the no-load programmed' level,
not the current proposed TS value which is the S.G. Low-Low Level (Reactor
Trip] and AFW actuation. This proposed TS is non-conservative with respect
to the current Safety Analysis Limits and the licensee shall evaluate and
propose.

Surveillance requirement 4.4.1.3.3 verifying one loop in operation every 12 hours,
is unsupportable as all protective trips on low flow in the RCP loops in this
condition have been removed. If low flow channel trips on the RCP loops are
not required to be operable why should the related Alarm be operable. A low
flow alarm for the RHR has been provided by the FSAR under reference 8,
page Q 212-56, item:

" Case 1: The Reactor Coolant System is closed and pressurized.

The operator would be alerted to the loss of RHR flow by the RHR low flow
alarm. (This alarm has been incorporated into the McGuire design)."

Since currently, these two types of alarms are the only means of alerting the
operator to a Loss of Flow condition in tne loop, which is beyond the Safety
Analysis Limits, then the alarms on both the RCS and Loop Flows should be
Safety Related and included within the T.S.; and without further analysis at
this time, two loops should be placed in operation. A proposal is made by the
NRC for low flow alarms in each of the separated cooling systems, unoer Proposed
T.S. Page 3/4 4-6a of this review. Regular surveillance should be preposed to
ensure they remain ocerable as appropriate, over a specified surveillance ceriod.

The Surveillance requirement, every 12 hours is intended to ensure not only
tnat the system is operating, but that it is operating at process conditions
which can be evaluated to show that the equipment is capable of performing its

.uign basis safety Function. The current surveillance requirements for this
item, i.e., for the RCS and RHR systems in Hot Shutdown in T.S. Item 4.4.1.3.3,
are absent this information; it is therefore non-conservative and the licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

.
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Item 4.4.1.4.4 (Proposed). It is proposed that an additional item be inserted
which reads: "The related auxiliary Feedwater System shall De determineo
OPERABLE as per the requirements of T.S. 3.7.1.2 (and 3.7.1.2.a as applicable)."
Current proposed T.S.s on T.S. page 3/4 7-4 are non-conservative in this matter
by not providing any operability requirements for AFW in this MODE. The
licensee shall evaluate and propose.

An additional item if also required in which Atmospheric Dump Valves operability
is established. The current T.S. are non-conservative in this matter; they
make no provision for operability of this item (see later preocsed T.S. page
3/4 7-8a). [ General comment: Operability of each of S.G. water level, AFW and
ATMOSPHERIC DUMP VALVES in this MODE is probably better defined under each of
these items in their particular sections of the'T.S. See later sections of
this review as identified above.],

'

The FSAR addresses the consequence of a f ailurs, closed, of the isolation valv'e
' in the RCS/RHR line; it addresses the analysis from 350*F in the RHR MODE when

a bubble is present in the pressuri:er. This will also be valid down to the
RCS temperature at which the bubble will be established, i.e., below 300'F
according to reference 19, page 52-21a, revision 33, first para. If the
licensee coes operate the plant so that the system is water solid between 200'F
and 300*F in MODE 4, a loss of cooling could result in a potential overpres-
suri:ation of the system and the reviewer is not aware of any evaluation of the
adequacy of the existing Low Temperature Overpressure Protection System to
accommodate that event. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

T.S. Page 3/4 4-5: COLD SHUTDOWN (MODE 5] WITH LOOPS FILLED.

The current proposed T.S. provides:

3.4.1.4.1 At least one resioual heat removal (RHR) loop shall be OPERABLE and
in operation *, and either:

a. One additional RHR loop shall be OPERABLE #, or

b. The secondary side water level of at least two steam generators
shall be greater than 12%.

The current FSAR requires two (2) OPERABLE RHR trains on two (2) redundant
electrical buses so that each pump receives power from a different source,
reference 20, Pages 5.5-24. In the event of Loss of Offsite Power, tne aumes
are automatically transferred to a separate emergency diesel power supply.
Therefor 0; the current licensing basis is that 2 residual heat removal loces
shall be operable. The above provision for either an RHR loop or two steam
generators is therefore not in accordance with the Licensing Basis. The
proposed T.S. in this respect is also non-conservative as it would necess . ily
require S.G. temperatures greater than 212'F (Atmos Press in SGs) wnich would
place it outside the Cold Shutdown MODE into the Hot Shutdown MODE - which is
outside the required Functional MOLE.

The T.S. requiremert for one RHR loop in operation and one to be available
OPERABLE is currently not supportable by analysis evaluating the situation in
which all RHR cooling is lost in a water solid condition; reference our
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immediately preceeding item T.S Pace 3/4 4-3. In this case, if one only RHR
loop is operating, loss of that single loop cause overheating in a water
solidstate with potential overpressurization. Does the alarm of loss of RHR
Flow which' is required, and an operator response time of 10 mins, provide
sufficient time to commence operations of the second RHR loop to the r,xtent
necessary to mitigate the consequences of any potential overpressure event in
an acceptable manner. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Use of secondary side water level of at least two steam generators is discussed
in reference 14 for circumstances in which the RHR is isolated from the RCS
and its final acceptability for licensing purposes is still not resolved.
This, in addition to its temperature limitation means that it cannot be proposed
as an alternate means of removing decay heat during Cold Shutdown. The proposed
T.S. is therefore not in accordance with current Safety Analysis Limits, and
also non-conservative. -

:As discussed in the pre'vious item T.S. Page 3/4 4-3, what is required by the
current Licensing Basis in Mode 5, is to have available two OPERABLE RCS loops
(including AFW, SG and SG/PORVs) to meet the circumstances of failure closed of
the RHR isolation valve and in which case the RCS returns to MODE 4 with its
particular MODE 4 requirements as discussed earlier. The absence of tnis as
an LCO requirement in the proposed T.S. makes it non-conservative with respect
to the Licensing Basis. The Licansee shall evaluate and propose.

'' ~

Footnote *: This item proposes that an only available operational RHR pumo may
be de-energized for up to 1 hr. This event has not been evaluated, is not
within the Licensing Basis, and is non-conservative. The licensee should --

define the circumstances, analyze and evaluate and propose.

, The proposed surveillance requirement /4.4.1.4.1.2 prov. ides that "At least one
RHR loop shall be determined to be in operation and circulating reactor coolant
at least once per 12 hours. The items of significance here are Operable Safety
Related Flow Alarms with a surveillance frequency ensuring high probability of
alarm in the event of an RHR flow failure, and a related concern for overpres-
sure protection and recovery. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

The surveillance requirement, every 12 hours, is intenced to ensure not only
that the system is operating, but that it is operating at process conditions
which can be evalaated to snow that the equipment is capable of performing its
Licensing Basis Safety Function. The current requirements for this information
for the'RHR systems in T.S. 4.4.1.4.1.2 are absent; i t is therefore non-
conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee sna11 evaluate
and propose.

LS.Page3/44-6. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM - COLD SHUTDCWN, LOOPS ARE NOT FILLED

Item 3.4.1.4.2 requi_res that:

-"3.4.1.4.2 Two residual heat removal (RHR) loops shall be OPERABLE # and at
least one RHR loop shall be in operation.*"

Additionally, the current FSAR requires that each of the RHR trains be proviced
with power from (2) redundant electrical buses so that each pump receives .
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power from a different source; reference 20, pages $.5-24, revision 9. Without
this recuirement, the T.S. is less conservative than the FSAR and the licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

1

J

Additionally, the current FSAR, reference 9, page Q 212-57, revision 25,
describes that in the event of loss of flew caused by isolation of the RHR/RC3
Isolation valve [anc also by cessation of flow in the system]

"The operator would be alerted to the loss of RHR fiow by the RHR low
flow alarm.

.

Assuming worst case conditons (maximum 24 hours decay heat, air in the
steam generator tutes, and the RCS crained to just below the vessel
flange) anc making conservative assumptions about the amount of water
available to heat up and boil off, if the operator took ne action, boilingJ

would begin in acout five minutes, the water level in the vessel would be.
down to the. level of fuel in ADout 100 minutes, and the pressure would '.

increase to 550 psi in atout 40 minutes (the pressure' rise could be
limited to about 550 psi ty opening the pressuri:er pcwer operated relief
valves)."

In the event only 1 RhR ioco is recuired to be in operation,the LC0 should
therefore require 2 operable Safety Related RHR flow alarms on each single;

operating RHR system so that the operator can respond within 10 mins to com-
mence operation of the recundant system. However, this time frame is exces-
sive since boiling will nave commenced. It is necessary to maintain two,

operating RHR systems so that toiling may De eliminatea on single failura., ..The licensee shall evaluate and Or pose.'

Additionally, the above informat'en defines an LCO of a minimum volume of water
for the relatec event in which the RCS is crainec to just below the Reactor
Vessel flances anc which minimum volume shall be inclucec in the T.S. as an LCD
with appropriate surveillance and Action Statements. A further T.S. require-
ment is that any such min volume should be such that the level of water in or
above the RCS loops be such as to provice acceptable flow, including NPSH
conditions, over the range of temperat,ures expected, at inlet to the RHR pumes.
Absent those recuired cencitions from the Limiting Conditions of coeration
makes them non-conservative in respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

Concerning Action item b., this provices that

b. With no RHR Toop in c0eration, suspene all operations involving a recuction
in boron concentration of tre Reactor Coolant System and immeciately
initiate corrective ACTION to return the required RHR loop to operation.

Further: In the event that RhR cooling cannot be restorec in " sufficient"
time, the FSAR states that, in the event of loss of flow causec by the single
RCS/RHR motori:ec valve:

"To restore core ecoling, the c erster would first attempt to fill and
. pressuri:e the reactor coolant system with the centrifugal charging
( pumps. If the system can ce pressuri:ed to the range of 400-500 psi, tne
1 I
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coerator could return the plant to heat removal via the staam generators.
To oc this the operator would have to jeg the reactor coolant pumps to
sweep the trap;ed air from the steam generators. He would also have to

a open the steam dump valves (to atmosphere or the main condenser) and
i start up the auxiliary feedwater system."
!

In this MODE therefore, it is necessary to ensure that 2 RCS loops with operable
SG, AFW supply and SG/PORVs are operable from separate buses, to be available,
in the event of the single failure discussed. This would also support the

i general concern in the event of noncapability of restoring failed RHR systems
to Operability within an acceptable time frame, including the possibility of
core uncovery in 100 mins. (The licensee shall also reference any Emergency
Operating Guidelines in this respect). Without provision for RCS Loop Coera-
bility recuired by the Licensing Basis FSAR, the current T.S. LCOs must be
consicered non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis, and the
licensee shall evaluate and propose. .

.

Item 4.4.1.4.2, A surveiliance requirement, specifies:
" At least one RHR loop shall be determined to be in operation and circulating

reactor coolant at least once per 12 hours.

A time delay of 12 hours is excessive to verify a loop in operation, and this
has been considered earlier in this section. Further the surveillance require-
ment, every 12 hours, is intended to ensure not only that the system is operating,
but that it is operating at process conditions, including instrumentation and
control, which can be evaluated to show that the equipment is capable of-

performing its design basis Safety Function. The current requirements for
tM s T.S. Item are absent in this information; it is therefore non-conservative
and the licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Footnote *: Provides that,

" The RHR pump may be de-energized for up to 1 hour provided: (1) no opera-
tions are permitted that would cause dilution of the Reactor Coolant System
boron concentration, and (2) core outlet temperature is maintained at least
10*F below saturation temperature."

r

This departure from the Licensing Basis of two available RHRs with effective
cooling at all times it outside the FSAR Licensing Basis in a non-conservative
manner. Further this is also supported by the earlier information of this
section that boiling would commence in 5 minutes with core uncovery in
100 minutes. Tne provision is outside the Licensing Basis in a non-conservative
manner and tne licensee shall evaluate and propose.

T/S Pace 3/4 A-6(a) Procesed.

A new sucsection should be added entitled " REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM, HOT SHUTDOWN
TO REFUE'.ING, APPLICABLE MODES 4, 5, & 6 which requires a LIMITING CONDITION
OF OPERATION that two RHR Flow Alarms to Safety Related requirements snall be
operable on each RHR loop when only one RHR loop is in operation under the
provisions of the Tecnni. cal Specifications. Appropriate Action Statements ano
surveillance recuirements shall be applied.
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The safety basis for this was established in tne FSAR, as indicated in earlier
sections, and the need for safety related redundancy arises to ensure RCS
integrity to Safety Related Criteria as discussed above. The current T.S. is
non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis.

T.S. SECTION 3/4.4.2 SAFETY VALVES

SHUTDOWN (MODES 4 and 5)

The T.S. requires that:

"3.4.2.1 A minimum of one pressurizer Code safety valve shall be OPERABLE
with a lift setting of 2485 psig 1%.*

APDLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5.
,

..

ACTION: * ' *
*

With no pressurizer Code safety valve OPERABLE, immediately suspend all
operations involving positive reactivity changes and place an OPERABLE RHR
loop into operation in the shutdown cooling MODE."

Reference our review comments and requirements under T.S', 3/4.4.2 SAFETY
VALVES, OP$ RATING which are also applicable to this section. The current T.S.

,

must be considered nonconservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The
Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

The Action statement is based (reference T.S. page B 3/4.4-2) on the premise
that INOPERABILITY of the Safety Valve in Modes 4 and 5 needs to be offset by
operaDility of pressure relief va1ves in the RHR systems. This is not the
safety basis for Action. The safety basis is, that the Reactor Coolant Pres-
sure Soundary has been effectively rendered inoperable requiring tne operator
to proceed to a cold shutdown condition with the zero pressure (gauge) in both
RCS and SG systems, and related reactivity control actions to ensure tnat no
return to nuclear power is possible. This needs to be done in a manner
consistent with the nature of inoperability of the Safety Valve. The current
T.S. is nonconservative with respect to the Licensing Basis; the licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

Further, McGuire Units 1 and 2 do not use RHR overpressure protection of the
RCS as the plant utilizes two available PORVs on the pressurizer, reset to

| 400 psig (reference review under T.S. Page 3/4 4-36) in the primary coolant
| system. In this respect, the proposed action statement is non-conservative
| and contrary to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.
|
l The Surveillance Requirements should contain the minimum disenarge capacity

required of this valve as defined in the Licensing Basis. They should also
ensure the maintenance of satisfactory environmental conditions consistent
with reliable valve operability. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

t

1
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T.S. Section 3/4 4.2 SAFETY VALVES

: OPERATING

The proposed T.S. requires all [3] pressurizer Code Safety Valves to be
Operable in Applicable Modes 1, 2 and 3.

The Action Statement requires that-

"APTION:

dith one pressuri:er Code Safety Valve inoperable, either restore the inoperable
valve to OPERABLE status within 15 minutes or be in at least HOT STANOBY within
6 hours and in at least HOT SHUTOOWN within the following 6 hours."

'Fai)ure of the Pressurizer Code Safety Vatv'e, in gaaeral N uld infringe the -
integrity of the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary and the RCS snould be brought
to the cold :hutdown condition,. as rapidly as possible, with zero (gauge) pres-
sure in both the RCS and SG, in a manner consistent with the nature of the
inoperability, and-potential-for all positive reactivity levels eliminated.-

The worst situation would be that of an " Accidental Depressurization of the '

Reactor " Coolant System" analyzed for the most severe conditions including.
maximum core power, reference 7, page 15.2-33 revision 7. This type of event
would require Emergency Procedures to define the ACTION STATEMENT.

Could other types of failure allow other types of response which could be
outside-the Emergency Operating Procedures. The Licensee has not identified
others and analyzed and evaluated the related safety to Regulatory Require-
ments;as a basis for his proposed action.

The T.S. Bases on page B 3/4.4-2 does not exhibit an acceptable understanding.

of.the imoortance of, and potential severity of, the event including f ailure-

types and appropriate Regulatory requirements including procedures.

The existing ACTION statement is inadequate within the Licensing Basis, and
therefore unacceptable. The only existing Licensing Basis must be within the
analyses reported in reference 7, page 15.2-33, revision 7 and the proposed
Action Statement does not recogni:e these circumstances. The existing Action

.

Statement is therefore nonconservative with respect to the Licensing Basis;
the licensee shall evaluate and propose,

LCO and surveillance procedures must also address position indication and/or.

discharge flow measurement procedures, including pressurizer relief tank condi-
tion and other measures to ascertain the operability of the valve'(this-is
Mcessary to satisfy 10 CFR .50 Appendix A. Criterion 20, 32 and 33]. The
writer reviewed, in 1983, information pertaining to the GPU/B&W 1awsuit review,
-and his recollection is that the TMI-2 operators " initially thought'that the
safety valves had developed a leak in the PORVs because the valves had lifted
on a recent event." There must be a measure of acceptable leak tightness from

l-
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measurable parameters "in operation" to ascertain the status of the valve so
that acceptable measures can be taken.,

The safety basis for the concern rests not only in the previous position
addressed above, but also, that in the event of failure of control grade " pres-
sure control devices" these valves will be challenged on the following occur-
rences within the Licensing Basis.

Startup of the Inactive Coolant Loop; reference 7 Figure 15.2.6-1,-

revision 4 *

Loss of Load Accident; reference 7, Figure 15.2.7-5, revision 38-

Loss of Normal Feedwater; reference 7, page 15.2 26, revision 7, para. 3-

'

. Main Feedwater Line Break Accident, reference 7, Figure 15.4.2.7,- -
.

revision 38-
-

One Locked Rotor Event; reference 7, Figure 15.4.4-1, revision 32-

Safety Valve Operation could also occur on other overpressuri:ation events if
same of the early reactor trips fail to operate as expected.

In this matter, the T.S. is nonconservative with respect to Regulatory Recuire-
ments. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose. This could be a generic issue.

Surveillance Requirements should reference the documents containing the record
of the Inservice Testing of the valves for inspection on a regular basis of
12 hours so that changing operati.ng staff are kept aware of a potentially
changing status on a singularly critical item.

T.S. Section 3/4.4.3 PRESSURIZER

T.S. Pace 3/4 4-9

The APPLICABILITY MODES are proposed as 1, 2 and 3.

Item: Pressuri:er Level:
! .

The response of all the analyses of Condition II, III anc IV events in refer-
ences 7 and 8 depend upon an initial level of water in the Pressuri:er wnich is
programmed as a varying value dependent upon the Nuclear Power Level. Acci-
tionally, the response of all Condition I events wnich determine the most
conservative set of parameters from which to start Condition II, III anc IV
events, are also so dependent upon this same programmed pressuri:er level.

- Since therefore this prespurizer level is used in establisning an ac:eptacle
outcome of these analyse: in terms of the issuance of the operating license,
they also reoresent ilmiting conditions of operation as defined in 10 CFR 30.46.
On this basis therefore, the licensee should provide cetails of the programmed
pressuri:er level set points with allowable values consistent with tne relatec
channel errors and Safety Analysis Limits used in the FSAR, Section 15 in
riference 7. The licensee shall evaluate and propose .

|
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APPLICASILITY MODES: Pressurizer level should be proposed for MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4 (with steam bubble). Down to MODE 4 is provided to cover LOCA and
MSLB events considered in reference 8. Also, the plant can then be placed on
Automatic Level Control. Appropriate ACTION and SURVEILLANCE procedures
should be proposed. Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Item: Pressurizer Pressure

The responses of all the analyses of Condition II, III and IV events in refer-
ences 7 and 8 depend upon an initial value of pressure in the pressurizer (and
which is not programmed at a varying value in MODES 1 and 2). Additionally,
the responses of all Condition I events which determine the most conservative
set of parameters from which to start Condition II, III and IV events, are also
so dependent upon this same pressurize pressure.

Since therefore this value of pressurizer pressure is used in establishing an
acceptable outcome of these analyses in terms of the issuance of the operating '

license, they also represent limiting conditions of operation as defined in
10 CFR 30.46. On this basis, therefore, for each of MODES 1 through 5, the
licensee should provide details of the pressurizer pressure Set points with
allowable values consistent with the related channel errors and Safety Analysis
Limits used in the Licensing Basis in the FSAR in Section 15 in reference 7,
are reference S. The licensee shall eval ate and propose.

'

Appropriate ACTION and SURVEILLANCE procedures should be proposed. The licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

T.S. $ECTION 3/4.4.4 RELIEF VALVES (POWER OPERATE 0j

The current T.S. provides that the plant may continue in operation if either
en'e of the combination of Block Valve and PORV is INOPERABLE. This is a
contraventiun of the regulations which provides under 10 CFR 50.2(v) tnat:

(v)" Reactor coolant pressure boundary" means all those pressure-containing
components of boiling and pressurized water-cooled nuclear power reactors,
such as pressure vessels, piping, pumps, and valves which arn:

(1) Part of the reactor coolant system, or

(2) Connected to the reactor coolant system, up to and including any ana
all of the following: ,

i

(i) The outermost containment isolation valve in system piping wnien
penetrates primary reactor containment.

(ii) The second of two valves normally closed during normal reactor
operation in system piping which does net penetrate primary reactor
containment.

(iii) The reactor coolant system safety and relief valves.

Since a single failure of either the Block valve, or the PORV, will recuce the
level of protection of the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) from two
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(2) valves to one (1) only valve, the Regulatory Requirtments are not met and
the plant must proceed to a cold shutdown condition with no potential for
positive reactivity changes, within appro.oriate time frames.

The current T.S. is nonconservative in respect to Regulatory Requirements.
The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

T.S. Section 3/4 4.5 STEAM CENERATORS

T.S. Pace 3/4 4-11 -

a) 5.G. Levels

A number of the Accident Analyses in reference 7 depend upon an initial level
of water in the Steam Generator. A specific example is the Main Feedwater
Line Rupture Event.of Section 15.4.2.2.2 in which AFW auto-start signal on SG
Iow-low level occur.s 20 secs are main feedline rupture occurs; reference..

related Table 15.4-1, page 1 of 4].

Since this, and other events, depend upon a " programmed" water level in the
steam generators for an acceptable outcome in tenns of the issuance of the
operating license, these water levels also represent limiting conditions of
operation in respect of 10 CFR 30.46. Please provide cetails of such SG
levels including related Safety Analysis Limits', and respond to the proposition
that such values should be included as Set Point values and Allowable values
in the proposed T.S. as Limiting Conditions of Operation for the f acility with
appropriate Action Statements. The proposed T.S. is nonconservative by their --

ebsence,

b) Steam Generator Pressures

Since Steam Generator Pressures and related Saturation Temperatures under
normal steady state operation can be a significant determinant of system
responses for Condition II througn IV occurrences analy:ec in the Licensing
Basis including Section 15 of reforence 7, and reference 8, please provide the
values used as Safety Analysis Limits in related analyses and again resconc to
the proposition that such values should be included as Set Point and Alicwaole
values as Limiting Conditions of Operation for the facility witn aoprepriate
Action Statements. The proposed T.S. is nonconservative with respect to the
Licensing Basis, by their absence.

c) Please respond to the proposition that this section should also adecuately
icentify the maximum allowable Steam Generator Pressure unoer Transient and
Accident conditions with appropriate Action Statements. Maximum SG pressure
is one of the Acceptance Criteria for safety. The current very limitec basis
for Steam Generator Pressure integrity is completely inadequate. Please
clarify apparent discrepancy between reference 4, Table 5.5.2-1 in which the
steam side design pressure for the Steam Generator is given as 1235 psig and
the value quoted in the T.S. Basis Page B 3/4 7-1 at 1185 psig.

The proposed T.S. is nonconservative with respect to the Licensing Basis, by
this acsence.

06/01/84 S1 Revision A
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d) APPLICABILITY MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4:

The current applicability requirements relate to Structural Integrity
considerations.

Oa inclusion of Steam Generator Level and Pressure as determinants o.' Opera-
bility, the licensee should evaluate end propose APPLICABILITY MODES consistent
eith RCS/SG loop requirements discussed in this review under separate sections
and particularly under Reactor Coolant System and Residuel Heat Removal sections
in MODES 1 through 5. This will embrace operability requirements from MODES 1,
2, 3 and 4 through 5. The proposed T.S. is nonconservative with respect to'

9.he Licensing Basis, by the absence of this information. The ifcensee shall
evaluate and propose.

T.S. Pace 3/4 4-36 (REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM) OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION SYSTEMS I

'

The cu' rent LCOs require that either of the following be Operable; .r

"(a) 2 PORVs with a lift setting of less than or ecual to 400 psig, g

(b) The Reactor Coolant system (RCS) depressuri:ed with an RCS vent of greater
than, or equal to 4.5 square inches.

The Applicability is MODE 4 when the temperature of any RCS cold leg is less
than or equal to 300'F, MODE 5 and MODE 6 with the reactor vessel head on."

.

This section should also include the of ten used restraint that:

CA reactor coolant pump shall not be started with one or more of the Reactor
Coolant System cold leg temperatures less than or equal to 300 F unless:
(1) the pressuri:er water volume is less than 1600 cubic feet, or (2) the
secondary water temperature of each steam generator is less than 50F* above
each of the Reactor Coolant System cold leg temDeratures.

It is necessary, to expand the LCOs to all those which should be incorporateo
into the operability requirements for the pressuri:er and steam generator dis-
cussed earlier under T.S. Section 3/4.4.3 Pressuri:er and T.S. Section 3/4.4.5
Steam Generators. This additional information defines necessary safety limits
for the Licensing Basis event; as in reference 28, which is an early Topical
Report submitted by W for appro, val. The proposed T.S. is nonconservative in
the absence of this Information. The licensee shall evaluat'e and propose.

Concerning the alternate provision that the RCS be cepressuri:ed with an RCS
vent of greater than or equal to 4.5 square inches:

We find that this should be confined only to MODE 5, COLD SHUTOCWN,
. 0PS ARE NOT FILLED, and REFUELING OPERATIONS; MODE 6 HIGH WATER LEVEL
and MODE 6 LOW WATER LEVEL. There are no safety analyses to supoort
this type of operation in remaining MODES 4 and 5. The proposed TS,
without this clarification, is nonconservative with respect to the
Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

.
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We find no safety evaluation in the Licensing Basis for the alternate
use of an RCS vent of greater than or equal to 4.5 square inches in the
proposed T.S. The licenses shall evaluate and propose.

,
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i- T.S.-SECTION '3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

The operability requirements from the McGuire Units 1 & 2 Licensing Basis FSAR
; are markedly different from those of the W Standard Technical Specifications

; t;hich have been adopted by the Licensee in his proposed T.S.

The Licensing Basis FSAR requirements are-summarized under " General."

General

FSAR Reference 8, page Q 212-47. Revision 25, item 212-75, describes the~

' following Operator Instructions and Operator Actions During Shutdown.

"The sequences of events associated with shutdown will be described. The
procedures associated with startup will be the same except they will be in-
reverse order. The startup procedures are not presented here to avoid
unnecessary duplication.

'

.

I Operator instructions Durina Shutdown

A)- At 1900 psig, the operator is instructed to manually block the
automatic safety _ injection signal. This action disarms the SI,

signals from _the press,urizer pressure transmitters and from the
steamline pressure transmitters. The SI signal on containment high
pressure signal continues to be armed and will actuate safety injec-
tion if the setpoint is exceeded. Manual safety injection actuation .

.

is also available. Also, at 1900.psig, the operator.is instructed
to close and gag UHI discharge valves. The UHI hydraulic pump and
the' gag motors for the UHI isolation valves are ce-energized and

*

tagged.

B)' At.1000 psig, the operator closes the cold leg accumulator isolation
- valves.- He then racks out, locks and tags the breakers for these
valves. He also opens locks and tags-the breakers for all safety
injection pumps and all out one charging pump. At this time, one
charging pump and two residual heat removal (RHR) pumps would be
available for either automatic or manual SI actuation.-

C) At less than 400 psig and 350*F, the operator aligns the Resicual-
Heat Removal System. The valves in the line from the RWST are
closed.

II- Operator Actiota Durino Shutcown

A) Between 1900 psig and 1000 psig, the ECCS can either be actuated l

automatically by the high containment pressure signal or manually by
the operator.

|
\

|
|

.

I
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B) Between 1000 psig and 400 psig, a portion of the ECCS can be actuated
automatically (containment high pressure signal) or manually by the
operator. The equipment that can be energized are two RHR pumps and
one enarging pump. The operator would have to reinstitute power at
the motor control centers or switchgear to the remaining safety
injection pumps, charging pump, and the accumulator isolation valves.

C) Below 400 psig, the system is in the RHR cooling mode. The RHR
system would have to be realigned as per plant startup procedure.
The operator would place all safeguards systems-valves in the
required positions for plant operation and place the safety injection,
centrifugal charging, and residual heat removal pumps along with SI
accumulator in ready and then manually actua,te SI."

In response to additional questions, the following information was prov4ded
unde * FSAR reference 8, page Q 212 ,61, revision 28,. item 212.90(6.3); .

page Q 212-61a, revision 28, pages Q 212-61b, revision 29 and Q 212-61c, *

revi'sion 29

"In spite of the low probability of occurrence and the f act-that-certain-f ai4ure-- ----

modes for pipe rupture do not exist during cooldown at an RCS pressure of
1000 psig, the following items have been incorporated into the station operating
procedures:

'

1. At 100[0] psig, the operator will maintain pressure and proceeed to
cool down the RCS to 425'F.

.

2. At 1000 psig and 425"F, the operator will close and lock out the
accumulator isolation valves.-

The above plant operating procedures will ensure that the accumulator
isolation valves will not be locked out prior to about 2-1/2 hours af ter
reactor shutdown for a cooldown rate of 50*F/hr.

A conservative analysis has defined-that the peak clad temperature
resulting from a large break LOCA would be significantly less than the
2200*F Acceptance Criteria limit using the ECCS equipment availaole
2-1/2 hours after reactor shutdown.

The-following assumptions were used in the analysis:

1. The RCS fluid is isothermal at a temperature of 425*F and a pressure
of 1000 psig.

2. The core and metal sensible heat above 425'F has been removeo.

3. The hot spot occurs at the core midplane.

4 The peak fuel heat generation during full power operation of 12.58 kW/ft
(102% of 12.53 kW/ft) will be used to calculate adiabatic heatyD.

5. At 2-1/2 hours decay heet in conformance with Appendix K of 10 CFR 50,
the peak heat generation rate is 0.179 kW/ft.

.
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6. Two low head safety injection pumps and one high head charging pump
are available from either manual Safety Injection actuation or
automatic actuation by the containment Hi-1 signal,

t

7. No liquid water is present in the reactor vessel at the end of
-blowdown.

8. A large cold leg break is considered.p
. .

For a postulated LOCA at the cooldown condition of 1000 psig, previous
calculations show that the clad does not heat up above its initial
temperature during blowdown. Proceeding from the end of blowdown and
assuming adiabatic heatup of the fuel and clad at the hot spot, an increase

| of 446'F was calcul'ated during the lower plenum refill transient of '

89 seconds. During reflood,-the core and downcomer water levels rise
together until steam generatio.n in the core becomes sufficient to inhibit ,.,

', the reflooding rate. At, that time, . heat transfer from the clad at the
, ,'

hot spot to the s' team boiloff and entrained water will commence. This
heat removal process will continue as the water level in the core rises '

while the downcomer _is being filled with safety; injection water. The
reflood transient was evaluated by considering two bounding cases:

1. .Downcomer and core levels rise at the same rate.. No cooling due to
.. steam boiloff is, considered 64, the hot spot. Quenching of the hot

.

spot occurs when the core water level reaches the core midplane.

2. Core reflooding is delayed until the $1 pumps have completely filled
the downcomer. No cooling due to steam boiloff is considered at the i

hot spot until the downcomer is filled. The full downcomer situation
may then be compared with the results of the ECCS analysis in the
SAR to obtain a bounding clad temperature rise thereafter.

For Case 1 described above, the water level reached the core micolane
-43.2 seconds after bottom of_ core recovery. The temperature rise during

'

reflood at- the hot spot from adiabatic heatup 'is 216*F, which results in,

a peak clad temperature of approximately 1086'F.
,

For Case 2, the delay due to downcomer filling is 54.4 sec. The corres- 1

ponding temperature rise at the hot spot form adiabatic heatup is 272'F, t
-which gives a hot spot clad temperature of 1143'F.

The clad-temperatures at.the time when the downcomer has fillec for the
,

DECLG, CD = 0.6 submitted to satisfy 10 CFR 50.46 requirements are 1620*F
'

- and 1774*F at the 6.0 and 9.0 foot elevations, respectively.

Core flooding in the' shutdown case under consideration will be more-
rapid from this point on due to less steam generation at the lower core
power level in effect; decay-heat input at any given elevation is less-in

, -the shutdown case. The combination of-more rapid reflooding and lower
| power in the fuel ' insures that_ the clad temperature rise during reflood

will be-less for the shutdown case than for the design basis case.

.
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Repeating the above calculation assuming the loss of a low head safety
injection pump yields clad temperature of 1653'F and 1760*F for Cases 1 and
2, respectively. These results provide additional assurance that the
peak clad terrperature will not exceed 2200'F because, as stated above, in
the shutdown case more rapid refloocing and lower power in the fuel
insures that the clad temperature rise during reflood wil be less than
for the design basis case.

Based upon the analysis as presented above, it can be concluded that in
the unlikely event of a LOCA at shutdown conditions, the peak clad .

temperature will be less limiting than that of the design base calculation.
.

The response provided in Revision 28 Jabove) ad:fressed the subject of
operator actions and ECCS availability. Consistent with the information
provided in Revision 28, a postulated LOCA in the RHR mode at 425 psig
RCS pressure has been assessed. The initial conditions would be reached-

-

four hours after reactor shutdown. The integrity of the core after a
postulated LCOA is assured if the top of the core remains coverec by the
resultant two-phase mixture. A conservative indication of time available
for operator action is obtained by calculating the time required for the
top of the core to just uncover. A calculation has been performed to
confirm that margin for operator action does exist to prevent core uncovery.
This conclusion persists even under an assumption of ten minute delay for
operator reaction time.

Assumptions:
.

(a) The system pressure essentially reaches eouilibrium with containment
by the time the volume v/ water above the bottom of the hot legs is
removed.

(b) Upper plenum fluid volume between the top of the core and bottom of
hot legs is the only upper plenum fluid considered.i

(c) Volume between the core barrel and baffle is conservatively neglected.

(d) 120% of the ANS decay heat curve for four hours after shutdown is
utilized.

Using the void fractions developed from the Yen correlations and utili:ing
a hydrostatic pressure balance, the height of the steam-water mixture in
the upper plenum was generated. Incorporating the plant geometry, tne
total liquid mass in the downcomer, core, and upper plenum was calculsted,
i.e., a mass-initial condition. Again by hydrostatic pressure balance,
the height of liquid in the downcomer when the top of the core is just
about to uncover was calculated. This information along with core volume
is used .a develop a mass-final condition. That is, the mass is liquid
contained just before the core is uncoverod. Utilizing the boil-of f rate
for the four hour time af ter shutdown, the time needed to evaporate a
mass of mass-initial minus mass-final is calculated. This time was
compared to the ten minute assumption for operator reaction time.

.

.
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;- Utilizing the preceding approach, the time calculated to just initiate an
uncovery of the core is 13 minutes. The conclusion is that even for the,

'

conservative method outlined above, there exists adequate margin to
,

retain a safe core condition even in relation to a ten minute operator-
rresponse-time assumption."

t These operator requirements are verified, in general, by reference 12, SER
4

fupplement 2 page 6.6-6.8 under " Emergency Core Cooling System - Performance
Evaluation," and pages 7-1 and 7-2 under Upper Head Injection Isolation
Valves."

,

i

Additionally, the status of the ECCS systems from entry into the P.HR MODE
;

through cooldown, i.e. , frem 425 psig/350'F through MODE 5 is clarified by the;

i 'following extract from reference 11, Suppl. SER No 1, pages 5-1 and 5-2 wnien
confirms continuance of the alignment at the end of MODE 3 425 psig/350*F

,

through both MODES.4 and 5. ;
- -

*
) .

" 5. 2. 2 Overpressure protection

i _In the Safety Evaluation Report we indicated a concern about the possibility
; of reactor vessel damage as a r*: ult of overpressurization when the reactor

coolant system is water-solio during startuo and shutdown. We have reviewed
the applicant's system for overpressure protection when the reactor coolant,

I system is water-solid. It consists of two separate trains each containing a
! power-cperated relief valve set to open when the system pressure reaches

400 pounds per square inch gauge should an overpressure event occur, Each
; train contains an annunciator which sounds to alert the operator when olent

p conditions require enabling of the water-solid overpressure protection system;
( enabling is performed manually, by turning key-lock switch, The system is

automatically disabled when plant conditions no longer require it; an annuciator,

' sounds to indicate the system is no longer'needed so that the operator may
turn the key-lock to disable the system until needed. In addition, eacn train
contains-an anruciator which sounds when the power-operated relief valve is
open, indicating an overpressure transient is in process.

Each power-operated -relief-valve is supplied with nitrogen from the cold leg
L accumulators. No operator action is required in the event of a transient.

The operator isolates the upper head injection system, the cold leg accumulators,.
the safety injection pumps and one centrifugal charging pump before the-reactor
coolant system is cooled to 300 degrees Fahrenheit; only the remaining centrif-
ugal charging pump could cause an overpressure transient-as a r2sul_t of inadver-

~

tent start with concomitant mass addition. The only other overpressure event-
would result from an inadvertent main coolant pump start with the coolant in
the secondary side of the steam generator hotter than that in the reactor

'

coolant _ system. The applicant has shown that in neither case _was 10 CFR Part 50, .(,

Appendix G-limit reached._ For_ the latter case (that for main coolant pumo
inacvertent start), the applicant assumed that the temperature of the fluio in
the steam generator would exceed that in the reactor coolant system by no
greater than 50 degrees Fahrenheit.

The staff requires that the technical specifications require that the reactor
coolant system may not be cooled to temperatures lower than 300 cegrees Fahren-
hei.t without the overpressure protection system enabled, and unless both *

,

.
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power-operated relief valve trains are operable, in order to assure suitable
overpressure protection for the reactor coolant system when water-solid. In
addition, the technical specifications will state that the temperature of the
fliuid in the secondary side of the steam generator will not exceed the temp-
erature of the fluid in the reactor coolant system by greater than 50 degrees
Fahrenheit when the reactor coolant system fluid temperature is less than
300 degrees Fahrenheit since the applicant's calculations did not assume
differences greater than 50 degrees Fahrenheit.-

The applicant provided data to show that the power-operated relief valve opens '

within the time specified in the analyses.
,

The_ system meets the single failure criteria as only one of the two trains is
required for-overpressure mitigation. Means are provided to tust and calibrate
she system. It has been designed in accordance with the Institute of Electrical

- and Electronics Engineers Standard 279-1971, " Criteria-for Protection Systems."
,

'

This. system meets.the staff reau'irements for an overpressure protection system
with the reactor coolant system water solid and is-accaptable. We consicer--

this matter resolved.

The required status of the ECCS systems required by the existing Licensing
Basis FSAR are briefly' summarized: .

. .

Above 1900 psig (in MODES 1, 2, and 3): All ECCS systems are OPERABLE.
Between 1900 psig and 1000 psig/425'F; upper head injection isol.ation valves

,

area _ closed and gagged, de-energized and tagged. Between 1000 psig/425' F and
425 psig/350' F (in MODE 3): Upper head injection isolation valves remain
closed and gagged and de energized; cold leg accumulator isolation valves are
closed and breakers racked out, 1 centrifugal and 1 reciprocating charging
pump'and 2 safety injection pumps-are isolated, and rendered inoperable by-

opening and locking the related circuit breakers. Below 425 psig/350' (in
MODES 4 and 5) status of all ECCS' systems remain unchanged, i.e., same (as for
the preceding phase of. MODE 3) with.the exception that remaining equipment -is

. re-aligned for RHR operation with the capability of re-alignment to ECCS.
[UHI, Cold Leg Accumulators, 1 cent. CP & 1 Recip. CP, and 2 SI pumps are
effectively electrically isolated.) RHR PORYs are rendered operable curing
water solid operation, below 300*F. '

These requirements-are substantially different from those of the W STS which
the licensee has adopted _ for his facility contrary to his Licensino Basis as-

disclosed in the FSAR and SER to the acove references.

T.S.~ SECTION 3/4 5.1 ACCUMULATORS / COLD LEG INJECTION

ltem: APPLICABILITY MODE
'

' The Applicability Mode, gfven as MODES 1, 2 and 3* where 3* is 1000 psig,
should be amended to include 425'F; as 1000 psig/425'F. Reference the basis
in _ the previous section entitled " General."

,: Since the proposed T.S. coes not contain this temperature constraint, it is
non-conservative. - A pressure'of 1000 psig on the current Appendix'G curve,'

o

!-
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and T.S. temperature constraints, would permit an RCS temp of 557'F. The only
available analysis in the Licensing Basis, see earlier under " General," shows
that cooling down to [1000 psig]/425'F is necessary to reduce the thermal burden
on the ECCS so that the reduced ECCS capability can mitigate the consequences
of a LOCA to 10 CFR 50.46 requirements; reference 8, pages Q 212-61, revision 28
and Q 212-61a, revision 28. The current T.S. is therefore non-conservative in
this matter, and the licensee must evaluate and propose. Note; the " Footnote *
Pressurizer Pressure above 1000 psig" also needs amenament.

Item: 3.5.1.1.d.

Nitrogen cover pressure is quoted at between 400 and 454 psig. The Licensing
Basis FSAR, reference 4, page 1 of 5 revision 39 in Table 6.3.2-1 specifies a
normal operating pressure of 427 psig. Making an allowance for channel error
and drift should not this value be a higher set point of approx. 450 psig. The
speci.fied set point values proposed in the T.S. of 400 to 454 psig.can therefore

.

give actual values which are lower than in the Licensing Basis FSAR and be
non-conservative. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Item 3.5.1.1.f Proposed

The NRC proposes that an additional item limiting the range of actual water
temperature in the accumulator between 60-150*F in accordance with Licensing
Basis FSAR reference 29, Table 6.3.2-1 is necessary to confirm Safety Analysis
Limits for this accumulator. Its absence from the proposed T.S. renders it
potentially non-conservative. Further Item 4.5.1.1.1.a. concerning verifica-
tion parameters should include Temperature of Accumulator Water. The licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

ACTION Items a and b require HOT SHUTDOWN generally, except for closed isolation
valves. This may be too conservative - the licensee should review specific
cases identified under 3.5.1.1.a-f and decide whether HOT SHUTDOWN is necessary
instead of to 1000 psig/425'F. Further, is there any conservative direction of
the error which may minimize his need to suspend operations at power, or allow
him to operate at reduced levels. This licensee proposal may be unecessarily
conservative. The licensee may evaluate and propose.

Item 4.5.1.1.c requires thdt "once per 31 days when the RCS pressure is above
. 2000 psig, it is verified that power to the isolation valve on the Cold Leg

Injection Accumulator is disconnected. What is the safety basis for this
action, and where is it discussed in the Licensing Basis FSAR.

Item 4.5.1.1.1.d.1 requires that

"At least once per 18 months verify that each accumulator isolation valve coens
automatically undar each of the following conditions:

1) When an actual or a simulated RCS pressure signal exceeds the P-11
(Pressurizer Pressure Block of Safety Injection) Setpoint,"

We are not aware that this actually occurs; the licensee shall review and
advise of the related details within the FSAR on other licensing oasis recorcs.
This action is not described in FSAR reference 7, under Tabl,e 7.3.1-3 (1 of 2)

06/01/S4 39 Revision A
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and (2 of 2) revision 35, " Interlocks for ESFAS," nor in the related Logic
Diagrams.

The LCOs of the Licensing Basis FSAR require that this Cold Leg Injection
Accumulator be made operable whenever plant conditions exceed 1000 psig/425'F
which is at a lower pressure than the current P-11 set point of 1955 psig;
reference earlier T/S Section 3/4.5 under " General." This P-11 logic which
could propose that this isolation valve is to be closed at RCS pressures
between 1955 to 1000 psig is therefore non-conservative with respect to the
Licensing Basis. The licensee shall. evaluate and propose..

The licensee shall verify that the set points for the relief valve on the
Accumulators are included in the Inservice Testing Program at the facility.

T.S. Section 3/a.5.1.a (procesed) '

AnadditionalT.S.Sectionisproposedthatprovides.specificallyforthefact
that " COLD LEG INJECTION ACCUMULATOR ISOLATION VALVES" at " APPLICABLE CCN01-
T10NS" of MODE 3 (< 1000 psig/425'F), MODE 4 and MODE 5 would have a " LIMITING
CONDITION OF OPERATION" providing that "Each Cold Leg Injection Accumulator
Isolation Valve is closed with circuit breakers opened, locked and tagged."
Appropriata Action Statements and Surveillance Procedures would be provided.
This is in accord with tne LCOs of the Licensing Basis FSAR as described uncer
earlier items T.S. 3/4.5, " General" and T.S. 3/4.5.1 of this review. Absence
of this specific provision makes the proposed T.S. non-conservative. The
licensee shall evaluate and propose.

T.S. Pace 3/4 5-3. UPPER HEAD INJECTION
,

Ztem: APPLICABILITY MODE.

The Applicability Mode given as MODES 1, 2, and 3* where * signifies Pressuriter
Pressure above 1900 psig, should be amended to include >425*F; as 1900 psig/>425'F.

The FSAR does not include the temperature constraint explicitly at 1900 psig,
though it is implicit in that the next lower boundary for change is 1000 psig/425 F
(Reference earlier Item: T.S. 3/4.5 under GENERAL). Absent this condition,
the related proposed T.S. is non-conservative. Appendix G curves (T.S.
Page 3/4 4-32) would allow RCS temperatures down to <300*F, and one of the
reasons for isolating UHI below 1900 psig, includes overpressure concerns at
the reducing levels of temperature down to 425'F, reference 12, page 7-1. Facm
his . detailed analysis, the licensee should evaluate and propose a lower limit
to this temperature condition of >425'F.

Item 3.5.1.2.c Nitrogen cover pressure is specified as between 1206 and
1254 psig. The Licensing Basis FSAR, reference 29, page (1 of 5), revision 39
in Table 6.3.2-1 specifies a normal operating pressure of 1220-1280 psig witn a
minimum of 1220 psig. Making an allowance for channel error and drift, should
not T.S. setpoints be higher (at say 1240-1300 psig). The specified minimum.

| . set point values in the proposed T.S. of 1206 would therefore require lower
pressure in the RCS before actuation and is therefore non-conservative. The
licensee shall evaluate and propose.

!
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Item 3.5.1.2.d: Proposed.
.

It is proposed that an additional item limiting the range of actual water
temperatures in the accumulator to between 70 and 100'F in accordance with-

reference 29, Page (1 of 5), revision 39, in Table 6.3.2.1 is necessary to
confirm the Safety Analysis Limits for the UHI Accumulator. It is also pro-
posed that it be adced as an additional surveillance element to item 4.5.1.2.a.
Its absence from the proposed T.S. renders it potentially non conservative with,

respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Action Items a & b require HOT' STANDBY, generally, except for closed isolation
valves, followed by HOT SHUTDOWN. This may be too conservative - the !!ceraec
should review specifically each of the Operacility items b, e and proposed d,
and decide whether HOT STANDBY leading ultimately to HOT SHUT 00WN is necessary.
Further, he should assess if either boundary value, upper or lower, can be
conservative, and by how much, and evaluate whether he should take..an ACT!CN ,

,

STATEMENT une;er " conservative" conditions. The licensee may evaluate and
*propose.

The licensee shall verify that the relief valve set point on the Accumulator
is included in the In Service Testing Program at the facility.

T.S. Section 3/4.5.1.b (Proposed)
.

An additional T.S. item is proposed that provides specifically for the fact
that " UPPER HEAD INJECTION SYSTEM ISOLATION VALVES" at APPLICABLE CON 0ITIONS
of MODE 3 (< 1900 psig and > 425'F), MODE 4 and M00E 5, wouTd have a " LIMITING
CONDITION OE OPERATION" providing that "Each upper head injection system isola-

~'

tion valve" is closed and gagged. The UHI hydraulic pump and The gag motcr's
for the UHI isolation values are de-energized and tagged. Appropriate Action
Statements and Surveillance Procedures would be provided. This in accordance
with the LCOs of the Licensing Basis FSAR as described in earlier items
T.S. 3/4.5, "0ENERAL" and T.S. 3/4.5.1 of this review.

Absence of this specific provision makes the current T.S. non-censervative with
respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and precose.

i.S. Section 3/4.5.2 ECC SUBSYSTEMS -Tavg 2 350'F

The title should be amended to read as:

ECCS SUBSYSTEMS - PRESSURIZER PRE 3SURE g 1000 psig/RCS Tavg2 :5'FJ

The Operability requirements of 2 full trains of ECCS. equipment remains
*

unchanged.

Absence of the pressure / temperature condition in the proposed T.S. is not in
accordance with Safety Analysis Limits. Its aosence permits high pressure pumo
operation at lower pressures and temperatures with potential infringement of
related safety criteria. Related safety criteria have not been well defined,
or docketed, but are apparently considerations of Low Temperature Overpressure
Protection of the RCS under these and related Accident circumstances inclucing
inadvertent operation of ECCS pumps. This diversion from the Safety Analysis

,
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Limits-of the Licensing Basis FSAR must therefore be considered non-conservative
and the licenseee shall evaluate and propose.

Item 4. 5. 2. h. : concerning flow balance tests in the ECCS system. The licensee
shall provide the bases for the flow distributions specified and further advise
how they might meet minimum flow conditions to intact loops dating Accident
Occurrences.

T.S. Section 3/4.5.2.A Proocsed

A proposed new Section which would be titled: ECCS Subsystem - Applicability
between 1000 psig/425'F and 425 psig/350'F.

This would provide for: One ECCS subsystem comprising the following shall be
OPERABLE:

. .
.

One OPERABLE centrifugal charging pumo',#a. -

.

b. One OPERABLE RHR heat exchanger,

c. One OPERABLE RHR pump, and

d. An OPERABLE flow path.

Also,' one ECCS subiystem comprising the following shall also be OPERABLE

b. One OPERABLE RHR heat exchanger,

c. One OPERABLE RHR pump, and

d. 'An OPERABLE flow path

All ereakers for all safety injection pumps and all but the one operable
centrifugal charging pumo are opened, locked and tagged (reference earlier
information).

As explained in the previous section, limited operation of the higner pressure
pumps between 1000 psig/425'F and 425 psig/350*F apparently provices Low
Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP). The proposed T.S. requires all
CI and SI pumps to be available during these conditons and is therefore
non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis and particularly in respect
of Overpressure Protection. The licensee shall evaluate and prooose, and in so
doing provide the analyses and evaluation wnien required constrained ocerscility
of the higher pressure pumps in this operating phase, in his Licensing Basis
FSAR.

T.S. Sectier 3/4.5.3 ECCS Subsystem - Tavn c 350*F

.This title should be amenced to read ECCS Subsystems - 425 p:-ig/350*F to COLD
SHUTDOWN

The current T.S. provides no pressure condition on the temperature of 350*F,
and Appendix G Limit curves of p'roposed T.S. Page 3/4 4-32 would permit " maximum
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;' RCS pressures" of 2485 psig under these circumstances. Also the proposed T.S.
alignment eliminates safety injection and charging pump capacity. There is no"

available avsluation of the capability of the reduced ECCS system to satisfac-
torily mitigate the consequences of a Small 61reak or Large Break LOCA from
2485 psig/350*F as is provided for the values of 425 psig/350*F within the
Licensing Basis as described earlier under T.3. 3/4.5 Item: GENERAL. Our
evaluation is that the absence of this pressurs condition is non-conservative,
and especially with respect to the Safety Analysis Limits of the Licensing
Basis. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

The proposed limit at COLD SHUTOOWN MODE 5 is conditioned by the fact that
Refueling is a condition of a vented vessel with Reactor vessel Bolts unten-
sioned, and non-ECCS alignments are proposed to deal with related events.
Reference 8 pages Q212-56 revision 25 under the Titles of Case 1 and Case 2 and
page Q 212-57, revision 25, under the Title of Case 3. Overpressure Protection,

also, which is a principal determinant of alignment, also conses with unten*,

: sioning the Reactor Vessel bolts for refueling.
!

The proposed T.S. under this Section requires a minimum of one only ECCS
suosystem comprising,

a. One Operable Centrifugal Charging Pump (CCp)' '

,

b. One Operable RHR Heat Exchanger

c. One Operable RHR Pump -

d. An Operable Flow Path

There are no Safety Analyses or Evaluations of one only ECCS subsystem allowing
for a single active failure in one only train. This proposition is therefore
non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis FSAR. The Licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

'

This T S. does not disallow the additional CCP and 2 Safety Injection Pumps
'

(SIPS) from 350*F down to 300'. This again is non-conservative with respect
to the LCOs of the Licensing Basis FSAR which allows only one (1) CCP, and the
remainder 1.e. , one (1) CCP and any other reciprocating charging pump and 2 SIPS
are to be electrically isolated against inadvertent operation. This proposed
T.S. is again non-conservative in respect of overpressure crotection when ccm-
pared with the current Licensing Basis. The licenses shall evaluate ano
propose.

The proposed T.S. allows one (1) CCP and one-(1) SIP whenever the RCS temp is
less than 300*F. The LCO of the Licensing Basis FSAR allows only one (1) CCP

'

because of OVEPRESSURE PROTECTION; reference earlier information uncer earlier -

T.S. Section 3/4.5. Item: " General". The proposed T.S. is therefore
non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

The LOOS of the Licensing Basis FSAR require the same operability of ECCS
eauipment as is required for TS 3/4 5.2A Proposed. So that in accition to:
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One ECCS subsystem comprising the following shall be OPERABLE:

a. One OPERABLE centrifugal charging pump,

b. One OPERABLE RHR heat exchanger,
'

c. One OPERABLE RHR pump, and

d. An OPERABLE flow path

which is the same as for the proposed T.S. , it is also required that:

One ECCS subsystem comprising the following shall also be OPERABlf.-

b.. One OPERABLE RHR heat exchanger,

c. One' OPERABLE RHR pump, and. -.

d. An OPERABLE flow path.

Additionally, that all breakers for all safety injection pumos and all but
the one operable centrifugal charging pump are opened, locked ana tagged.
(reference earlier information) The proposed T.S. is the,efore less conserva-
tive than the Licensirg Basis FSAR by being deficient in E CS total pumoing
capacity, and excessive in availabl9 high pressure pumping capacity so
infringing ! TOP. The licenset shall evaluate and propose. .

Additionally the Licencing Basis requires that ech of these subsystems be
independent and receive power from two (2) redundant Emergency Buses and
Power Sources. The absence of any such provision in the proposed T.S. makes
it non-conservative with respect to the Licensing St. sis. The Licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

T/S Section 3/4.S.4 BORON INJECTION SYSTEM / BORON INJL",12 TANK.

Item: APPLICABILTY MODES 1, 2, anc 3 with the current proposed T.S. should be
changed to include MODE 4 in accordance with the Licensing Basis FSAR which
evaluates MSLB and LOCA events down to and including this MODE. Adoption
of the Licensing Basis FSAR mode of boration control may el'minate this need,
tith proposed T.S., however, the absence of the BIT tank ' de 4 must ce
considered non-conscrvative. The licensee should evaluat. .J propose.

Item: The ACTION Statement should be clarified to include [ ] that in the
event of inoperablity of the BIT tank, the RCS be borated to (a boren concentra-
tion which will give) a SHUTDOWN margin of 1*. delta k/k at 200*F,

The li..nsee shall clearlv indicate, that this item is not applicable to Unit 2
by reason of a recent 5ER from NRC.

Comment: Since BIT concentrations of only 2000 ppm, only are now requirea, and
only 300 gallons are involved compared with 372,100 gallons in the R.W.S T. is
not the proposed ACTION statement to ultimately place tne plant in HOT SHUTDOWN
overly conservative; if minimum volumetric requirements are necessary, can

,
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additional provision be made in the RWST. The licensee may evaluate and
propos-

T. S. Section 3/4.5.5 REFUELING WA(ER STORAGE TANK

Item: APPLICABLITY "00ES 1, 2, 3, 4.

The current MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 which includes an LCO for 372,100 gallons must
be extended to MODE 5 and MODE 6 (limited) to meet the FSAR requirements in
reference 8, pages Q 212-57 and 58, revision 25, item: Case 3: [when) The
RCS is depressurized and vanted with the air in the steam generator tubes, with
the reactor vessel head on, and tensioned - and later with open relief paths
between the head and the reactor vessel cavity and refueling canal. The single
failure of an RHD/RC5 Isolation valve is resolved by the expected OP rability of
the RWST providing 5 hours of injection flow. The recovery cescription also
means .that the RWST must be available in. MODE 6 until the vessel head is removed

'a'nd the 're. fueling canal is filled to its specified level. It must also be
available at termination of core alterations - in Mode 6, when drainage cf the
refueling canal commences u.til the Reactor Vessel Head is tensioned, wnen the
RCS then moves into MODE 5. The proposed T.S. is non-conservative with respect
to the Licensing Basia. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Action Statement: The proposed ACTION should be modified [ ' es fo'. lows: .

|
With the RWST Inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE status within 1 hour, or '

be in at is5st HOT ST AN0BY [and borated to a boron concentration which will
give a shut down margin of L% delta k/k at 200 F and a minimum of 2000 ppm] -

within [the next) 6 hours and in COLD SHUTOOWN within the following 30 hours.
,

The Licensing Basis FSAR requiras Safety !njection of 2000 ppm Baron to mitigate
the nuclear power conss;uences of any accidents which may initiate during this
period; if the RWST is not available, then Boron Concentration in the RCS should
be increased to the level required to mitigate any potential return of nuclear

__
power. The proposed T.S. apptars nonconservative. -- --

The licensee shall evaluate and propose and in so doing he should evaluate each
of the Operability requirements separately to determine if COLD SHUT 00WN is .

required. for eacn INOPERABILITY REQUIREMENT, or whether alternate mitigating
Actions are ,possible.

4

..
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T.S. Section 3/4.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
e

T.S. Page 3/4 7-1: SAFETY VALVES

The proposed T.S. requires that:

3.7;1.1 All main steam line Code safety valves associated with each steam
generator shall be OPERABLE with lift settings as spe(fied in Table 3.7-3.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

a. With four reactor coolant loops and associated steam generators in
operation and *P.3 one or more main steam line code safety valves,

' .

inoperable, operation in MODES 1, 2, and 3 may proceed provided, that
within 4 hourt, aitner the inoperable valve is restored to OPERABLE
statu6 or the Powea Range Neutron Flux High Trip Setpoint is reduced
per Table 3.7-i; etnerwis ', be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next
6 hours and in COLD SHUT 70NN within the following 30 hours,

b. With three reaccur coolant loops and associated steam generators in
operaticn and with one or more main steam line code safety valves,

associated with an operating loop inoperable, operation in MODES 1,
2, and '3 may proceed provided, that within 4 hours, either the
inoperable valve is restored to OPERABLE status or the Power Range ~~

,

'

Neutron Flux High Trip Setpoint is reduced per Table 3.7-2; otherwise,
i be in at.least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
| , SHUTDOWN witf the fol'owing 30 hours.l

Our concerns in this section are parallel to those in our review under T.S.
Section 3/4.1.2 SAFETY VALVES.

| Failure of Steam Generator Code Safety Valves infringe basic safety criteria
for Reactor Protection through its impact on SG/RCS system response uncer
Condition II, III, and'IV occurrences. It also affects the integrity of
the Primary Containment Boundary.

We do not find an adequate consideration of the alternate type of Safety Valve
~

' Failure that can occur, and their related significance, upon the action state-
ments proposed.

|

How sure is the Licensee that inadequacy to meet the very limited single
operability requirement of the T.S. does not represent an intermittent problem
leading to early opening of valves, failure to close, or failure to open under
tt severe conditions of Transient and Accident Events.

,We find the proposed T.S. inadequate in its representation of operability, or
lack there of, for these Safety Valves. Consequently, without a requirement
that they all be operable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, with a further requirement
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to be in cold shutdown in the event of -failure, there of, we must consider the
proposed T.S. non-conservative.' The Licensee shall evaluate and propose,, ,

,

T.S. Pace 3/4 7-4: AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEMSt

Item: APPLICABILITY MODES 1, 2 and 3 in the proposed T.S. shou)d be expanded to
_ MODES 4 and 5 in accordance with our review under Table 3.3-3 ESFAS INSTRUMEN-'TATION, Items 7 a, b, c, d, e, and f. The conclusions from that review are:
The proposed T.S. items are generally non-conservative with respect to the'

Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Item 3.7.1.2,D. The licensee has deleted OPERABILITY _ requirements for the
Steam-Turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump at steam _ pressures of less tnan
900 psig. This is 'not in accord with current Accident Analyses and no justifi-
cation has been previoed: Reference 15. Recommendation GL-3, requires tne *

.

Steam-Turbine AFW pump in the event <of complete loss of AC pcwer for a period
of 2' hrs and ceyond. This Will reouire operability down to the lowest pres-
sures for whien the Turbine is provided as describea in reference 22,

*

. Table 10.4.7-6 where the range of operating pressures proviced for is from
110 psig to 1205 psig. This will also provide for operabilty down to and
including MODES 4 (and availabiilty from MODE 5) to cover licensing reavire-
ments discussed elsewhere under Table 3.3-3, ESFAS INSTRUMENTATICN, Items 7a
through f. .

We note two principal features relating to the service conditions of the Tureine
Driven Feeawater Pumps:

They are supplied with steam from two steam generators from maina.

steam _ lines after the flow restriction orifices' at outlets from the
Steam Generators.

b. They would'normally be expected to perform early in the transient
and continue to function to design flow requirements througnout the

.0ccurrence.

The licensee should explain how the proposed TS ensures that the Tureine Driven
pump maintains its . flow performance' required by Accident Analysis wnen steam -
line pressures could drop _suestantially celow the Steam Generator Pressures due
to presence of the 53 flow restrictions and until main steam isolation valves,

are isolated on steam line pressure of less than 565 psig (< provides for
channel drift and errors).

The licensee shall evaluate the above comments and propose tecnnical specifi- I

cations which will ensure operability of the Turbine-Driven AFW Pump over the
range of conditions expected from Design Basis Accident Analysis, and Other
less bounding events, down to and including MODE 4 as discussea in the Licen.ing
Basis.

In his evaluation, the licensee should advise if-Item le of Table 3.3-5 ESFAS
INSTRUMENTATION, Steam Line-Pressure Low is derived from steam line sensors and
after the SG orifices,-or if it is taken from pressure sensors on the Steam *

Generator. The licensee should then advise wnat has been used in assessing
-Steam' Generator Pressure Response and Turbine Driven AFW pump resconse in the
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Condition III and especially Condition IV Occurrences of the Licensing Basis,
and if the existing Accident Analyses remain valid.

Item 4.7.1.2: SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

The Technical Specifications, page T.S. 3/4 7-4 ,'equires each motor driven (MD)
AFW pump to supply 450 pgm at greater than or equel to 1210 psig. This is at
entrance to the Steam Generators according to the T.S. Basis on T.S.
page B 3/4 7-2.

.

However, we note that the FSAR Accident Evaluation; reference 7, section
15.4.2.2.2, and the description of the AFW system in reference 5, refer to a
total supply of 450 gpm from MDAFW pumps to three intact steam generators.

Further, this is parallel with a description in the Accident Analysis on
page 15.4 - 13 a (Revision 38) in which the MCAFW pump headered to two intact

' steam generators supplies 170 gom each wniist the one headered to the faulted
Steam Generator suppies 110 gpm to the intact steam generator.

The SER supplement, reference 14, page 10-2 requires that the licensee confirm
the capability of 6ach of the Motor Driven and Turbine Drivsn ArW Pump systems
to meet the flow distribution requirements of that particular Safety Evaluation
Report, with a faulted steam generator associated with the rimtured main feedline
and a second steam generator (SG) faulted with a failed ope- coe Safety Valve
or SG PORV, and both these SGs supply the Turbine Driven AF- mp. The Licensee
committed to establish and verify by test, the valve thrott positions neces-
sary to achieve this, during the initial startup test prog 2ms.

In addition, under SER supplement, reference 15, page 22-15, under the title
of Recommendation GS-6 the licensee agreed to propose Technical Specifications
to assure tnat prior to plant startup following an extended shudown, a flow'
test would *9 performed to verify the normal flowpath from the primary AFW
system to :no steam generator. The flow test should be conducted with AFW
system valves in their normal alignment.

At this time, we do not see a proposed T.S. which ensures that the required
subdivision of flow between 3 intact and 1 f aulted steam generator, ano 2
Intact and 2 " Faulted" Steam Generators associated with the Turcine-Oriven
AFW Pump, requi ed by the Licensing Basis is achieved, and we do not see any
test period recommended such as following an extended cold shutcown to ensure
that the required flow division is maintained in an acceptable manner. At this i
time we must concluce that the current T.S. is nonconservative in respect to the 1

Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

T.S. Page 3/4 7-5c Procosed: CONDENSATE STORAGE TANK SYSTEMS

It is proposed that a new item be added to the Technical Specifications to tre
above title and to include an LCO providing "The Condensate Storage Tank System
(CTS) comprising available usable storage from the upper surge tank, auxiliary
feedwater condensate storage tank and condenser hot well snall be operable aith
a contained water volume of at least 175,000 gallons o^ water.

.
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APPLICABILITY MODES proposed are 1, 2 and 3, with lesser volumes required in
MODES 4 and 5.

ACTION STATEMENT should include a provision that, with the condensate storage
tank inoperable, within 4 hours either

a. Restore the CST to OPERABLE status or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTOOWN within the following
6 hours, or

Demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the Nuclear Service Water System and-
Standby Nuclear Source Water Pond (alternate water source) as a
backup supply, and align to the auxiliary feedwater pumps, and restore
the condensate 3torage tank to OPERABLE status within 7 days, or be
in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTOOWN

'

within the following 6 hours.. -

. .
,

'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS should include

a. The condensate storage tank system snall be demonstrated OPERASLE at
least once per 12 hours by appropriate measures when the tank is
the supply source for the auxiliary feedwater pumps,

b. The Nuclear Service Water System and Standby Nuclear Source Water
Pono shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 12 hours by
appropriate measures,

,

Additionally, an evaluation of and provision will need to be made concerning
potential loss of AFW supplies during loss of suction and change-over to
alternate AFW sources. --- _ -

The safety basis for these requirements are

a. Our earlier review under TS. Table 3.3-5 Items 7a and 7b snew that
whereas all safety evaluations involving AFW supply have assumed a
Safety Analysis Limit of 61 sec, response time, this is oniy available
from nonsafety related water sources. Further, that the safety-

related supply from the Nuclear Service Water Pond may Lake an extra .

15 secs which is substantially non-conservative in respect of the
related safety analysis.

Therefore, at this time, until the licensee has evaluated our concerns anc mace
acceptable proposals, tne NRC will require technical specifications on :nis
non safety-related water storage.of the above nature. The proposed T.S. are
nonconservative with respect to Regulatory Requirements. _The licensee shall _-

evaluate and propose.

T.S. Pace 3/4 7-8: MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVES

| Item 3.7.1.4. 'The proposed T.S. provides that: "eech main steam line
isolation valve (MSLIV) shall be OPERABLE with APPLICABILITY MODES 1, 2,
and 3.
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The requirements within the Licensing Basis for Main Steam Line Isolation are
discussed in this review under Table 3.3-4, Item 4. The Licesing Basis does
require operability in MODE 4, in addition to MODES 1, 2, and 3 already provided.

We also note that the Main Steam Isolation Valves are Containment Isolation
Valves _as defined by 10 CFR 50-App. A Criterion 57 " Closed System Isolation"
and the Licensing Basis FSAR under reference 4 Table 6.2.4-1 (sheet 7 of 11)
Revision 4 and that Primary Containment Integrity is required in MODES 1, 2,
3, and 4 according to proposed T.S. Section 3/4.6.1, T.S. Page 3/4 6-1.

The proposed T.S. is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis; the
Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

T.S. Pace'3/4 7-8a Procesed: STEAM GENERATOR POWER OPERATED RELIEF VALVE 5
(SG PORVs)

,

The proposed T.$. does not include -these valves which are requirec to enable
.

the plant to be cooled down under natural circulation conditions [under Loss
of Offiste Power]. The Licensing Basis requirement for this is described in
SER Supp No. 4 reference 14 page 5-7.

The minimum number of valves required for natural circulation has not been
establishao in the-Licensing Basis. Reference 15, page 15.2-48, revision 15,
under section 15.2.9.2 discusses natural circulation as verif ** by Tacle
15.2.9-1 which is at a maximum of. 4%. This review; under earlier Table 2.2-1
Item 18b, shows how the existing Control Logic can place this plant into a
natural circulation Occurrence, without reactor trip at a nominal power level
of 10% Pated, and the review under Table 3.3-1 under Item: Concerning Prescribed
Values for % Rated Thermal Power DURING START UP (MODE 1) AND POWER OPERATION
(MODE 2) shows how the resulting residual nuclear power levels could actually
be the order of 20%. Therefore, in addition to the evaluation required of the
Licensee to meet those circumstances as described therein, he shall consider
the consequences of the very limited SG PORVs capacity currently available to
meet this situation. The Licensing Basis FSAR, reference 9, page 10.1-2,
revision 8, para 3 shows a capacity of only 10% (without single failure].
This means that in addition to the potential inability of the RCS to provice
the requisite cooling capacity under natural circulation for a nominal 10%,
and potential 20%, power level, the SG PORV capacity is insufficient in the
-event of a single failure (of 4 available) for nominal conditions, and severely
under capacity for a possible 20% power level. At this time, until further
evaluation has been comoleted, _the Licensee should- ensure, within the T.S. , a
potential atmospheric relieving _ capacity of 20%, allowing for a single failure.
This should include all his SG PORVs, plus elements of the additionally available
45% (of full load main steam flow to atmosphere)-described under reference 22,
page 10.1-2, revision 8, para 3, if they can be available under Loss of Offsite

-Power. An appropriate Action Statement should be provided. If the additional
atmospheric relief is not available on LOOP, the Licensee must further evaluate
and propose necessary corrective actions.

The current omission of SG PORVs from the T.S. is non-conservative with respect
to the Licensing Basis. The current omission of relieving capacity accitional
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to the SG PORVs is contrary to Regulatory Requirements which have been excluded
from the Licensing Basis. The Licensee shall. evaluate and propose.

T. S. Section 3/A. 7. 3: COMPONENT COOLING WATER SYSTEM

The proposed T.S. requires that:

3.7.3 At least two independent component cooling water loops shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, 4

ACTION:

With only one component cooling water loop OPERABLE, restore at least two
loops to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANOBY within

the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUT 00WN within the following 30 nours.
_

,

The SER for the plant under reference 10, summarizes the fo'llowing Licensing
Basis for the Component Cooling System:

9.2.4 Comoonent Coolinc Svstem

The component cooling system provides cooling water to selected nuclear
aux,iliary components during normal plant operation and cooling water to
safety-related systems during postulated accidents.

The component cooling system is designed to: (1) remove residual and
~sensible heat from the reactor coolant system via the residual heat

removal, system during shutdown; (2) cool the letdown flow to the chemical
and volumo control system during power operation; (3) cool the spent fuel
pool water; and (4) provide cooling to dissipate waste heat from various
primary station components during normal operation and postulated accident
conditions. Active system components necessary for safe plant shutdown
are designed to include at'least 100 percent redundancy. The component

cooling water for each unit includes two component cooiing heat exchan.jers,
four component cooling pumps and a split-volume component cooling surge
tank. Two pumps and one heat exchanger per unit provide the necessary
cooling water for normal operation, cooldown, refueling, and postulated
accidents. The remaining pumps and heat excnangers serve as s'andby. An
assured supply nf makeup is provided from the nuclear service water
system to each redundant loop.

.The comoonent cooling water system is designed to seismic Category I
requirements, except for certain branches to non-essential equipment.
The component cooling water pumps are powered by redundant emergency
buses. The portion of the component cooling water system serving the
residual heat removal system meets the single failure crite' 'on for
active components.

Based on our review, we conclude that the component cooling system design
is in conformance with tne requirements of General Design Criterion M

.
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of Appencix A to 10 CFR Part 50 regarcing the capability of the system to
transfer heat from systems and comconents important to safety to an |
ultimate heat sink and provision 6 of suitacle redundancy for safe cool- !

cown. We further conclude that the system design meets the requirements i

of General Design Criteria 45 and 46 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 |

regarding system design that alloas performance of periodic inspections ;
and testing. We conclude that the component cooling water system is

,

acceptable. 1

I-

IDetailed reference to Operability and Operating requirements in the Licensing
Basis in MODES 5 and 6 can be found in reference 22, page 92-17 and Component
Cooling System.

The proposed T.S. completely ignores, without any evaluation, the Licensing |
Basis requirement for this system in MODES 5 & S. The current T.S. are non- |conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The Licensee shall evaluate |anc propose. |

This T.S. is a prime example of a Standerd Technical Specification wnich
completely ignores the Licensing Basis fer all Nuclear Power Plants. This I
reflet.ts a very serious Safety Issue for all standard T.S. and which cannot |
await an extenced " Generic" Resolution,

|

T.S. Section 3/4.7.4 NUCLEAR SERVICE WATER SYSTEM |

APPLICABILITY MODES proposed are 1, 2, 3, 4 These should be extended to
MODES 5 and 6.

,

1

Within the Licensing Basis FSAR, reference 6, [vo? 8'! page 9.2-5, "The Nuclear
i

Service Waste System (NSWS) is cesignec to meet single failure criterfa with I

two redundant' channels (per unit: to serve components essential for safe
station shutcoe The equipment requiring NSWS also includes all RPS and |

"

ESFS systems, many of wnich are necessary in MODES 5 and 6 to the aeove redun- I

dancy and single f ailure criteria. |

|Examples incluce: MODE 5 is recuired to service AFW alternate cooling require- i
ments in event of a fail-closed RHR/RCS isolation valve in the RHR line, and '

in MODES 5 and 6 it is needed to service necessary redundant RHR Trains.
Reference our related evaluations in this review concerning RHR operability
requirements-in MODES 5 and 6. |

The proposed T S. is nonconservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The i

licensee shall evaluate and propose.

[. S . Section 3/4. 7. 5 STANDBY NUCLEAR SERVICE WATER POND (SNSWP)

Item 3.7.5.b, an LCO, should be amendet to read that the nuclear service water
pond shall be operable witn

'

"an average water temperature of net less than 70 F or greater than 94 F
.. ,in tne intake structure"

l

!
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The. Licensing Basis FSAR, reference'6, page 9.2 - 12(a), revision 39, item 39,
provides for an allowable maximum of 940 which meets both maximum allowable -

temperatures for all Safety Related. Components including NPSH requirements
' (reference 6, page 9.2-13, last para).

_An average water temperature of 70 F has been selected by RSB as a potential
design basis- for Condition II, III and IV occurrences. The licensee has pro-
viced little information on the range of AFW temperatures used in his analyses '

-

. and the related sensitivity of results to AFW temperature variations. In the.

. Major Rupture of A Main.Feedline, reference 7, page 15.4 - 13, it is stated
that a "relatively colo (120*F) AFW temperature was used (after purging the
feedwater lines)." " Excessive Heat Removal" analyses in reference 7, page
15.2 - 29, uses a " conservatively low feecwater temcerature of 70 F."

, We note that reference 6, page 9.2-13, revision 39, item 8. discusses. ice
!. formation on the surf ace of the pond which would imply near freezing temper-

' atures for water supply. At .this time, we have no . record of a,ny Safety
Analysis being uncertaken at such low inlet temperatures and on nis basis we
must consicer any sucn low value as non-conservative.

The licensee wiil aavise the range of AFW temoeratures used in Condition !!,
III and IV events, their sensitivity to AFW temperature values, and from this
his bases for setting any alternate values proposed to the water temperatures
in the standby nuclear service water pond. The proposed TS maximum value cf
78 F is conservative with respective to certain Accident Analyses; the lack of

,

a minimum temperature of 70'F including possible near-freezing temperatures
must be considered as nonconservative in respect of certain events. The

.

Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

APPLICABLE PODES: The system is required in all MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, & 6 to
handle heat rejection requirements as the ultimate heat sink. The licensees
croposal to limit this to MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4, is .nonconservative with respect
to the Licensing-Basis. The licensee shall-evaluate and propose.

Reference 6, page 9.2-13, revision 39, states that "In the event of solid
layer of ice" forms-on tne SNSWP,-the operating train (of.the Nuclear Service
Water [NSW] system] is manually aligned to.the SNSWP. The Licensee shall
-provide the Safety-Related reason for this action and advise if this Operator-

action conflicts with the Response Times proposed under-Table .3.3-5. Given a
- Safety Related= reason, surveillance requirements ensuring this action snoula

,.

be ircluded under either T.S. Section 3/4.7.5 NSWS or this particular T. S.
Section 3/4.7.5 STANOSY-NSWP. Absent this surveillance requirement On a
; Safety-Reioted Issue,.the proposed T.S. soulc be non-conservative. The Licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

- -- .- -. - . .

.

*
.
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-T.S. Section 3/4.9 REFUELINC OPERATIONS
-

.
,

T. S. Item 3/4 9.1 BORON CONCENTRATION

Additional LCOs~are necessary to meet the requirements of reference 8,
~

page 15.2 -= 14, revision 10 concerning Accident Evaluation for Section 15.2.4,
Uncontrolled Boron-Dilution. The boron dilution analyses of this reference 7,
provides that, during refueling:

.

"A minimum water volume -in the Reactor Coolant System is considered.a.
This corresponds to the volume necessary to fill the reactor vessel
above the nozzles to ensure mixing via the residual heat removal
loops" *

'b. Neutron sources are installed in the core and the source range' '
.- ,

detectors outside the reactor vessel are active and provide an ,.
.

.

audible count rate.
_

!

c. & high flow alarm at the discharge of the CVCS (from flow element_

.

INVFE 5630) is active providing an~ alarm to the operator when the
flow rate from the charging pumps exceeds 175 gpm.

d._ The charging pumps are inoperative.

L' Additionally, an appropriate condition which must be attached to a) above is
that any such minimum volume should be such that the level of water in or above
the loop provide acceptable flow, including NPSH conditions, at inlet to the

-RHR pumps.-

. These conditions are appropriate LCO's to 10 CFR 50.36; tneir current absence
from the T.S. for this MODE is a non-conservative situation in respect of the
Licensing Basis, and the Licensee shall' evaluate and propose. .'3

Thel current SER,' Supplement No.1, reference 11,15-1, provides that:
| 4"Dur!ng : refueling the applicant has committed to isolate all sources of

unborated water connected to. the primary system refueling / canal / spent
fuel.-

.

We do note that Surveillance Requirement T.S 4.9.1.3 does provide for verifyingL 1

| tnat val've No. INV-250 is closed, under administrativo control in suoport of
.

| this. -However we do note that according to reference 7, page 15.2-15, item
'

--Q'212-58,-this valve INV-250 is to be locked closed during refueling. The-

current position could be non-conservative if the valve is not specifically
locked under the proposed acministrative control. Also-notice, that reference

~

7,-page115.2 - 14, revision 10 states that:
.

"The.other two paths are through 2 inch lines, one of which leads to
the volume control tank with the other bypassing this tank. These
lines contain flow control valves INV171A anu INV175A respectively."

.

l'
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Why are T.S.s not applied to the closure of these valves also. The proposed
T.S. may be nonconservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

We also note an apparent non-conservative discrepancy between the basis for
the specified reactivity condition of "a k , of 0.95 or less" without any
specification of the position of movable c8$ trol assemblies. We also note the
need to add, according to reference 7, page 15.2-14, revision 10, that the
boron concentration is to give a shutdown margin of at least 5 per cent delta k
with all the red cluster control assemblies out. The additional requirement
uncerlinec snould be a part of tne LCO for this T.S. item. Without this pro-
vision in the proposed T.S, it could be interpreted as non-conservative in
respect of the Safety Analysis Limits for the plant. The licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

In the Licensing Basis FSAR reference 8, page Q 212-24, item 212.57, it is <

recuired that the reactor makeup water pumps shall be removec from the loads
supplied by the emergency power supplies. This is to prevent inadvertent ocron
cilution during certain Occurrences in wnich electrical loads are disconnected
from, and returned to, the Emergency Buses. Provision should be made so that
at the end of refueling, before start-up, a surveillance procecure will confirm
that this Licensing Basis FSAR requirement continues to be met. Absence of
confirmation of this LCC is a non-conservative condition; the licensee shall
evaluate and propose. i

"

T.S. Item 3/4 9.8 RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL AND COOLANT CIRCULATION; HIGH WATER
LEVEL

The LC0 provides that:

3.9.8.1 At least one residual heat removal (RHR) loop shall be OPERABLE and
in operation."

The Licensing Basis, reference 20, Page 5.5-23, under Refueling, and
page 5.5-24 under 5.5.7.3.1, System Availability and Reliacility, last oa agraon,
snows the licensing of the RHR system is never based on only one RHR systam
being operable. Two are always to be available. This croposal is therefore

outside the LCO for tne FSAR in a non-conservative manner. The Licensee shall
evaluate and propose

In his Basis, on T.S. Page 3/4 9-2, last para. , the licensee nas proposed that: g

"With the reactor vessel head removeo and 23 feet of water aoove tne
reactor vessel flange, a large neat sink is available for core cooling.
Thus, in the event of a failure of the operating RHR loop, aceouate time
is pruvided to initiate emergency procedures to cool tne core."

In tne FSAR, reference 8, page Q 212-56 under Case 2, it has been estimated
that on loss of all RHR Cooling due to r. fall closed RHR/RCS isolation valve,
it will take 2h hours for the available water inventory to boil. In that case,

a numoer of alternates are procesed to resolve the situation and almost
invariacly, electric pc.er is recuired, and in most cases the RHR ecuipment is
used. If the basis for ths licensee's request here is to enacle him to ocerate
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aith only one available electrical _-bus, it is unacceptable, as the loss of-one-
-operable RHR on loss _ of the only available electrical -bus, with containment
isolation required in 2 hours,_has_not been evaluated. At this time we have_

no acceptable safety basis-for allowing the proposed deviation from the Limiting
. .

, Conditions-of Operation of the Licensing Basis FSAR which is that 2-RHR loops
from separate emergency buses be operable. The proposal is therefore
non-conservative and-the licea.see must evaluate and propose.-

Furthermore, the licensee must provide that the level of-water in or above the !
loops be such as to provide acceptable ~ flow, including NPSH conditions, at
inlet-to the RHR pumps. Absent those-required conditions from the Limiting
Conditions of Operation could make them non-conservative. The licensee shall

-evaluate and-propose. .

.

nThe ACTICN STATENENT provides that with no RHR loop operable, the containment
should be closed wjthin 4 hours. Information in reference.8, page Q 212-56

'under Case 2-shows.that.if RHR is absent [by isolation of the RCS/RHR inlet .

valve].that:

"Approximately 2.5 hours are available to the operator to estab.lish an '

alternate means of. core cooling. This is the- time it woulc take to heat 4

300,000 gallons of water'in the: refueling canal from 140*F to_212*F,
assuming the maximum 24 hours decay heat load;"

,

.The= current value of 4 hours appears less conservative than this calculated
value-of 2 hours.within the FSAR. The licensee shall evaluate and-propose. ;

.-

- The current surveillance requirement:-

4.9.8.1 '!At least one RHR loop 'shall be verified to be in operation and
Ecirculating reactor coolant at a flow rate of greater than or equal to
3000 gpm at least once per 12 hours."

is-: deficient in that-the thermal performance of any one.RHR system to Licensing
-Sasis safety requirements is_not being verified. The T.S. is therefore non---

.

conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis. The-licensee shall' evaluate 4

'and propose. '

footnote *: The licensee also proposes that, (

"The.[only operable-] RHR loop may be removed from operation for uo to
1 hour per-8-hour period during the performance of CORE ALTERATIONS'in
the vicinity of the reactorTvessel' hot' legs."

q

.)
The licensee shall provide the basis- for this proposal including safety :

.ovaluation, any related compensating actions, and a.related proposal. [It d
should be. noticed that such an action could increase pool temperature by 35 )
and in so doing decrease the available response to handle a loss of cooling

| capacity from 2h hours:down to 1 hours, ;and for a' considerable period of time-
,

thereaf ter -whilst temperatures are again being reduced to the required value
:of 140*F.] This. proposed T.S. is'outside the Licensing Basis in a nonconserva- j
tive' manner.- The-Licensee shall evaluate and propose. 1

.
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Review of available responses to the consequences of a fail closed RCR/RHR
Solc* 5 , valve, include many proc.dures using the containment sump. To allow
for this single failure contingency, the licensee should therefore ensure that
the cont W E :1t sump will bt operable during this mode, and with an appropriate
surveillance procedure. There should also t'e provision for available fire
pumps and necessary hoses to be assuredly available to enab'le use of the
alternate procedures which have been described in reference 8, pages Q 212-56
and 57, revision 25. The current T.S. must be considered non-conservative.
The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

T/S Page 3/4 9-12 REFUELING OPERATIONS

The subtitle should read as 3/4.9.9 HIGH WATER LEVEL
,

Clarify.by addition of the term HIGH

T/S Pace 3/4 '9 '11- REFUE NG OP'ERATIONS LOW WATE'R LEVE'l
' *

,

ADPLICABILITY: MCDE 6 when the water level above the top of the reactor
. vessel flange is less than 23 feet.

GENERAL REVIEW: Whereas the existing FSAR under reference 20, page 5.1-7
discusses Refueling, it does not provide for a sustainec period of normal
coerations under these Low Water Level conditions. Tne FSAR provides that:

" Refueling
.

Before removing the reactor vessel head for refueling, the system
temperature'has been reduced to 140*F or less and hydrogen and fission
product levels have treen reduced. The Reactor Coolant System is then
drained until the water level is below the reactor vessel flange. The
vessel head is then raised as the refueling canal is flooded. Upon
completion of refueling, the system is refilled for startup."

Furthermore, we find that the FSAR analyses of the single failure of the
RHR/RCS isolation valve is not predicated upon operations at " Low Water Level"
so that no specific analyses and/or protective actions have not been develoced
for these circumstances. However analyses have been undertaken for the water
inventories and temperatures in the RCS system that might apply under those
conditions. Presumably therefore, the "0PERATING MODE - LOW LEVEL" is a long
term changing condition following Cold Shutdown, with loops drained and bolts
tensioned changing to bolts untensioned and removal of the head, as concomitant
flooding of the reacter vessel cavity continues. At this time therefore,
we cannot. presume that the consequences of the case of single failure of the
RHR/RCS isolation valve used as Case 3 in FSAR reference 8, page Q21-57, does
not also apply under thi; MODE. We will use these consequences to evaluate.

Further, since this is effectively a long term changing condition, in the FSAR,
it is not acceptable to allow some of the provisions requested such as one
hour for the performance of CORE ALTERATIONS--which by T.S 3/a 9.9 are only
permissible under that specification with at least 23 feet of water over the
reactor vessel flange.

'

.
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It is proposed that an additional item be added to the current statement of
APPLICABILITY to the effect that: This MODE shall not to be used for continuous
normal operations, but only as a set of circumstances occurring during the |
period:in which the Reactor Vessel Head is being untensioned and removed and j
the reactor _ cavity and refueling canal are being filled, and the same volumes '

are being drained for replacement and tensioning of the Reactor Vessel Head.
LThe licensee shall evaluate and propose.

The existing LCO specifies-that: *

"3.9.8.2 Two independent residual heat remval (RHR) loops shall be
OPERABLE, and at least one RHR loop shall be in operation.*"

Additionally, the current FSAR requires that each of the RHR trains be provided
with power from two (2) redundant electrical buses so that each pump receives,
power from a different source; re.forence 20, page 5.5-24, revision 9. Without
this requirement, the T.S is less conservative than the FSAR and,the license,e
.shall evaluate and propose.

Additionally,-the current FSAR, reference 8, page Q212-57, revision 25, descrices
thatuin-the event of.. loss of flow caused by closure of the RHR/RCS isolation
_ valve, [and also by cessation of flow in the system]

"The operator would.be alerted to the loss of RHR flow by the RHR
low flow alarm.

Assuming' worst' case conditions (maximum'24 hours decay heat,--and.the
:RCS drained to just below the vessel flange)'and making conservative
assumptions about the amount of sater available to heat up and boil off,
if the operator took no action, boiling would begin in about five
minutes,=the-_ water level-in the vessel would be down to the level of
fuel in-about 100 minutes."

-

En the event oni.y 1 RHR loop is required to be in operation, the LCO should
- therefore require 2 operable safety related RHR low- flow alarms on each sing ~ e
operating system so that the operator can respond within 10 minutes' to commence

-operation of the redundant system. Is this time frame excessive since boiling
'will have commenced; It is necessary te maintain two operating RHR. systems so
_that boiling.wi_11 not occur with a single faliure. The licensee shall evaluate
and' propose.

. Aoditionally,- the above information defines an LCO of a minimum ~ volume of water
' for the related event;in which the RCS is drained to just below the level flange.
A further requirement-(LCO) is that-any such minimum volume should be such that
theilevel-'of. water =in or above the loop provides acceptacle flow, including
NPSH conditions,-over the range of temperatures expected at inlet to the RHR
pumps.- Absent those' required. conditions from the Limiting Conditions of Opera-
tion makes them non-censervative in respect of the Licensing Basis. The
:licens,ee:shall evaluate and propose.
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Footnote ai provides.that,

"* Prior to initial criticality the RHR loop may be removed from opera-~ '

tion for up to 1 hour per 8-hour period during the performance of CORE
ALTERATIONS in the vicinity of the reactor vessel hot le'gs."

,

This is an. invalid request as all CORE ALTERATIONS are only permissible under
TS 3/4 9.9 HIGH WATER LEVEL - REACTOR VESSEL. This is a non-conservative T.S

V proposal. The Licensee shall propose and evaluate.

Item 4.9.8.2, a surveillance requirement,_ specifies:

"At least one RHR loop shall be verified in operation and circulating
reactor coolant at a flow rate of greater than or equal to 3000 gpm at
least cance per 12 hours."

' *
,

. .
.

A time delay of 12 hours is excessive to verify a loop in operation, and this*

.

has been considered earlier in this section.

Further, the surveillance requirement, every 12 hours, is intended to ensure
not only that the system is operating, but that it is operating at process
condition's, including instrumentation and control, wh_ich can be' evaluated to-
show that the equipment is capable of performing its Licensing Basis safety
function. The current requirements for this item are absent most of this
information; it is therefore non-conservative and the licensee shall evaluate
and propose.

,,

The current ACTION STATEMENT calls for containment closure in 4 hours (i.e.
240 mins]. Earlier conservative calculations for this MODE show that loss of
all'RHR in this MODE can cause boiling in 5 minutes and core uncovery in
100 mins. Given the circumstances, containment enclosure should be effected
immediately, commencing RHR low flow alarms. The licensee shall evaluate, and
propose. The current T.S. appears nonconservative with respect to the Licensing
Basis.

- .-

3
,

b
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Addenda

T.S. SECTION 3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

T.S. SECTION 3/4.4.4.1 RCS LOOPS AND COOLANT CIRCULATION / HOT SHUTDOWN MODE 4

More recent information, and a detailed check on certain elements of the
proposed T.S. relevant to the above section, and the Licensing Basis FSAR,
and particularly reference 5, Section 7.4.1.6 Emergency Core Cooling Systems
and Section 7.4.1.5 Residual Heat Removal System, does not appear to provide

.

acceptable surety that:

a) The Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) valves on the RHR/RCS suction
line are confirmed closed in MODES 1, 2, & 3.

b) 'That the RCPB valves in the RHR/RCS suction line are individually
identified as opened in the RHR MODE.

c) That in RHR MODE 4,the RHR system must be capable of automatic
re-alignment to the ECCS mode with residual ECCS equipment, in the
event of a SI signal, including automatic closure of the RCPB Isola-
tion valves on the RHR/RCS Suction Line in accorcance with 10 CFR 50
App A Criterion 55(4) and subsequent automatic opening of valves to the
RWST in accordance with 10 CFR 50 App A, Criterion 20 (with appro-
priate provision for RHR pump protection].

The current position in respect of c above appears to be absent those
| requirements and therefere non-conservative. The Licensee shall evaluate
I and propose.

The T.S. should provice the LCOs and surveillance in the overpressuri:ation
protection system of the RHR system as described in Licensing Basis FSAR,
reference 3, page 5-5-24.

Procosed T/S Page 3/4 5-6, item 4.5.2.d, 1) b) appears incorrect: it provides
-hat, in establishing ECCS operability:.

j d. At least once per 15 months by:
'

1) Verifying automatic isolation and interlock action cf the RHR
System from the Reactor Coolant System by ensuring tt at:

a) With a simulated or actual Reactor Coolant System pressure
signal greater than or equal to 425 psig the intericcks
prevent the valves from being opened, and

b) With a simulated or actual Reactor Coolant System pressure
signal less than or equal to 560 psig the interlocks will
cause the valves to automatically close.

Item b) aoove is incorrect in that it should ensure that with a simulated
or actual Reactor Coolant System pressure' signal greater than 475 psig, tne
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interlocks will cause the valves to automatically close,/4 Y4rch,reference 4

secti on 5. 5. 7. 3. }/r$s
and reference 5, section 7.4.1.5.4. M

H$w *COMC*Prcir
,4/Jo;/he proposed T.S. closes the valves when they are in fact required to be

open and is/ therefore non-conservative. Further, tne lower pressure of
apa/n f 475 psig required to close is more conservative than a vage of 560 unless

there are Set Point and Channel considerations - The pressure is less conser-
vative than the Licensing Basis FSAR value.

.

.. . .
,

.

<

.
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. TABLE 1

-SECTIONS REVIEWED BY-REACTOR SYSTEMS BRANCH.

SECTION PAGE

2.1 SAFETY' LIMITS

2.1.1 | REACTOR C0RE ............................... ................... 2-17

,

2.1.2. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE .../............................ 2-1

FIGURE 2.1-11 REACTOR CORE SAFETY LIMIT - FOUR LOOPS IN OPERATION ,.... -2-2

2.'2 -LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS-

2. 2.1 REACTOR TRIP; SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS .............,.... '2-4' '. .

. TABLE 2.2-I REACTORTRIPSYSTEMINSTkUMENTATIONTRIPSETPOINTS....... 2-5-

3/4.0 APPLICABILITY-................................................. 3/4 0-1-

3.4,1, REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4'.1.1 SORATION CONTROL

Shutdown ~ Margin. - T,yg_> Programmed No Load T,yg ............ 3/4 1-1 , . ,

-

Shutdown Margin T < Programmed No'. Load T
-and > 200*F .. avg avg

, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,, ,

Shutdown Margin - T,yg 5,200*F ............................. 3/4 1-3 !

Moderate Temperature Coefficient:....... .................... 3/4-1-4-
,

Minimum Temperature for Criticality.......... 4 ............. 3/4 1-6 )

3/.4.'1. 2 : BORATION SYSTEMS

Flow PathL- Standbye, Shutdown and Refueling ............... 3/4-1-7
,

Flow Paths --- Power Operation; Startup, Standbye down to
i1000.psig/425*'F

p
.

'/4.1-S

4 -Charging Pump - Standbye,. Shutdown:and Refueling ...-.........- 3/4' 1-9'
.

|t ChargingLPumps - Operating ................................. 3/4 1-10-
I-

L Borated Water Sources - Shutdown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/4 1-11 .

:

I
Borsted Water Sources - Operating ......................... 3/1-1-12i-

E*- Instrumentation ............................................ 3/4 1-13a
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SECTION- PAGE

TABLE 3.1-1 ACCIDENT ANALYSES REQUIRING REEVALUATION IN THE EVENT
OF AN INOPERABLE FULL' LENGTH ROD ...................... 3/4 1-16

Position Indication Systems - Operating .................... 3/4 1-17
i

Position Indication System - Shutdown ...................... 3/4 1-18

Rod Orop Time (Units 1 and 2) .............................. 3/4 1 ,19

Shutdown Rod Insertion Limit (MODES 1 & 2) ................. 3/4 1-20

Shudown Rod Insertion Limits (Modes 3 - 5) .................

, Control Rod I,nsertion Limits 3/4 1-21..............................,

.
.. .

'3/4.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

TABLE 3.2-1 DNB AND REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE PARAMETERS .. . . . 3/4 2-16

3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.1 REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION ......................... 3/4 3-1

TABLE 3.3-1 REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION ..................... 3/4 3-2
.

TABLE 3.3-2 REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION RESPONSE TIMES ...... 3/4 3-9

TABLE 4.3-1 REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE ,

REQUIREMENTS .......................................... 3/4 3-11

3/4.3.2 ENGINEERING SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM
INSTRUMENTATION ........................................... 3/4 3-15

TABLE.3.3-3 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM
INSTRUMENTATION ................................. ..... 3/4 3-16

TABLE 3.3-4 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM
INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS ..g..................... 3/4 3-25

TABLE 3.3-5 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES RESPONSE TIMES ....... ..,. .. 2/4 3-30

3/4.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3.4.4.1 REACTOR COOLANT LOOPS AND COOLANT CIRCULATION

Startup ano Power Operation ................................ 3/4 4-1

Not Standby .............................................. 3/4 4-2.

Hot Shutdown ........ 3/4 4-3......................................
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SECTION PACE

Cold Shutdown - Loops Filled ......... 3/4 4-5.....................

Cold Sh*;td:wr - loops Not Filled ........, ............ 3/4 4-6...

!

3/4.4.2 SAFETY VALVES

Shutdown .................................................. 3/4 4-7.

Operating .................................................. 3/4 4-8

3/4.4.3 PRESSURIZER ................................................ 3/4 4-9

3/4.4.4 RELIEF VALVES .............................................. 3/4 4-10
*'3.4.4.5 STEAM GENERATORS ............... .............. ..... 3/4 4-11 *'

.....

-
. .

Pressurizer ................................. 7.r. . rrr rr - --3 / 4 4 - 3 5

Overpressure Protection Systems .............. ............. 3/4 4-36

3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS - - - - - - -

'

3/4.5.1 ACCUMULATORS

Cold Leg Injection .......... 3/4 5-1.............................
-

Upper Head Injection ......... . ........................... 3/4 5-3

3/4.5.2 ECCS SUBSYSTEM - T,yg > 350*F ............. 3/4 5-5.......... ..

3/4.5.3 ECCS SUBSYSTEMS - Tavg $ 350 F , 3/4 5-9............. .... ........

3/4.5.4 BORON INJECTION TANK (Unit 1 Only) . . . . . . . 3/4 5-11.......... .....

3/4.5.5 REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANK . . . 3/4 5-12...................... ....

3/.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.1 TUR3INE CYCLE

Safety Valves Turcine Trip on Reactor Trip 3/4 7-1.... .. . ...

Auxiliary Feecwater System ............. ............ 3/4 7-4.. .

Auxiliary Feecwater Condensate Storage System ........ 3/4 7-6(a)... .

Main Steam Line Isolation Valves ...................... .... 3/4 7-8

Atmospheric Dump Valve . . . 3/4 7-Ba.............. ..... ... . .

3/4.7.2 STEAM GENATOR PRESSURE / TEMPERATURE LIMITATION ... 3/4 7-9.. . . .
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SECTION PAGE

3/4 7.3 COMPONENT COOLING WATER SYSTEM ...................... ...... 3/4 7-10

3/4.7.4 NUCLEAR SERVICE WATER SYSTEM ............................... 3/4 7-11

3/4.7.5 STANDBY NUCLEAR SERVICE WATER POND ......................... 3/4 7-12

3/4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS
P

3/4.9.1 BORON CONCENTRATION ........................................ 3/4 9-1

3.4.9.2 INSTRUMENTATION .................................. 3/4 9-2.........

- 3/4.9.8 RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL AND COOLANT CIRCULATION
,

High Water Level ....... ........................... ....... 3/4 9-10-.

Low Water Level .... ........... ....... .... .. ......... . 3/4 9-11

.

_
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TABLE 2-

- TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION PAGES AFFECTED
,

The following'pages of1the Technical Specifications are affected by this
review:-

'

-T.S.' Pages 2-1,
2~ "-~ ' ~ -' ~ ~ ~ ~~~

;
,

TABLE'2.2-1,.T.5. Pages 2-5
'

2-6 1
>

"? 2-7 j
. ,

T.S.-Pages 3/4 1-1,

3/4 1-2- '

.

3/4 1-2a prop'osed--

'. - 3/4'l-6
- ,-

3/4 1-7 !

3/4 1-8-
3/4 1-9
3/4 1-10
3/4'1-11
3/4 1-12-

'
3/4.1-13'

3/4 1-13a)-- .

3/4~1-20a) r
_

- 3/4 -1-21- 4

T,S. Pages- -3/4 2-15 -- .

'16
|-

| TABLE 3.3-1; T.!S..Pages- 3/4 3-2'

-

^

3-3.

.,

L. - 3-4
3-5-

i: 3-6

L' ". TABLE:3.3-2, T.S. Pages 3/4 3-9
3-10

,

p ..

' - ' TABLE:3.3-3, T,S: Pages 3/4 3-16
3-17-
3-18-
3-19
3-20

|3-21
3-22'
3-23 -

t,

L :-. .;

-

, .

.
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TABLE 3.3-4, T.S. Pages 3/4 3-25
3-26
3-27
3-28
3-29

TABLE 3.3-5, T.S. Pages 3/4 3-30
3-31
3-32
3-33

T,S. Pages 3/4 4-1
4-2-

4-3
4-4
4-5 -

4-6 '

4-6(a) proposed
4-7
4-8
4-9
4-10
4-11 -

4-36 '

T.S. Pages 3/4 5-1,
5-2
5-2a) proposed
5-2b) proposed
5-3
5-4
5-4a) proposed
5-4b) proposed
5-5
5-6
5-8
5-9
5-10
5- 11
5-12

T.S. Pages 3/4 7-4
7-5(a) proposed
7-5(c) proposed
7-8
7-8(a) proposed
7-10
7-11
7-12

T. S. 3/4 9-1
9-10
9-11
9-12
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: . t, APPEND 8X A

.

-TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SELECTED RELEVANT REGULATIONS ,

I$611 Title 10--Energy*

mined that there are no unresolved (IXI) The processing. fabrication or
safety issues relating to the additional refining of special nuclear material or
activities that may be authorized pur- the separation of special nuclear mate.
suant to this paragraph that would rial, or the separation of special nucle.
constitute good cause for withholding ar Instertal from other substances by a
authori:stion, prime contractor of the Department

(4) Any activities undertaken pursu. under a prune contract for;
ant to an authottr.ation granted under (A) The performance of work for the
this paragraph shall be entirely at the Department at a United States govern-
risk of the applicant and, except as to ment owned or controlled site:
rnatters determined under paragraphs (B) Research in or development.
(e)(2) a.nd (t)(3hll), the grant of the manufacture, storage. testing or trans.
authort:ation shall have no bearing on
the issuance of 8 construction permit . po n of, atoe weam M cm.
With respect to the requirements of ponents thmot er
the Act, and rules. regulations, or (C) The use or operation of a pro.

orders prornulgated pursuant thereto, duction or util!:ation facility in a

United States owned vehicle or vessel:/($ecs.101,18*. 68 Stat. 936,956, as amended e7
(42 UAC. 2131. 0:3s; anc.102. Pub. L 91
190. 83 Stat. 553 (4 UAC. 4332% sec. 201, as (11) By a prime contractor or subcord
amended. Pub. L 93-438. 88 Stat.1:42. Pub. tractor of the Commission or the De-
L 94-79. 89 Stat. 413 (42 UAC. 5841M sec. partment under a prune contruct or
161 as amended. Pub. L 83-70J. 68 Stat. 948 subcontract when the Cornmhtlon de-
(42 CAC. 2001)) termines that the exemption of the
[21 TR 338. Jan.19.19$6. as amended at 23 prime contractor or subcontractor is
TR 8712. Sept. 9.196o: 33 FR 2381. Jan. 31. authori:ed by law; and that, under the

8
. 21. 7 39 1 5 8. AD . 4. 1 3f terms of the contract or subcontract. -

TR 26:19. July 18.1974: 39 FR 33:02. Sept, there is adequr.te assur%nce that the ,-

18, 1974: 4: TR 2 887. May 6.1977: 43 TR Work thereunder can be accomplished
6924. Pen.17.1978) without undud risk to the pubile

"health and safety;
I 30.11 Exceptions and esemptione from (2XI) The construction or operation

(kensing requirements. of a production or utnization faculty
Nothing in this part shall be deemed for the Department at a United States

to require a license for: government.cwned or controlled site.
(a) The rnanufacture. production. or including the transportation of the

acquisition by the Department of De* production or utu!:stion facility to or
fense of any utili:stion facility author- from such site and the performance of
1:ed pursuant to section 91 of the Act, contract services during temporary in-
or the use of such facility by the De* terruptions of such transpc-tation: or
partment of Defense or by a pelson the construction or operation of a pro-
under contract with and for the w- duction or utnization facility for the
count of the Department of Defense: Department in the performance of re.

(b) Except to the extent that Admin * search in, or development. manufac-,
*

istration facilities of stae types subject ture, storage. testing. or transporta-,

to licensing pursuant to section 200 of tion of. atomic weapons or components
'

the Energy Reorganization Act of thereof: or the use cr operation of a
1974 ' are mvolved; production or utili:stion facility for

the Deparr. ment m a United States
"The Department fac111ttes identified in government. owned vehicle or vessel:

8"uon 202 am Provided. That sucn activities are con-(1) Demonstration 1.lculd Metal Fast ducted by a prime contractor of theBreeder reactors when operated as part of
| the power reneration f ae:11ues of an electric
| utility System. or When operated in any 1975, wnen operated as part of the powet
' other manner for the purpose of demon, generation facilities of an electric utility

strating the suitability for Commeretal ap. system. Or When orersted in anY otD8f
pilCatton of $UCh a reactor. manner for the purpose of demonstrattnl

(2) Other oemonstration nuclear reactors, the suitaculty for com. tere:11 application of
|

eXCept those in eX1stence on January 19. such a reactor.

! 392'
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Chapter I-Nucleet Reguletory Commission $ 30.21

Department under a prime contract meet those needs on a timely basis and
with the Department. delay costs to the applicant and to
(U) The contruction or operation of consumers. -

a production or utuisation faculty by a
- prime contractor or subcontrsetor of Issuance of such an exetuption shall
the Commission or ' the Department not be deemed to constitute a commit.'

under his prime contract or subcon, ment to issue a construction permit.
tract when the= Commission deter. During the period of any exempdon
mines . that the exemption of the . granted pursuant to this paragraph

'

prime contractor or subcontrator is . .(b), any activittee conducted shall be
authorised by law; and that, under the carried out-in such a manner as wiu

. terms of the contract or subcontract, minimise or reduce their environmen.
there is adequate assurance :that the- tal Lm9act. .|
work thereunder can be accomplished (37 m 5144 Mar. 21,1912, as ame'nced as ' 1

without - undue rist i to . the
'

.health and safety.
' public 39 m 28319.Juty 18,1974: 40 m 8789. Mar. ;'-

% 19151
- (c' The transportation or possession
of ".ny production or udlisation facili. .164.13 Attacks and destructive acts by en.

; ty by a common or contract carrier or emies of the t'nited States: and defense
* : warehousemen in the regular course-- activities. 3 .

'. of carriage for another or storage inct. - An apolicant for a license to conc
dont thereto.' struct and operate a production or ud.,

(40 FR 8784. Mar. 2.19151 - lisation facility. or for an amendment
.

- tn such license, is not required to pro. .
.,

- I $0.12 Speetfle esemptions. - vide for design features or other mess. .

S(a) The Commission may, upon ap.! uros for the specific purpose of protec.
plication by any interested persot' or Mon against the effects of (a) attacks

upon its own inittauve, grant such ex. and destructive- acts, including sabo.

empdens from the requirements of tage, directed against- the faculty by
the regulauons in this part as it deter. an enemy of the United States, wheth.' |a

' mined are authortsed by law and win er a: foreign government or other i

' not endanger life or property or the person or (b) use or deployment of
.

: common defense and security and'are weapons incident to U.S. defense activ.
'otherwise in the public interest. ities.

M (b) Any person may request an ex. (22 FR 13448. 5eos. 28,19eT1emption permitting the conduct of ac.
tivities prior to the lasuance of a con * Ct astricArrow uro DssenIrr:oM or

; struction permit prohibited by'l 30.10. I.tcznsas -; The Comminaion may grant such an -
exemption upon considerms and tal. 5 30.20 Two cleos o(licensee. . 1
ancing the following factors:3

(1) Whether conduct of the proposed : I.lcenses wiu be issued to named pet.
activides will give rise to a significant sons applying to the ! Commluion

adverse impact on the environment therefor. and will be either class 104 or
and 'the nature and extent of suen. ' class 103. ,.

15A21. h W Unnwf for meecal'dhe redress of any adverse thermer sad research esd development
environment-tmpact from conduct of

I**INU**' "

the proposed activities can reasonably
be eifected should such redress be nec. A class 104 license wul be issued. to

. an appucant who quaufles, for any oneassary:
. ..

. 3) Whether conduct of the proposed or more of the following: to transfer or(
activities would forecMse subsequent receive in interstate commerce, manu.

,

adoption of alternatives; and - -facture, produce. transfer.- acquire.s
' '(4) The effect of delay in conducting . possess, or use.

- such activities'on the pubuc interest. (a) A utilization facility for use in
. -including the power needs to be used _ medical therapy; or -

by the proposed facility, thr ~ silabil* (b)(1) A production or utill:ation fa.|~ 'Ity of alternative sources, u any, to cility the construction or operation of
,

|c

L 393 -
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(4) The infortnation described in minimum information be includede

paragraphs (aM1) and (2) of this sec. shall consist of the foltos..tg:
tion shall be submitted as a separate (1) A description and an.fety assen.
document prior to any other part of ment of the alte on which the facility
the license application as provided in is to be located, with appropriate at.
paragraph (b) and in accordance with tention to features affecting facility
12.101 of this chapter. design. Special silention should be di.

(b) Except as provided in paragraph rected to the site evaluation factors
(d). any person whd applies for a clas3 1dentitled in Part 100 of this chapter,
103 construction permit for a nuclear Such sanessment shall cantain an anal.
power renc*or on or af ter July 28.1975 ysis and evaluation of the major struc.
still submit the document titled "In' tures, systems and components of the
formation Requested by the Attorney f acility which bear significantly on the . .

General for Antitrust Review" at leut acceptability of the site under the alte '

nine (9) months but not more than eve,luation factors identilles in Part
thirty six months prior to the date of 100 of this chapter, assuining that the
submittal of any part of the applica. facility will be operated at the ulti.
Lion for a class 103 construction mate power level which is contemplat.

E'*u' eserved! ed by the applicant. With respect to
(c) (R operation at the proleeted initial
(d) Any person who applies for a power level, the app!! cant la requiredclass 103 construction permit for a nu. to subn miomation pruertM m

clear power reactor pursuant to the paragraphs (ax2) through (8) of thisprovisions of i 2.101(a 1) and Subpart
F of Part 2 of this chapter shall section, as well u the information re-
submit the document title ''Informa. quared by this paragraph, in support
tion Requested by the Attorney Gen. of the application for a construction
eral for Antitrust Review" at leut D' NIL.
nm*> (9) months but not more than (2) A summary desenption and dis.

thirty.six months prior to the filing of cussion of the factitty, with special at.
part two or part three of the applica. tention to design and operating char.
Lion, whichever part is filed first, as actertatics, unusual or novel design
spectfled in i 2.101(a-1) of this chap. features, and principal safety constoer.
ter, attons.
(e) Any person who applies for n (3) The preliminary design of the fa.

class 103 construction permit for a cility including:
uranium enrichment or fuel reprocess. (1) The principal design criterta for
ing platit shall subnut such informa* the fact!!!y ' Appendix A. General
tion u may ne requested by the Attor. Design Critetta for Nuclear Power
ney Genera! for antitrust review, u a Plants, establishes minimum require.
separate document u soon u poulble tc.t.ats for the principal design critoria
and in accordance with I 2.101 of this for water. cooled nuclear power plants
chapter, similar in design and location to plants
(Sec.102. Pub.1. 91 190. 83 Stat sS3 (43 for which construction permits have
U.S.C. 43323: sec. 201. as amended. Pub.1. preytously been issued by the Commis.
93-438, as Stat.1252. P- 1. 94-19 se Stat. slon and provides guidartce to appil.
413 (42 U.S.C. satt): canta for construction permits in es.
[39 P'It 34306. Sept. 26.1974, as amenced at tablishtng principal design critetta for
42 rn 2:ssi. May 6.1977 42 rn :$1:1. May other types of nuclear power units;

| 19.1977: 43 rn 4et16. Oct. 25,1978: 44 Pft
| 80710. Oct. 2*.,19791

'The applicant may provide information
| l $0.34 Contents of applications; technleal required by thu paragraph m me form of a
l infort: Won. atacussion with spectne references, of sima.

) argues to and differences from. factitttes of
(a) Prvisminary sa/cly an(dysts atmtlar denten for wmch appiteations have

report. Each applicstlon for a con. previously been filed with the Comm.asten,
struction permit shall include a pre. *0eneral design ertteria for chemical

11minary safety analysis report. The] processms f aciltues are tems developeo.

| 300 *
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|H.34 Title 10-Energy

(11) The design bases and the rela. the quality assursnee program for a
tion of the design bases to the princl. nuclear power plant or a fuel repro.
pai design criteria; cessing plant shall include a discussion

(111) Information relative to materi. of how the applicable requirements of
als of construction. general arrange. Appendix B will be sathfied.
ment, and approximate dimensions. (8) An Identification of those strue.
sufficient to provide tensonable assur. tures, systema, or components of the
ance that the final design will conform fact!!ty. If any which require research
to the design bases with adequate and development to confirm the ade.
margin for sr.fety. Quacy of their design: and identifica.

(4) A pre!!minary analysts and evalu, tion and description of the researth
atton of the design anc performance and development program which will

*
of structures, systems, and ' ompo. be conducted to resolve any safety-

nents of the facility with the objective questions associated with such strue.

of sa6essing the risit to p,ublic health tures systems or components: and a
,

and safety resulting from operation of schedule of the research and develop.
the facility and itecluding determina. ment program showing that such
Lion of (1) the margins of safety during safety cuestions will be resolved at or
normal operations and transient condi. before the latest date stated in the ap.
tions anticipated during the life of the p!! cation for completion of construe.
f acility, and (11) the adequacy of struc. tion of the tact!!!y.
tures. Aystems, and components pio. (9) The technical qualifications of

. Viced for the prevention of accidents the appilcant to ens: age in the pro.
and the mitigation of the conse. posed activttles in accordance with the -

quences of accidents. Analyse and regulations in this chapter. '

evaluation of ECCS cooling perform. (10) A discussion of the applicant's
ance following postulated loss of cool. preliminary plans for coping with
ant accidents shall be performed in ac. emergencies. Appendix E sets forth
cordance with the requirements of items which shall be included in these
i 80.46 of this part for facilities for plana,
which construction permits may be (t!) On or after February 8.1979
lasued after December 28.1974. applicants who apply for construction

(8) An identification and justifica. permita for nuclear powerplants to be
,

tion for the selection of those varia. built on multlunit attes shall identify |
bles conditions or other items which potential hazards to the structures. I

'are determined as the result of pre. systems and components important to
ilminary safety analysts and evalua. safety of operating nuclear facilities
Lion to be probable subjects of technl. from construction methidea. A discus.
cal spectflcations for the facility with slon shall also be included of any man. I

special attention given to those items agerial and administrative controls I
which may significantly influence the that will be used during construction I
final design: Provided however. That to assure the safety of the operating i
this requirement is not applicable to unit,

an application for a construction (b) Ptnal safety anchsis report.
permit filed prior to January 16. 1960. Each application for a license to oper.
(6) A preliminary plan for the appil. ate a facility. shall include a final

lcant's organization, training of person. safety analysts report. The final safety i

nel, and conduct of operations. analysts report shall include Informa.
L7) A description of the quality as. . tion that desertbes the facility, pre-

surance program to be applied to the sents the design bases and the !!mits
design, fabrication, construction, and on its operation, and presents a safety i

testing of the structures, systems, and analysts of the structures, systems. I

components of the facility. Appendix and components and of the facility as
.

B. '' Quality Assurance Criteria for Nu. ; whole, and shall include the follow. I.

clear Power Plants and Puel Repro. Ing: I

cessing Plants." sets forth the require. (1) All current Information such as 1

ments for quality assurance programs the results of environmental and me. I

for nuclear power plants and fuel re. teorological monitoring programs,
processing plants. The description of which has been developed since issu.
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Chapter I-Nvsteer lleguletery Commiulen f $0.34

ance of the construction permit. relst. (6) A description and evaluation of
|

.

Ing to site evaluation factors identitled the results of the appilcant's pro. I

in Part 100 of this chapter, grams, including research and develop.'

(2) A description and analysis of the ment. If my, to demonstrate that any
structures, systems, and components safety questions identified at the con.
of the facility, with empheals upon struction permit stage have been te.

performance requirements, the bases, solved. 1

with technic.I justification therefor, (6) The following Information con. |

upon which such requirements have cerning facility operation:
been established, ud the evaluations (!) The applicant's organir.ational

,

required to show that safety functions structure, allocations or responsibil.-

will be accomplished. The description Itles and authorities, and personnel

shall be sufficient to permit under. , Qualifiestions requirements.
standing: of the system designs and (11) Manasertal and administrative .

4

their relationship to. safety evalua. controls to be used to assure safe oper. .

tions. ation. Appendix D. " Quality Anurance
(1) Por nuclear reactors, such items Critena for Nuclear Power Plants and

as the reactor core reactor coolang Puel Reprocessing Piants." seta forth

system. Instrumentation and control the requirementa for such controls for
nuclear power planta and fuel repro.systems, electrical systema, contain,

ment system, other engineered safety cessing plants.The Information on the
controls to be used for a nuclear powerfeatures, auxillary and emergency sys.

tems. power conversion systems, radio. plant or a fuel reprocessing plant shall
active waste bandling systems, and include a discussion of how the april. '

fuel handling systems sha!! be dis, cable requirements of Appendix B will

(1 ) I for preoperational testir.g
( !! her th nue ear And initial operations. .

resctors, such items as the chemical. (lvi Plans for conduct of normal op-
.

physical, metallurgical, or nuclear erstions. Including maintenance, sur.
process to be performed, instrumenta. veillAnce, and periodic testing of strue.
tion. and control systems, ventilatie enres, systems, and components.
and filter systems, electrical systems. (V) Plans for coping with emergen.
auxillary and emergency systems, and cles, which shall include the items
radioactive waste handling systems ppectfled in Appendix E.
shall be discussed insofar as they are (vi) Proposed technical specifications

() kinds and quantitles of rs. h$"m# nts of 0,
dioactive materials expected to be pro * (vt!) On or after February 5.1979,
duced in the operation and the means applicants who apply for operating |1
for controlling and limiting radioactive cennes for nuclear powerplants to be

'

effluents and radiation exposures operated on multlunit sites shall m.
within the limits set forth in Part 20 elude an evaluation of the potential
of this chapter, hasards to the structures, systems, and

(4) A finattualula and evaluation of componenta important to safety of op.
the design and perfonnance of strue, erating units resulting from construe.
tures, systems, and componenta with tion activities, as well as a description
the objective stated in paragraph of the managertal and acmtmstrative
tax 4) of this section And takinLin10 controls to be used to provide assur.
MegynLgrty petiptntAformatipn de. ance that the limiting conditions fort

velopelt.sjnce_ti)e submittal of the pie. operation are not exceeded as a result
lisinac.a IttLADAlnia nppn. Analy. of construction activities at the mul.
sts and evaluation of ECCS cooling tlunit sites.
performance following postuisted loss- (7) The technical gus,lifications of

of coolant accidents shall be pet. the applicant to engage in the pro.
formed- in accordance with the re. posed activities in accordance with thej
quirementa of 150.46 for faci!!Lles for regulations in this chapter.

,

I whlen a license to operate may be (8) A description and plans for im.
| Issued af tet December 28.1974. piementation of an operator requaltfl.
|-
| 401
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[ 50.34o Title 10-Energy I
connected to the contaltVnent atmos- tions thereof, th&L underlie the corre.
phere, t1114.1) sponding SRP teceptance criterts !
(vtu Provide a description of the (3) The..ERP.w,a J6svg.dlp,3sJMah

mananment plan for design and con- criter% .thtL thA.JULC..&.all .intetics to I
'

struction nettvitics, to include: ( A) The uns".Irr evaluating-whether-arr appil.
organitational and management strue. cet/lleensee me"'" 9 C=malan's
ture singularly responsible for direc- regultuosw.The SRP-lo not s su7m$
tion of design and construction of the tute for the retultuons...tnd eempil.

|proposed plant: G) technical rea ance is not.& recuiremer 6r hepHeants
sourect director by the appileant; (C) thMI !dentify diiferences from the
detatis of the internetton of design and SRP tceeptance criteria and evaluate *

construction within the applicant's or* how the proposed Alternatives to the
gantr.ation and the manner by which SRP critent provide an neceptable
the appiletrit will ensure close intesTa- method of complying 5sth the Com-
uon of the arthitect engineer and the mission's regulations,'

nuclear sicam supply vendor; (D) pro-
posed procedures for hudling the (Sees 181b 1811. Pub. L 83 703, 88 Stat.
trsnsttlon to operation; (D the cerree $4ds 'tf. 8 '2Qs f]oY3

ss
2 g,

of top level management overnight and 6644t sec. 7. Poo. L 93 377. 68 Stat. 475:
technical control to be eXerclaed by sec. isit. Pua. L 83 703. 68 Stas. 948 (43
the appilcant during design and con * U.S.C.12011)
strucuen. Including the preparstion f 33 PFL 18612. Det 17.1968, as arnended at
and implement &u0n of procedurea 34 P3 6037. Aor. 3.1969. 34 Pit 6770. Aor,
necess&ty to in11(It the effort. (II.J.3.1) ::3,196p: 36 PR 104e9, June 27.1970: 38 TR'

(g) Con 7dridence"with Tte Standarti 19667. Dec. 24.1970: 30 Pfl 3258. Feb. 20.'.

Ahw T b s h.s M )ap W cm pns 1971: 38 774 4861. Mar.13.1971: 36 rn
go j p a'a* "" "* E po,necc ,1p201 Sept.11.1971)
pts.nt operating h btTOetAl, NtrrE Por hddluonal PRDAl.

W Z .M Bh&ll Lnclude an eVMuha Rec!*Tu ettauons affecting 180.34 see the
Lion of the facility setirist the Stand. L18% of CYR s*cuons Affected in the Pinding
trd Reyww Plan (SRP) in effect on Aids secuen of this volume.
May 17,1982 or the SRP revision in 8 60.34s Diesen othetivu for equipmenteffect six months prior to the docket

I' ""L*I "I'"*" *' "dI'*'d" ***date of the application, whichever us
ggg,7, rtal in effluents -nuclete power rete.

' 8 "'(11) Applications for light 5 ster
Soled nuclear power plant construc- (a) An appliettion for a permit to

Won permits, manufacturing Ilcermes. coruttruct a nuclear power reactor
and ereliminary or final design nopro. shall include a desertption of the pre-
vals for standard plants docketed af ter Ilminary desigTt of equipmerit to be in.
May 17. *,982 shall include an evalun. stalled to maintain control over radio,
tion of the facility act. inst the SRP in A !ve materials in gaseous and liquid
effect on May 17,1982 or the SRP re. effluents produced during normal re-
vision in effect six months prior to the actor operauort including expected
docket date of the application. Which- operational occurrences. In the case of
ever is later, an applicadon flied on or after Janu.

(2) The evtlnation required by this' try 3.1971, the application shall also
section shall include an identification identify the design objectives, and the
and description of sll differences in ' means to be employed. for keeping
design features, analytical techniques, levels of radioactive matertal in el-
snd procedural measures proposed for fluents to unrestricted s.reas as low as
a facility ana those corresponding fes. is reasonably schlevable. The term "as
tures, techniques, and measures given low as is reasonably achievable" as
in the SRP teceptance criterf t. Where used in this part mes.ns as low as is
such a difference exists, the evalun. reasonably achievable taking into ac.
tion shall discuss how the alternadve count the state of technology, and the
proposed provides an acceptable economics of improvemerts in relation
method _ of complying with those rules to benefits to the public health and
or reguladons of Commission, or por- safety and other societal and socioeco-
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(b) A construction permit will consS tions. The technical specifications will
tute an authorization to the applicant be derived from the anaJysn M mh
to proceed with construction but will untion included in~ ine safety _atja(ntss

*not constitute Commission approval of muu. ana arnenctnents .tnereto. sub-
~~T[EJ pursuant to j 50.34. The Com.the safety of any design feature or ms

specification unless the appilcant spe- missioTm'ay,Meldde such additional
cifically rcQuests such approval s.nd technical specifications as the Com-'

such approval is incorporated in the mission finds sporopriate,'

permit. The app!! cant. tr. his optien. (c) Technical specifications will in.
may request such approvals in the ciude iterns in the following cati ~gTiies,
construction permit or, from time to (1) Ja/ety limit.s. limiting so/ety
time, by amendment of his construc- system sellings, and limiting control
tion permit. The Commission may. In settings. (t)(A) Safety limits for nucle-
its discretion, incorporate !n any con * tr reactors are !!mits.upon important-
struction perrait provtstons requiring process varltbles which are. found to
the applicant to furnish periodic re*, be necenstry to reasonably protect the
ports of thr: progress and results of re* Integrity of certain of the physleal
search &nd development programa de* barriers which guard attinst the un.
signed to resolve safety questions. controlled relesse of radioactivity, !!

(c) Any construction permit will be any safety limit is exceeded, the renc-
subject to the limitation that a license tor shall be shut down. The licensee
authorizing operation of the facility shall notify the Commission, review
will not be issued by the Commission the matter and record the results of
until (1) the appilcant has submitted the review, including the cause of the
to the Commission, by trnendrnent to condition and the basis for corrective*

the appliettion, the complete final setton taken to preclude reoccurrence,
safety analysts report portions of Operation shall not be resumed until
which may be submitted and evalutt. authorized by the Commission.
ed from time to time, and (2) the Com' (B) Safety limits for fuel reprocess-
mission has found that the finst ing plants are those bounds 'vithin
design provides reasonable assurance which the process vvlables must be
that the health sad safety of the maintained for adequate control of
public will not be endangeted by oper* the operation Eno which must not be*

Etion of the fact!!ty in acetadance with exceeded in order to protect the inter.
the requirements of the license and rity of the phystett system which is
the regulations in this chapter, designed to guard agtmst the uncon-
(Sec.186. 68 Stat 956; 42 U.S.C. 2:38) trolled release of radioactivity. !! Eny

(21 FR 12318. Dec. 29,1962, as amended ag sMlety limit for a fuel reprocessing
31 FR 12780. Sept. 20.1966; 36 FR 5318, plant is exceeded. Corrective action
Mar. 31.1970; 35 FH 6644. Apr. 25.1970; 33 shall be takta as stated in the techni-
FR D461.Juif 7.1970) cal specification or the affected part

of the process, or the entire process if
9 60.08 Technical specifications, required, shall be shut down. Unless
(at Each appl:ctnt for a license such action would further reduce the

, authorizing operation of a production margin of safety. The licensee shall
or utilization facility shall include in notily the Commission. review the
his application proposed technlett matter and record the results of the
specifications in accordance with the review, including the cause of the con-
requirements of this section. A sum- df tlon and the basis for corrective
mary statement of the bases or ret. action taken to preclude reoccurrence.
sons for such specifications, other If a portion of the' process or the
than those covering administrative entire process has been shut down. op-
controls, shall also be included !n the erstion shall not be resumed until tu-
application, but shall not become part thorized by the Comtnission.
of the technical specifications. (!!X A) Limiting safety. system set-
(b) Each license authorizing oper. tings for nuclear reactors are settings

allon of a production or utilization fa- for automatic protective devices feltt.
cil!!y of a type described in 150.21 or ed to those varisWs having signifl.

,

! l 50.22 will include technical specifica. cant safety functions. Where a limit.
l
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Ing safety system setting is speelfled any remedial action permitted by the
for a varir.ble on which a safety !!mit technical specification until the condi.
has been placed, the setting shall be so a tion ca.n be met. In the case of either a
chosen that num*Uc protective nuclear reactor or a fuel reproccasing
action will corr'ect the abnormal situa. Plant, the licensee shall notify the
tion before a safety limit la exceeded. Commission, review the matter and
If. during operation the automatic record the results of the review, in.
safety system does not function as re. cluding the cause of the condition and
quired. the licensee shall take appro- the basis for corrective action taken to
priate action. which may include sApt- preclude reoccurrence,
tinj,down the reactor. He shall notify (3) Jurveillance recuirementa Sur.
the Commission, review the matter veillance requirements are req'ure.
and record the results of the review. ments relating to test. calibration or
including the cause of the condition inspection to assure that the necessary
and the basis for corrective action . Quality of systems and components is
taken to preclude reoccurrence.' maintained. that facility operation will

(B) !,ltniting control settings for fuel be within the safety limits snd that
reprocessing plants are settings for the limiting conditions of operation
automatic slarm or protective devices will be met.
related to those vartables having sig* (4) Detten features. Design features
nificant safety functions. Where a to be included are those features of
limiting control setting is specifled for the facility such as materials o.f con.
a variable on which a safety limit, has struction and geometric arrangementa,
been placed, the setting shall be so
chosen that protective action either * which, if altered or modified, wouldhave a significant effect on safety and
automatic or manual, will correct the are not covered in categories deceribed
abnormal situation before a safety

in naragraphs (c) (1). (21. and (3) of
!!mit is exceeded.11. during operation, this section.
the automatic alarm or protective de.

(5) Administratice controlJ. Admin.vices do not function as required, the
licensee shall take appropriate action 1strative controls are the provisions re.

lating to organization and manage,to maintain the variables within the
limiting control. setting values t.nd to ment, procedures. recordkeeping,
repair promptly the automatic devices review and audit, and reporting neces
or to shut down the affected part of stry to assure operation of the facility
the process and, if retuired, to shut in a safe mannn;
down the entire process for repair of (d)(1) This section shall not be
automatic devices. The licensee shall deemed to modify the technical spect.
notify the Commission, review the fications included in any license issued
matter, and record the results of the prior to January 16.1960. A. license in
review, including the cause of the con. which technical spectflcations have
dition and the basis for corrective not been designated shall be deemed.

action taken to preclude reoccurrence, to include the entire &&fety analysis
(2) Limiting condiffons for oper. report as technical specifications.

Affon.1.lmiting conditions for oper. (2) An applicant for a license author.
atton are the lowest functional e3p.a , tzing operation of a production or uti..

bQtt1,gr performance Yvels of equit. Itzation facility to whom a construe.
ment required for safe opela'II~oh~'ou tion permit has been issued prior to
the Tahility. When a !!miting condittori January lo.1969, may submit technt.
for operation of a nuclear reactor is cal specifications in accordance with
not met, the licensee shall shut down this section, or in accordance with the

the reactor or follow any remedial requirements of this part in effect
action permitted by the technical spect prior to January 16.1960.
If! cation until the condition can be (3) At the initiative of the Comirits.
met. When a limiting condition for op, 'sion or the licensee, any license may
eration of any process ste9 in the be amended to include technical speci.
system of a fuel reprocessing plant is i fications of the scope and content
not met, the licensee shall shut down which would be required if a new 11
that part of the operation or follow cense were being issued.
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8 50 'tA Incligibility of r?rtain applict.nta. (d) Any applicable troutrementi, of

Any person who la a citizen, nation. Part $1 have b ren satisfied.
al. or agent of a foreign country, or (21 PTt 256. Jan.19.1966. u amenced at as
any corporation. or other entity which TR 1:7:1. July 7.1971: 30 rn 06 i9. July
the Commission k. nous or has reason 18.19M; 47 TR 13754. Idar. 31.19821
to believe is owned, controlled, or i
dominated by an alien. a foreign cor. I5011 Additional standards for clann 104
poration, or a foreign government. licenses.
shall be ineligible to apply for and in determining that a class 10411
obtain a lleense. cense will be lasurd to art applicant.

(Sec.161, as kmendec. Pub. L 83-703. 68 the Commission will in addition to ap.
S tat. 94 8 (42 U.S.C. 2201); sec. 201. as plying the standards set f o e'.h in
amenced. PutL L 93 438, 86 Stat.1243 (42 150.40 be guided by the followmg con.
U.S.C. S841D . sideratfons:
f 21 PR 3$$. Jan.16.1968, as amended at 43 (a) The Commisalon will permit the
in 6924.Feb.17,1978) widest amount of effective medical

therapy possible with the amount of
I f,0.39 l'ubile inspection os applicationn. special nuclear matertal available for

Applications and documents sttbmit. such purposes.
Led to the Commission in connection (b) The Commission will permit the
with appilcations may be made avalla. conduct of widespread and diverse re.
ble for public inspection in accordance search and development
with the provtsions of the regulations (c) An application for a class 104 op.
contained in Part 2 of this chapter. 'erating !! cense as to which a person

who intervened or sought by timely
STANDARDS roR LICENSES AND written nottee to the Commission toConstaccTron Prnwits intervene in the construction permit

9AA.10 Common standerda, proceeding foe' the facility to obtain a
determination of antitrust consider.

In determining that a license will be attons or to advance a jurisdictional
lasued to an applicant. the Commis* basis for such determination has re.
slon will be guided by the following Quested an antitrust review under sec.
considerations: tion ?OS of the Act within 25 days

(a) The processes to be performed. after the date of publication in the
| the oprating procedures, the facility PtDr.llAs, Rrossita of nottee of filing of

and eautpment, the use of the facility, the application for an operating 11and other technical specifications, or cense or December 19.1970, whichever
the proposals, in regard to any of the is later is also subject to the provi.foregoing collectively provide reason. siens of 150A2tbl.able assurance that the app!! cant will
comply with the regulations in this (41 U.S.C. 2133 2135. 2239)

,
chapter. Including the regulations in I:1 rn 355, Jan.19.1956. as amended at 38

| Part 20 and that the health and rn 19860. Dec. 29.1910)
' safet of the public will not be endan. 0 02 ' ,tdditional standerde for rians 103,

(b) The applicant is technically and hunan.
financially qualified to engage in the In determining whether a class 103
proposed activttles in accordance with - license will be issued to an appilcant.

,

the regulations in this chapter. How. the Commation will m addition to ap.'

ever, no consideration of financial plymg the standards set forth m
qualifications is necessary for an elec. i $0.40 be O.Jed by the following
tric utility appilcant for a license for a considerations:
production or utlitzation f acility of the tal The proposed activilles will serve
type described in i 50.21(b) or i 50 22 a useful purpose proportionate to the

(c) The issuance of a license to the quantitles of special nuclear matertal
applicant will not. In tho opinion of or source material to be utillzed.
the Commission, be lnlmical to the (b) Due account will be taken of the
common defense and security or to the advice provided by the Attorney Gen-
health s.nd safety of the public, eral. pursuant to subsection 105c of
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the genert! retutrements of Critens . (2) A comburtible tu centrol system
41. 42 and 43 of Appendix A to this ip & system that operates af ter & LOCA
part. If a purge system is used u part to rnMatstn the concentrations of
of the repressuntation system the combustible gues within the contMn.
purge system shtt! be designed to con. tnent, such as hydrogen. below flam.
form with the genert! reuutrements of mability limitt, ComDustible gas con.
Criteria 41. 42 and 43 Of AlpentLtx A trol systems are of two types: (1) Sys.
to this part. The contunment shall tems that Mlow controlled release
not be repressunzed beyond 60 per. frorn cents.tnment. through filters tf
tent of the contunrnent deAlan pres. necessary, such u purging systems
gggg, and rtyressurf24 tion systems, and (11)

(g) !"or facilites with respect to systems that do not result in a signiti.
t releue from containment such aswhich the notice of hetrms on the sp.

C&f'otnbmus.plic& tion for & constructort permit Tas Me
published on or before December 22 (3) A purging system is a system for

,

1968 If the combmed rad 1& tion dose at the controlled releue of the contain. :

the low popul6 tion gone outer bound. fr.ent atmosphere to the environment
. try from purgms tand reoressurma. _ through filters if nudm

(4) A repressurtr.ation system is a -tion if a repressurtsation system la pro.
vided) and the postulatec LOCA calcu. system used -to dilute the concentra.
1ated in accordance with i 100.11(tX:) tion of combustible gas within centun-*

of this chapter is less tbkn 28 rem to tnent by EMas mut gas or att to the
containment. Dilution of the combus.the whole body and less than 300 rem ,

lible gas results 10 & delay in timeto the thyroid, only a purgmg system until a flammable concentrauon isla necessary, provided that the purging
system and any filtration system uso. reached and permits fission productdecay. Operstion is limited to 4 con 4
cisted with it are designed to conform
with the general requirernents of Cn. tamment npnssumsuott to $0 pn.

unt of the contsmment design omteria 41, 42. &nd 43 of Appendix A to
sum. A purgmg system is nonnauythis part. Otherwise, the facility shall Part of the repnasunzation system,be provided with another type of com.

bustible ses control system (& repres. tSec.161. u amenced. Pub.1. s3 703, et
surtsstion system is neceptable) de. 8164. 948 (42 U.S.C. 2:0lt sec. 201, as

signed to confonn with the genersi ry, amende.a. Pub.1. es 43s. as Stst.12s3. Pub.
QutMments of Critena 41. 42, and 43 of 1. e4 79. H ntal. 413 H2 ES.C. 6641n
Appendix A to this part. If a purge (43 PR 401:3. Oct. M.1975 as amenced at
system is used as part of the repressur. 46 m Satst. Dec. 2.19:11
it.htlon system. It an&ll be designed to
conform with the general require. 9 60.45 Standartie for construction per.
ments of Crtterta 41,42, and 43 of Ap. mits.
pendix A to this part. The contMn. An applicant for a license or in
ment shall not be repressurized Amendment of a license who proposes
beyond 60 percent of the containment to construct or o!er & production or
design pressure. Utillsation facility will be init1&lly

th) As used in this section: (1) Des.-- granted a construction permit, if the
,

radation, but not tots.1 Intlure, of - Spplication la in conformity with and i
'

etnergency core cooling functoning &cceptable under the critent of
means that the performance of the il 50.31 througn 50.38 and the stattd.
emergency core cooling system na pos. trds of Il 60.40 through 50.43.
tulated for purposes of design of the
combustible gts control system, not to I60.44 Acceptaneo criterte for emergency
eneet the neceptance criterts in i 60.46 **'' ***II"8 'r'''** I'' II8 h8 * *'''

.and that there could be localized clad nuclear power reactort
inen.mg and metal water reacticm to tax 1) Except u prendt.d in para.
the extent postulated in paragraph (d) grsch TEX 2) and (3) of this sectlerL

- of this section. The degree of perform. each boiling and preuunzed light.
sacs degradation is not postulated to water nucirst power reactor fueled
be sufficient to cause core meltdown. with uranium oxide pellets withm cy.
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Lindrical Ziresloy cladding shall bel complete it. The Director of Regus,
providtd with an ernergency core cool. tien of the Atomic Energy Cornmmon
irs sistem (ECCS) which shall be de- shnu have caused notice of such a re.
signed such that its eticulated cooling Quest to be published promptly a th,
performance following postulated loss. PertaAL Rrotstra; such notice snan

have prtmoed for the submtssion etof. cools.nt scendents conforms to the i

enteria set forth in paragraph (b) of it.rnments by interested oerso,a
this section. ECC3 cooling perfortn- wrthin a tLme penod estto1 Lance gy
ance shall be cWeutsted an accortis.nce the Director of ReguAtton. !!. upon -

with m teceptabic evaluation model. teviewmg the foregotng rubmastors.
anc sha3 be calculatert for a number the Director of Regulation conc!ucco
of postu!&ted loss.of coolant &ccident.s that Ecod cause had been shown for
of dt!!erent sizes, locations. And other ,an exter.ston. he may have~ extenceo
properties sufhcient.to provide sasur- the six month pened for the shcrtest
ance that the enttre spectrum of ims. s,cditiont! time writch in his juttgment
tulated loss.of coolant accidents to cov- win be necet.se.ry to enable the bcensee
ered. Appendit K. ECCS Evaluation te furnish the subnur.stons reautrec ay
Models, sets forth certain required and parngrsch (EM:MLi) of this section. Re-
acceptable features of evtluttion Querts for extensions of the sta. month
modals. Conformance with the enteria penod submitted under this subetra.
set forth in parngraph (D) of this sec. graph will have been ruled upon my
tion with ECCS coollns performance the Director of Regulation pnor to ex.
calcu;&ted in accordance with An nc. piration of that pertod. s'

,

cept &ble evaluation model, may re. Oy) Upon submission of the evalua.
Quite that restnettons be traposed on tion required by parngraph (&X:Xtt) of
reactor operation. this section (or unc;er paragtson
(2) With respect to reactors for (SH 2 Kill). tf the six month penod is

wh!ch operating Ucennes have prev). extended) the !bellity shall continue
ously been lasued and for which oper. or cornmence operation only withth
atmg licenses may issue on or before the limits of both the proposed technb
December 28,19741 cal spectitcations or license amend.

(1) The time within which &ctions re- ments subrnitted in accordance with
Qutred or permitted uhder this pars- this paragraph (aH2) and EU technical
graph (ax2) must occur shall begin to specifications or license conditions
run on February 4,1974. previously imposed by the Atomie

(11) Within tax moriths followtrag the Energy Commisaton, including the re.
date spectiled In paragraph (aH2XD of Qattemer.ta of the Intenm Pe!!cy
this section an eVLluation ;n &ccord. Statement (June 29, 1971. 36 FR
ance with paragraph (ItX11 of this sec. 12148) as amended December 18. 1971,
tion ahtL1 have been subtnitted to the 38 FR :4082).
Director of Regulhtton of the Atonuc m Further restrtettons on reacter
Energy Comm6ssion The evaluation oper& tion will be imposed Lf it ta found
shall have been arcornpanied by such that the erstuat10ns sur.mitted under
proposed changes in technleal stsectfl. ps.rsgraphs (ax:) (in and (tLD of this
estioru or liceMe &mtudments sa tasy sect!on are not consistent with para.
be necessary to bring reactor oper. graph (EH1) of this section and as a
*Llon in confortnity with paragraph result such restrictions are reqvtred to
(&K1) of this section, protect the public health and safety.

(11D Any llett.see m&& have request. (vi) Exemptions from the operating
ed En extennion of the s!I. month requirements of paragraph (aX:Xlvi
penod referred to in paragraph of this section may be granted for
(nX2XtD of this section for good cause, good cause. Requesta for euch exemp.
Any such request shall have been sub. tion shall be submitted not less than
mitted not less than 46 chyli pnor .. 45 days prior to the date upon whica
exptrttlen of the ala. month period. the plant would otherwise be required
s,nd sh&ll have been accompanied by to operate in &ccordance with the pro-
tificavits showing precuely why the cedures of said paragraph (&X Xtv) of
evtluntlen ;s not complete and the this section. Any such request shnu be
minimum time Delieved necesss.r/ to filed with the Secretary of the Com.
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mission, wno sht!! cause notace of its ed to occur, the inside surfaces of the
receipt to be published prornpuy in cladding shall be included in the ox1
the Protut RtclsTrn; such notice dation, beginning at the calculated
shall provide for the submission of time of rupture. Cladding thickness
commenta b-/ interested persons before oxidation means the radial dis-
within 14 days following Prntut. Rro- tance from tralde to outalde the clad.
tstra publication. The Director of Nu- ding. Mter any calculated rupture or
clear Reactor Regulation shall submit swetling has occurred but before sig- -

his views as to any requested exemp- nificant oxidation. Where the calculat-
tion within five days following expirs- ed conditions of transient pressure and
tion of the cornment penod. temperature lead to a prediction of
(vt!) Any request for an exemption cladding swelling, with or without

submitted under paragraph (t)(2)(vi) cladding rupture, the unexidtted chd-
of this section must show, with appro- ding thletness shall be defined as the-

prtate affidavits and technical submis- cladding cross sectional tret. taken at -

stons, that it would be un the pub!!c in- A hortzontal p!&ne at the elevation of
terest to 3.110w the licensee a spectfled the rupture, if it occurs. Or at the e!e-
Edditional period of time within which vation of the highest cladding tem-
to E!Let the operation of the fac111ty L't perature if no rupture is calculated to
the ruanner required by paragraph occur divided by the average circurn-
( A)(2)(lv) of this section. The recuest lerence at that elevation. For ruptured
shall also include a discussion of thi cladding the circumference does not
alterntuves available for establishing include the rupture opening. .

compliance with the rule. (3) Martmum hydrogen pentration.
,*

(3) Construction permits rnay have The calculated total amount of hydro-
been issued after December 28. 1973 gen generated from the chemical rese-
but befor's December 28, 1974 subject tion of the cladding with water or

*to Eny applicable conditions or restric- steam shall not exceed 0.01 times the
tions imposed pursuant to other regu- hypothetical Emount that would be
lauons in this chapter and the Intenm generated if E!! of the metal in the
Acceptance Cntent for Emergency cladding cylinders surroundict the
Core Cooling Systems published on fuel, excluding the cladding surround-
June 29,1971 (36 FR 12:48) as amend- Ing the plenum volume, were to react.
ed (December 18.1971. 36 FR 24082): (4) Coolable prometry. Calculated
P ovided, hotecter, that no operating changes in core geornetry shall be
license shall be tasued for fact 11tles such that the core remains amenable
constructed in accordance with con- to cooling.
struction permits issued pursuant to (6) Long term cooling. After any cal-
this paracttph. unless the Comtnission culated successful initial opernuon of
determines, among other things that the ECCS. the calculated core tem-
the proposed facility :netts the re- perature shall be maintained at an ac-
Cu'remefits of D&ragraph (t)(1) of this ceptably low value and decay heat
section. shall be removed for the extended
(b)(1) Peck cladding tempernfure. period of time required by the long.

The calculated maximum fuel eternent lived radioactivity remaining in the
cladding temperature shall not exceed core.
2000* P. (c) As used in this section: (1) Less.
() Ma.nmum claddir:p extdaffon, of coolant acetdents (LOCA'ai tre hy-

The calculated total oxidation of the pothettcal tectdents that would result
cladding shall nowhere exceed 0.17 from the loss of reactor coolant, at &
times the total cladding thickness rate in excess of the capability of the
oefore oxidation. As used m this suth reactor coolant makeup system, from
paragraph total oxidation means the breats in pipes in the reactor coolsat
total thickness of c!&dding metal that pressure boundary up to and including
would be locally converted to oxide if a break equivalent in size to the
til the oxygen absorbed by and react- double ended rupture of the largest
ed with the cladding locally were con- pipe in the reactor coolant system.
verted to stotchiometric 7.irconium ( ) An evaluation model is the calcu-
dioxide, il cladding rupture is eticultt- lational framewort for evaluating the
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behavior of the reactor system during finding will constitute & rebuttable
a postulated lona-of coolant accident presumption on questions of adequacy
(LOCA). It includes one or tuore com- &nd implement &Uon capabdity. Emer-

' puter programs and tu other informa- gency preparedness exeretses (required
tion necessary for application of the by paragraph (b)(14) of this section
calculational framework to a specif1C and Appendix E. Section P of this
LOCA. such as mathematical models part) are part of the operational in-

.

used, assumptions included in the pro- spection process and are not required
grams, procedure, for treating the pro- for any initiallicensing decision,
gram input and output information. (b) The onsite and, except as pro-
specification of those portions of &nal. vided in paragraph (d) of this section.
ysis not lncluded in computer pro * offsste emergency response plans for
grams, values of parttneters. and all nuclear power reactors must meet the
other information necessary to specifY fouowing standards:' '
the calculational procedure. (1) Primary responsibuities for emer.

(d) The requilements of this section rency response by the nuclear faculty
are in addition to any other require * licensee and by State and local organi.
ments applicable to ECCS set forth Ln t.ations within the Emergency Plan-
this part. The criterta set forth in ning Zones have been assigned, the
paragraph (b). With coollag perform. emergency taponsibilities of the vat.
ance calculated in accordance with an lous supporting organtrAttons have
acceptable evaluation model, are in been specifically established, and each
implementation of the general re Artncipal response organization heaquirements with respect to ECCS cool" staff to respond and to augment its

'.

'

Ing performance design set forth in :Ntlal response on a continuous basis.
this part includtng in particular Crite-
non 35 of Appendix A. 30) On shift fac1Hty licensee respon.

steilities for emergency response tre
(39 TR 1002 JarL 4.1974, sa amended at 39 unambiguously defined. Adequate
TR 271:1. Jult 23,1974: to TR 8789. Mar. 3. staffing to provide initial facility accia
187?) dent response in key functional areas
9 SW Emergency plans. is maintained at til times, timely Aug.

mentation of response capabilities is
(t)(1) Except as prtr'ided in part* avtuable and the interfaces among

staph (d) of this sectio , no operating various onstte response activities and
license for a nuclear PWer reactor win offsate support and response activities
be issued unless a finding is made by gy,spectgjeq,
NRC that there is reasonable assur* (3) Arrangensents for requesting and
ance that adequate protective mens' effectively ustn2 L&ststance resources
ures ein and win be taken in the event have been made, arrangements to ac-of a radiological emergency. cornmodate State and local staff at the

(2) The NRC wiu base its l'inding on Ucensee's near.stte Emergency Oper<
& review of the Fxieral Emergency stions Pacility have been made and
Management Agency (FEMA) findings other organtiations capable of aug-
and determinations as to whether menting the planned response have
State and local emergency plans are been identified.
adequate and whether there is reason * (4) A standard emergency c!ssifica.able tasurance that they can be imple-

tion s.nd action level scheme, the basesmented anu on the NRC assessment of which include facility system sad
as to whether the applicant s onstte

effluent pararneters, ts in use by theemergency plans are adequate and nuclear faculty licensee, and State andwhether there is reasonable nasurance local response plans can for reliancethat they can be implemented. A
FEMA finding wtU primanly be based
on a review of the plans. Any ott er in- 'These standards are addressed by spee:f-

formation already avr.ilable to FEMA fntN'o" Cr tenNor Pr p t d -

may be considered in assessing wheth' untion of Radiolosteal Emersency Resconse
er there is reasonable assurance that P'.ans and Preparedness m support of Nucte-
the pts.ns can be implemented. In any at Power Plants- for Intmm Use and Com.
NRC licensing proceeding, a FEMA ment". January 1980.
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tuthortted l'y the Ccmmission upon request
Footnotes to i 60.85s; pursua.at to i 60.SS6 tax H ia).

' (Reserred) ' For purposes of tMa regulauem the pro-
P88'8 N M * *** "la 'ff'C'" 888 Components which are connected to the August 30.1968, and the revised Laeue IEEEreacter coolant systero and tre part of the NM1 became "tn effect" on h 2.1971.reactor coolant pressure bc2ndary #efined Copies may be obtained from the InstituteLa I 80.2(vl need not meet these requ&r,. of htrimJ &nd betronscs Engirw ns.ments. prortded: United Engineering Center. 346 East 47th

it) In the event of posdulated f&uure of Street New York. .YY 10017. A copy La avati.
, the component curms normal tvector oper- Eble for inspection at the Commission's

s.uon. the reactor can be shut down &nd P.lbile Document Roots.1717 H Street NW.,
cooled down in na orcerir manner, nasumme Whthmstom D.C.
""" ' * ' ' Where nn applictuon for a construcuon
mat er My or permit to submitted in four parts pursuarit

fM The component is or can be isolated to sne prortstons of I 2.101(s.1) ana Subetrt 'from the roector coolant system br two P of Part 2 of LNs chapter. "the formal
YsJves (both closed both opes or one closed doctet case of the appliesuon for a con.
&nd the other open). Each open valve Inust struction permit" for purposes of this sec.
be capable of automaut netusuun had. ns. Lion sh&U be the date of doLEttlitt of the in.
suming the other valve is open its closure formauon required by 12.101(n.1) W or (3)'
time must be such th&L in the event of Ms. whjehever la Jater'
tulated f611ure of the cotoponent auring
normal reactor opersuon. enca vnite r,. I $0.85 Convers6on of construction permit
mains operstle and the reactor can be shut to lleoneet or amendment of licenne.
down and cooled down in an orcert' Upon cornpletion of the construction. *manner, assumins makeup te provided by

or Alterstjon of a facility, in cognpil.the remotor ooolant makeup system only,
&nce trlt.h the terms and conditions of8 Copies may be obtained from the Ameri.

can Society of Mechanical Engmeers, the construction permit &nd subject to
United Engineering Center. 348 East 47th &ny neces&&ry testing of the facility
SL. New York. NY 10017. Copies are avstla- for health of safety purposes, the
ble for inspection at the Commission's Commlaston wtit tu the thsence of
Pubue Docussent Room.1717 8 SL NWa good cause shou'n to the contrary
Washington. D.C. 1seue & llconse of the C1&sa for which

'USAS and ASME Code addenda Lesued the constr'uction pergnit wha issued or
&n appropWe amndment of the '1.

ed t be in e to " or ecuve" 8
months siter their date of Lesuance au cense. as the case may be,
after ther t.re incorporated by reierence tn (Sec.168. 64 Stat. 966: 42 U.S.C. :238)
parsersch (b) of this seettom Acconca to
the AAME Coce tesued after the Summer (21 FR 288. Jan.19,1968 as amenced at 38
19'f1 Andenes are considered ta be "la FR 11461 duly 17.19701
effset" or "effeettve" after the date of pubtl. ! 50.57 Iseuance of operating 11eenee. '

- cation of the nacenda su after ther are in.
corporated by reference in parsgrson (b) of (4) Purauhut to l 60.56. &n operating
this secuom license may be issued by the Commts.

'For ASME Code Editions and Addenas sion, up to the full term authort:ed by
tasued prior to the Winter 1977 Addenda. I 50.51. upon finding that:
the code Edluon sad Addenda appaesble to (1) Construction of tho' facility h&a
the ecaponent ta governed by the orcer or been substant1&lly cornpleted, in con.
N a Yi the nu1e ear [ner for:nity with the construction permat'

yste
Fter the Winter 19ff addenda and subee- &nd the 4pplication na & mended, the

,
quent edit'ons and addenna the method for prov' talons of the Act and the rules

|
desertaming the applicable Ccde edluons and regulations of the Commisalon;
and adoenda le contained in Psrasnoti NCA &nd,

11e0 of Section 13 of the A8h3 Coce.
' ASME Code cases w!uth have been do. 'Tbe Comminston snay uwue a provistonal

termined suitable for use by the Commis, overstant ucense pursuant to the remia.
ston staff are 11sted in NitC Regulatory cons a this part m effect on Mah &
Outde 1.st " Code Case Acceptabtuty- 1970, for any factitty for wNch a not!ce of

hetrms en an applictuon for a provulena.1aAEME Section IU Design and Psbrication
and NRC Regulatory Oulde 1.88, " Code opersung ucense or a nouce of preposed W
Case Acceptabt11ty- ASME Section IU Ms. suance of a prorutonsi os4rsting license has

|
i teria4a " The use of other Code emars may be been pubitsbed on or before that cate.
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(:) The facility will operate in con. this section na to wnich there is > con.
,

formity with the application na troversy. in the form of an inttlat dect.,

1 amended the provisions of the Act. sion with respect to the contested ac.
1 and the rules and regulations of tho tivity 60ught to t4 tuthnrised. The DI.

Commission: and rector of Nuclear Reactor Regulation'

(3) There is ree,songbic naturante (l) will make findirigs ort til other matters
that the tetivities authorised by the specified in paragraph (t) of this sec.
operating license can be conducted tion. !! no party opposes the motion.,

without endangering the health and the presiding officer will lasue an
i safety of the public and (in that such order pursukat to i 2.730(e) of this

activitics will be conducted in compil* chapter, authorizing the Director of
. nnet with the regulntions in this chap. Nuclear Remetor' Regulation to make
ter; and approprt&te findings on the matters *

(4) The applicant is technick!!y and specifleu in paragraph (a) of this sec. *'

' financially cunillied to engage m the tion and to issue & license for the re. .

&ctivities Authortted by the operating Quested operation,
license in Mcordance with the regula.

: tions in this chapter. However, no (36 f*R 6318. Mar. 31.1970. na amenced at
finding of financial Qukilllc&tions is 36 F'R s044. Aor.18. ls70; 37 F'R il873. June'

necessary for an electric utility kppil. hpo.l '
.3 9t8 ti biE6. . Q

'

cant for an operating 11ernae for a pro- gpggj
duction or utilization f6cility of the #-

p type describett in i 60.21(b) or i 60.02, 1 60.68 linringe and report of the Advino-
. (6)The applicable provtalons of Part . rr Committee on Itnetor Befetuards.0 of this chapter have been antisfied'

apphtim fM a cem
' (6) The tsauknee of the license will tion permit or an operating Ilcense for,

not be inimical to the common defense n Incility which is of a type described
and security or to the health and in i 60.21(b) or i 60. 2. or for a testing

1 safety of the pubtle, facility, shall be referred to the Advl.
-(b) Each operating license will in. sory Committee on Reactor Safe.
clude appropriate provisions with re, guards for n review knd report. An ap.
spect to any uncompleted items of plication for 44 &mendment to such a.

l construction and such limitations or construction' permit or operating lie
conditions as are required to nasure cense may be referred to the Advisory
that operation during the pert 7d of Committee on Reactor Safeguards for
the completion of such items will not review knd report. Any report shall be
endanger public henJth and safety. made part of the record of the applien.

(c) An applicant may. in a case lion and tvallable to the public, except
.

where a hearing is held in connection to the extent thnt security classifica.
with a pending proceeding under this llort preventa disclost:re.
section make a motion in writing, pur. (b) The Commisalon 'will hold a
suant to this parturnph (c). for an op. hearing after at least 30 days notice
trating license nuthonzmg low. power and publichtlon once In the PrDERAL

,

testing (operation at not more than 1 Rsotsm on each appliention for a
percent of full power for the purpose construction permit for &' production
of testing the fac111ty). and further op. -or utillt.ation facility which 18 of 4
erttlons short of full power operation, type described in I $0.21(b) or i 50.02
Action on such & motion by the presid. or which la & testing facility. When a

,

ing efficer sht11 be taken with due construction permit has been issued
regard to the rights of the parties to for such a facility following the hold.4

the proceedings, including the right of Ing of a public hearing and an appilca.
any party to be heard to the extent tion is made for an operating license.

.

that his contentions t.'t. relevant to or for En Ernendment to a construction
the activity to be authertzed. Pr:or to permit or operating license, the Com-
Ltaking any &ction on such & motion mission may hold a hearing after at
which any party opposen. the presid. least 30 days notice and pubilcation
Ing officer shall make findings on the once in the ProznA1. Rectsm or. In
matters speciflad in paragraph (n) of ' the absence of 6. request therefor by
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any person whose interest may be al. ments carried out pursuant in para.
fected, may issue u operating license graph (a) of this section. These rec-
or an amendment to a construction ords shall include a written safety
permit or opera 2s license without a evaluation which provides the bases
hearing, upon 30 days notice and pub- for the determination that the change.
!! cation once in the Frocaat, Ruotsten test or experiment does not Irivolve ari
of its intent to do so. If the Commis- unrevlewed safety question. The 11
sion finds that no significant hazards censee shall furnish to the appropriate
consideration is presented by an appit* NRC Regional Office shown in Appen-
cation for an amendment to a con * dix D of Part 20 of this enacter with a
rtruction permit or operat!ng license. copy to the Director of Inspection and

iit may dispense wdh such notice and Enforcement. U.S. Nuclear Reiculatory
publication and may Lasue the amend. Commission. Washington. D.C. 20555.,

ment. annually or at such shorter intervals .

(21 m 12186. Dec. B.1962. as amenced at 33 as may be spectfled in the !! cense, a
m 8590. June 12.1968: 35 m 11481. Jult report containing a brief description
IT.1970: 39 m 10686. hear. 21.1974) of such changes, tests. and expert-

menta. Including a summary of the8 60.59 Chantes. testa snel esperiments. safety evaluation of enth. Any report
(n)(1) The holder of a !! cense submitted by a lleensee pursuant to

authorizing operation of a production this paratrSph will be made a part of
or utilization facility may (1) make the public record of the licensing pro-
changes in the facility as described in ceeding. In addition to a stened ortti-
the safety pitlysts report. (11) make nal, 39 copies of each report of
changes in the procedures as desertbed changes in a facility of the type de.
in the safety analysts report, and (111) scribed in ( 50.21(b) or i 50.:: or a
conduct testa or experiments not de', testing facility, and 12 copies of each
scribed in the safety analysis report report of changes in any other f acility,
without prior Commission approval, shall be filed. The records of changes
unless the proposed change, test or et' In the facility shall be maintained ]periment involves a change in the until the date of termination of the 11technical specifications incorporated cense, and records os changes in proce-
in the license or an unreviewed safety' dures and records of tests and experi-
question. nienta shall be maintaltted for a perted(2) A proposed change, test. or ex. og ggy, y,gr,,
periment shall be deemed to involve

- (c) The holder of a license author-an unreviewed safety question (1) !!
the probability of occurrence or the Iting operation of a production or utt.

lization facility who desires (1) aconsequences of an accident or mal.
function of equipment important to change in technical specifications or

(2) to make a change in the facility orsafety previously evaluated in the
the procedures described in the safetysafety analysis report may be in-

creased; or (11) if a possibility for an analyste report or to conduct tests or

accident or malfunction of a different experiments not described in the

type than any evaluated previously in safety analysts report, which involve6

the safety analysts report may be cre' an unreviewed safety question or a

ated; or (111) if the margin of safety as change in technical spect!! cations.

defined in the basis for any technical shall submit an spottention for amend.

specification la reduced. ment of his license pursuant to 150.90.
(b) The licensee shall maintain reca (39 m 10666. Mar. 21.1914, as amended at

ords of changes in the fr.cility and of 41 m 16448. Apr.19,1976; 41 m 18302.
changes in procedures made pursuant May 3,197e: 42 m 20133. Apr.13.1977)
to this section, to the extent that such
changes constitute changes in the fa. Instrettons. Recosos. MRTs.
ctilt,y as described in the safety analy, NortricArtons
sia report or constitute changes in pro-
cedures as described in the - safety 4 5m inopdons,
annlysis report. The licensee shall also (a) Each licensee and each holder of
maintain records of tests and expert. a construction permit shall permit in.
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with the regulations in this t.hapter REYoCAftoN, $UsrtNstoN. MootricA-
and will not be inimical to the T!oN. AMENDMcNT or LICthsts AND
common defense and securtty or to the CoNstaverton PtxMits, EMtactNey
health ano safety of the public. OPERATIONS sY 7 tit CoMM!ss!ON

(b) 11 the application demonstrates
that the dismantling of the facility 3 50.100 Revocation. auspension. mod 10ca. |
and d.sposal of the component parts Linn of lleennee and construction per. I
will be performed in accordance with * M I'r ** "*'.
the ret'ulations in this chapter and A license or construction permit may
will not be inimical to the common de. be revoked, suspended, or modified, in
fense and security or to the health whole or in part, for any matertal false
and safety of the public, and after statement in the application for 11+
notice to interested persons, the Com. cense or in the supplemental or other
mission may issue an order author. statement of fact required of the ap.. '

tzing such dismant!!ng and disposal, plicant: or because of conditions re.
and providing for the terminattort of vented by the application for license or
the lleense upon completion of such statement of fact or any report,
procedures in accordance with any record, inspection. or other means. -

conditions specified in the order, which would warrant the Commission
to refuse to grant a license ott nn ortti.

(26 Mt 9546. Oct.10.1961, as arnended at 32 nal application (other than those re-TR 3090. Feb. 21,19671
lating to Ii 50.51, 50.4:(a), and

AMENT $McNT or LictNst on CoNstnuc- 50.43(b) of this part); or for failure to
7 tom PtmMt? AT Rzeuts7 or Hot. Den construct or operate a facility in ac.

cordance with the terms of the con.
t 50.90 Applicatina for am.ndment of II. 6truction permit or license, provided

cense or constrvetion perm 6t. that failure to mhke timely completion
of the proposed construction or alter.

Whenever a holder of a license or allon of a f acility under a construction
construction permit desires to amend permit shall be governed by the provl.
the license or permit, application for stons of I 50.55(b); or for violation of.
an amendment shall be filed with the or failure to observe, any of the terms
Commission, f ully deseybing _the
changes destreo, ano folfowing as f{r

. and provisions of the Act, regulations,

~ license, permit, or order of the Com.
to appfliatile the lorm prescr6d~ lor mission,
ortrinal a~py,llentlotys.

4 50.101 Retaking passese6cn of special
3 60.91 luusnee of amendment. nuclear matenal.
In determining whether an amend. Upon revocation of .s license, the

ment to a license or construction Commission may immndlately cause
permit will be issued to the applicant the retaking of possession of all spe.
the Commission will be guided by the clal nuclear enaterial h tid by the 11
considerntions whlen sovern the issu; censee.
ance of initial licenses or construction
'permita to the extent applicable and % 8$0 $'s.Ils$1
appropriate. If the application in*
volves the material alteration of a 11 # 30.102 Commluion order for operation
cenaed facility, a construction permit after revocation,
will be issued prior to the issuance of

the amendment to the !! cense. If the Whenever the Commission finds
amendment !nvolves a significant hat. that the public convenience had neces.
ards consideration, the Commission sity, or the Department finds that the
will give notice of its proposed action production prograrn of the Depart.

pursuant to i 2.105 of th" chapter ment requfres continued operat!on of
before acting thereon. The notice will a production or utilization facilit;, the
be issued as soon .ts practicable after license for which has been reytXed,

the Commission may, after consulta.the application hs.s been docketed.
Lion with the appropriate federal Mr

(30 Mt 13238. Apr.12,19741 state regulatory agency having jurid
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diction. order that possession be taken compilance with the rules, regulations,
of such facility and that it be operated or orders of the Commission.
for a period of time as, in the juds- (c) The Commission may at any time
rnent of the Commission, the public requlte a holder of a construction
convenience and necessity or the pro. permit or a license to submit such in.
duction program of the Depsrtment formation concerning the addition or
may require, or until a licenbe for op. proposed addition, the elimination or
eration of the facility shall become ef. proposed elimination. or the modifica.
fective. Just compensation shall be tion or proposed modification of strue.
paid for the use of the facility. tures, systems or components of a fa.

too T7t 8790 Mar.3.19761 cility as it deems approprinte.

135 m H18. Mar. 31. ImlI $0.103 Suspension and operation in war
ce national emergency. ENronCEMENT.

, ,

(a) Whenever Congress declares that
a state of war or national emergency I 50.110 Ylotations.
exists the Comminston, if it finds it An Injunction or other court order
necessary to the common defense and may be obtained prohibiting any viola.
security, may. tion of any provision of the Atomic

(1) Suspend any license it has issued. Energy Act of 1964, as amended, or
(2) Cause the recapture of special Title !! of the Energy Reorgantr.ation

nuclear matertal. Act of 1914. or any regulation or order
(3) Order the operation of any 11 Issued thereunder. A court order may

censed facility, be obtained for the payment of a civil
(4) Order entry into triy plant or fa' penalty imposed pursuant to seetton

ctilty in order to recapture special nu* 234 of the Act for violation of sectionclear matertal or to operate the facill. 53.57,62.63.81.82,101.103,104,107
ty. or 109 of the Act, or section 206 of the

(b) Just compensation shall be paid Energy Reorganization Act of 1914. or
for any darnages caused by recapture any rule, teruit.tlon. or order issued

, of special nuclear material or by oper' thereunder, or any term, condition, or
allon of any facility pursuant to this limitation of any license lasued there.
8'CIIO"* *

under, or for any violation for which a
(see. 108. 88 Stat. 939. as amended: 43 license may be revoked under section
U.S.C. 3138) 186 of the Act. Any person who will.
[31 m 356. Jan.19.1958. as amended at 36 fully violates any provision of the Act
m 11410. July 17.1910; 40 F118790. Mar. 3 or any regulation or order issued
19781 thereunder may be guilty of a crime

NACN#" and, upon conviction, may be punisned
by fine or imprisonment or both, as

1 50.109 Itackfittimt. provided by law.
(a) The Comminston may, in accord. (to m 8790. Mar. 3.1918, as amenaed mL 43

ance with the procedures speelfled in 7'I} 38731. May 19.19711
this chapter. recuire the backfitting of
a facility if it finds that such action Arrrnoters
will provide substantial, additional
protection which is required for the
public health and safety or the Arrtworx A-OtNtnAL Deston
common defense and security. As used CRITtalA rom Noctr.An Powen PLANTS
in this section. "backfitting" of a pro,
duction or util17.ation facility means Tone WenWs
the addition, elimination er modifica. 3,ynococyton
tion of structures, systems or compo- I

,

nents of the facility after the con. cartwrrtons !

struct!on permit has been issued. Nuclest Power Unit.
(b) Nothing in this section shall be t,oss of Coolant Accidents,

deemed to telleve a holder of a con. Sinste F'atture.
struction permit or a license from Annetrated Operational Occurrences.
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